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Abstract

Environment perception is one of the most important requirements for autonomous

systems and it is, in fact, the pre-requisite for any useful interaction between a

robot and its environment. Recent advancements in autonomy have been facili-

tated, partially, by advancements in environment sensing systems and intelligent

environment interpretation. Vision systems and laser scanners have traditionally

been the primary agents for environment sensing. They have proven their worth

in robust environment sensing in several structured indoor environments and even

some outdoor environments. However, their excessive dependence on ambient light

has limited their utility in general outdoor environments. Further, the utility of

vision and range sensors under water is inhibited by bad lighting conditions and

water turbidity created either by dirt or by sediment stirred by the robot itself.

Thus, the use of autonomy in underwater and deep sea applications is lagging far

behind the extent of autonomy in terrestrial applications.

Tactile sensors, because of their intrinsic insensitivity to lighting conditions and

water turbidity, provide promising opportunities for augmenting the capabilities of

vision sensors in applications involving object recognition and localization. How-

ever, research in tactile sensing applications has been limited, primarily due to

the sparse existence of reliable tactile sensors for ground based applications and

there being even lesser options for underwater applications. Most of the exist-

ing research is based on past generations of tactile sensors which had extremely

limited force and spatial resolution. Further, data collected by tactile sensors is

very localized. Thus, even with high spatial resolution of some recently developed

tactile sensors, the environment data collected is only limited to the contact area

between the sensor and the environment. This is the most important theoretical

limitation of tactile sensors when compared to vision and range sensors, which

have CCD or CMOS arrays yielding one-shot environment scans.

Recently, an advanced tactile sensing system, with high spatial and force reso-

lutions, has been developed at the Deutsches Forschungszentrum für Künstliche

Intelligenz. This sensor is capable of underwater use and has been tested to work

at depths of 6 Km below sea level. This has made underwater haptic exploration

possible for the first time. The theoretical limitation of tactile sensors has been

addressed by mounting dense arrays of these tactile sensors on robot gripper ap-

pendages. While the gripper actuators enable the systematic exploration of new

and unexplored areas of an object’s surface, the gripper kinematics and angular

encoders enable the fusion of this data collected over several contact iterations

into an object map. This changing paradigm in technology has enabled a revi-

sion in the perspective of algorithms used for haptic object recognition. The high

spatial resolution of the sensor system allows the representation of tactile data



as point clouds which in turn facilitates the robust evaluation of highly informa-

tive local surface features for an object. Hence, feature matching algorithms, that

have been successfully demonstrated in range sensing applications, can be used for

object recognition and its localization in six degree-of-freedom (dof) space.

This thesis focuses on the development of practical algorithms and methodologies

for solving the problem of object recognition and object localization in complete

six dof space using tactile sensors on a robot. The methodologies are applied to

both ground based and underwater applications. A framework has been developed

that can cater to multiple tactile sensing types and can also be applied to several

different robots independent of their morphologies, shapes and sizes. For practical

applications, the scope of the object recognition problem has been limited to rec-

ognizing the correct object from a database of previously known objects. Although

this is a simplification of the generic perception problem, most of the existing prac-

tical scenarios that have been demonstrated using vision based or laser scanner

based recognition also deal with object recognition from a pre-known database.

However, it has been ensured that the tactile sensing methodologies can handle a

large database of 3D objects of complex shapes. Further, since it is not practical

to create a database from ground truth collected from tactile measurements, espe-

cially in underwater applications, it has been ensured that the methodologies can

deal with a database constructed from laser sensors in the air. This database can

be constructed autonomously in simulation and is easily expandable.

This thesis presents two major approaches for haptic object recognition and local-

ization. The first approach called BRICPSF is based on an innovative combination

of the Iterative Closest Point algorithm, a feature based RANSAC algorithm for

database matching and a framework for sequentially evolving hypotheses over the

course of object exploration. It can handle a large database of 3D objects of com-

plex shapes and performs a complete six dof localization of static objects. The

algorithms are validated by experimentation in ground based and underwater en-

vironments using real hardware. To our knowledge this is the first instance of

haptic object recognition and localization in underwater environments. The algo-

rithms have also been developed while taking into account the practical problems

like sensor fusion noise caused by manipulator end-effector positioning errors. An

extension of this approach is also presented for solving the movable object local-

ization problem.

The second approach is biologically inspired, and provides a close integration be-

tween object exploration and recognition. An edge following exploration strategy

is developed that receives feedback from the current state of recognition. A recog-

nition by parts approach is developed which uses the BRICPSF for object-part

recognition. Object exploration is either directed to explore a part until it is

successfully recognized, or is directed towards new parts to endorse the current

recognition belief. This approach is validated by simulation experiments.



Zusammenfassung

Das Erkennen der Umwelt ist eine der wichtigsten Anforderungen für autonome

Systeme und es ist, tatsächlich Voraussetzung für jegliche Art von sinnvoller Inter-

aktion zwischen einem Roboter und seiner Umgebung. Neuheiten in autonomen

Systemen wurden durch Fortschritte im Umwelt sensing System und durch in-

telligente Umwelt Interpretation möglich gemacht. Kamera Systeme und Laser

Scanners sind bisher die Hauptmethoden für das Kennenlernen der Umwelt, denn

sie waren im verschiedenen strukturierten Indoor sowie einigen Outdoor Umwelten

effektiv. Jedoch hat deren extreme Abhängigkeit vom Umgebungslicht deren Ge-

brauch in Outdoor Umwelten limitiert. Deren Gebrauch unter Wasser ist durch

ungünstige Lichtverhältnisse und Wassertrübung begrenzt. Folglich ist der Ge-

brauch von autonomen Systemen unter Wasser als auch in Tiefsee Applikationen

nicht so weit entwickelt wie die Autonomie an Land.

Taktile Sensoren können aufgrund der Unabhängigkeit von den Lichtverhältnissen

sowie der Wassertrübung die Kamera Sensoren bei der Objekterkennung und Ob-

jektlokalisierung Applikation unterstützen. Die Forschung im Gebiet der taktilen

Sensoren Applikationen ist aufgrund des geringen Vorhandenseins von betrieb-

ssicheren taktilen Sensoren. Die meiste Forschungsarbeit basiert auf veralteten

taktilen Sensoren die eine spärliche Kräfteauflösung und räumliche Auflösung

haben. Des Weiteren erkennen die taktilen Sensoren nur einen sehr begrenzten

Bereich. Das ist die wichtigste Theoretische Einschränkung der taktilen Sensoren

wenn man sie mit Kamera und Laser Systemen, die CCD oder CMOS Arrays

haben, vergleicht. Kamera und Laser Systeme können Ihre Umgebung mit einma-

liger Aufnahme festhalten.

Kürzlich wurde ein Advanced-Taktile-Sensorik-Systeme mit sehr hoher Raum- und

Kraftauflösung am Deutschen Forschungszentrum für Künstliche Intelligenz en-

twickelt. Dieser Sensorik kann unter Wasser eingesetzt werden und wurde auch

bereits bei Tiefen von 6 Km unter dem Meeresspiegel getestet. Dies ermöglichte

es erstmalig, eine haptische Unterwasser-Untersuchung durchzuführen. Die theo-

retische Begrenzung der taktilen Sensoren wurde gelöst, indem die taktilen Sen-

soren dicht aneinandergereiht an die Greifgliedmaßen des Roboters angebracht

wurden. Während die Greifantriebe die systematische Erkundung neuer und

unerforschten Flächen einer Objektoberfläche ermöglichen, machen die Greifkine-

matik und die winkelförmige Codier-Einrichtung die Fusion dieser über mehrere

Iterationskontakte gesammelten Daten in eine Objektkarte möglich. Dieses

Beispiel in der Technologie hat eine Revision der Perspektive der Algorith-

men ermöglicht, die zur haptischen Objekterkennung genutzt werden. Die hohe

räumliche Auflösung des Sensorensytems erlaubt die Representation von Tastdaten

als Point clouds, was wiederum die verlässliche Evaluation von sehr informativen,



lokalen Oberflächenbeschaffenheiten für ein Objekt vereinfacht. Daher können

Algorithmen, die Merkmale aufeinander abstimmen und erfolgreich in Range-

Sensing-Applications gezeigt wurden, zur Objekterkennung und Objektortung in

einem Six-Degree-Of-Freedom-Space genutzt werden.

Diese Dissertation konzentriert sich auf die Entwicklung praktischer Algorithmen

und Methoden zur Lösung des Problems der Objekterkennung und Objektortung

im kompletten Six-Dof-Space, indem Tastsensoren an einem Roboter genutzt wer-

den. Diese Methoden können sowohl im Boden- als auch im Unterwasserbereich

angewandt werden. Es wurde eine Grundstruktur entwickelt, die auf mehrere

taktile Sensorentypen ausgerichtet ist, und die auch auf mehrere verschiedene

Roboter übertragen werden kann – unabhängig von ihrer Morphologien, Formen

und Größen. Für praktische Anwendungen wurde der Bereich des Objekterken-

nungsproblems auf die Erkennung des korrekten Objekts aus einer Database von

zuvor bekannten Objekten eingeschränkt. Auch wenn das eine Vereinfachung des

allgemeinen Perzeptionsproblems ist, muss festgehalten werden, dass die Mehrzahl

der existierenden Praxis-Szenarien, die bisher bei der Vision-based- und der Laser-

scanner-based-Recognition gezeigt wurden, auch mit Objekterkennung aus einer

bereits bekannten Database arbeiten. Dennoch wurde sichergestellt, dass die

Taktile-Sensing-Methodologies eine sehr große Database aus 3D-Objekten von

komplexen Formen bewältigen können. Darüberhinaus, da es nicht durchführbar

ist, eine Database von Ground Truth durch Tastmessungen zu erstellen, vor allem

in Unterwasseranwendungen, wurde sichergestellt, dass die Methodologies mit

einer Database umgehen können, die von Lasersenoren in der Luft erstellt wurde.

Diese Database kann unabhängig in der Simulation erstellt und leicht erweitert

werden.

Die Doktorarbeit präsentiert zwei wesentliche Zugänge zur haptischen Ob-

jekterkennung und Lokalisierung. Die erste Herangehensweise namens

BRICPSF basiert auf einer innovativen Kombination des Iterative-Closest-Point-

Algorithmus, eines Feature-Based-RANSAC-Algorithmus zur Übereinstimmung

mit der Database und eines Rahmenwerks zur fortlaufenden Entwicklung von Hy-

pothesen während der Erkundung. Sie kann eine große Database an 3D-Objekten

in komplexen Formen handhaben und eine komplette Six-Dof-Lokalisierung statis-

cher Objekte vornehmen. Die Algorithmen werden validiert, indem Experimente

am Boden und unter Wasser mit echter Hardware durchgeführt werden. Sofern

wir wissen, ist dies das erste Beispiel für haptische Objekterkennung und Ortung

in einer Unterwasserumgebung. Bei der Entwicklung der Algorithmen wurden die

praktischen Probleme berücksichtigt, wie der Lärm der Sensorenfusion, der durch

Manipulator-End-Effector-Positioning-Errors verursacht wird. Eine Erweiterung

dieser Vorgehensweise wird ebenso aufgezeigt, um das Problem der beweglichen

Objektortung zu lösen.



Die zweite Vorgehensweise ist von der Biologie inspiriert und liefert eine enge Inte-

gration zwischen Objekterkundung und Objekterkennung. Eine Edge-Following-

Exploration-Strategy, die Rückmeldung vom laufenden Status der Erkennung

bekommt, wird entwickelt. Eine Recognition-by-Parts, die das BRICPSF zur

Objektteil-Erkennung nutzt, wird ebenso entwickelt. Die Objekterkundung ist

entweder auf die Erkundung eines Teils gerichtet, bis dieser Teil erfolgreich

erkannt wird oder auf neue Teile, um die gegenwärtige Erkennungsvorstellung

zu bestätigen. Dieses Vorgehen wird durch Simulationsexperimente validiert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The last two decades have witnessed a surge in the capability of robotic sys-

tems and intelligent machines. Present day robots have the capability to execute

repetitive tasks in coordinated and structured environments with immaculate pre-

cision (Siciliano and Khatib, 2008; Garcia et al., 2007). Further, present day

robotic systems have also demonstrated partial autonomy while handling compli-

cated tasks in several structured environments. For example, robots have been

demonstrated to open and close doors and drawers and navigate autonomously

in household environments (Chitta et al., 2010; Graf et al., 2009). They can also

perform several household tasks like folding laundry (Miller et al., 2012); manip-

ulating kitchen and household utensils (Srinivasa et al., 2010; Fuchs et al., 2009);

and even baking cookies (Bollini et al., 2011) in controlled and structured envi-

ronments. Present day robots have also been demonstrated to sort objects and

manage pick and place operations in structured logistic applications (Lemburg

et al., 2011a; Marc Ronthaler and Eich, 2011; Lemburg et al., 2013). The cur-

rent robotics research community is also focusing on autonomy in unknown and

unstructured environments (Levinson et al., 2011; Chitta et al., 2012).

Environment perception (sensing and interpretation) is the most important re-

quirement for autonomy and is in fact the most important requirement for any

useful interaction between a robot and its environment. The recent advancements

in autonomy have been facilitated, partially, by advancements in environment

sensing systems (Malamas et al., 2003; Blais, 2004) and intelligent environment in-

terpretation (DeSouza and Kak, 2002; Thrun, 2002; Bonin-Font et al., 2008; Chen

et al., 2011). Vision systems and laser scanners have traditionally been the primary

agents of environment sensing. They have proven their worth in robust environ-

ment sensing in several structured indoor environments and even some outdoor

environments. It can be argued that the shortcomings of these traditionally used

sensing modalities have defined the limits of overall robot autonomy.

1
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While vision systems and laser sensors have been proven for robust sensing in

structured indoor environments, their utility in outdoor environments has been

impeded by uncertain ambient light conditions. The excessive dependence of these

sensing modalities on ambient light have also made them unsuitable for indoor

environments where ambient light is either uncertain, or too bright or too dull

which can be expected in unknown and unstructured environments. Further, the

utility of these sensors is also hampered by the problem of object occlusion, which

leads to inconsistent behavior for practical autonomous applications.

Further, the extent of autonomy in underwater and deep sea applications is lag-

ging far behind the use of autonomy in terrestrial applications. Most underwater

applications are based on tele-operated systems with constant operator monitoring

and intervention. This is because of the absence of reliable sensing systems for

underwater applications. The utility of vision and range sensors under water is

inhibited by bad lighting conditions and water turbidity created either by dirt or

by sediment stirred by the robot itself. Further, most factory supplied robots, es-

pecially manipulators, are manufactured for high force and rugged tele-operation

applications, and are thus void of any kind of force sensing.

It can therefore be argued that while traditional sensing modalities like vision and

laser sensors are fast approaching a level of saturation in performance, further

advancements in autonomy should rely on tapping on alternate sensing modali-

ties. Similar to a human body, additional sensing modalities could augment the

performance of vision sensing and open the doors for robust autonomy even in

unstructured and unknown outdoor environments as well as underwater environ-

ments.

1.1 Tactile Sensing for Advancing Robot Capa-

bility

The Sense of Touch is an integral part of the five basic sensing modalities of the

human perception system. Human hands are dexterous manipulators with sophis-

ticated control capabilities. Our hands are capable of performing a wide variety

of complicated tasks including grasping and manipulating objects of a wide vari-

ety of shapes and sizes. Our ability to sense the environment via finger contact

forms the basis of our hands’ dexterity and control capability. The tactile sensing

system in our hands allows us to sense several object properties like size, shape,

texture and temperature. It also allows us to detect object slippage within the

grasp, and allows the capability to roll it between fingers without dropping. It

has been proven, via several experiments, that our hands loose this dexterity and

behave awkwardly in the absence of reliable tactile sensing. In one of these ex-

periments (Westling and Johansson, 1984), the hands of several human volunteers
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were rendered void of reliable tactile sensing by numbing them with an ice block

or by anesthetizing the hand skin. This resulted in their inability in maintaining a

stable grasp of objects and led to unstable and inaccurate hand movements. The

absence of our Sense of Touch ”would widen the gap between what is sensed and

what is perceived” (Dahiya et al., 2010).

Similar to humans, equipping a robot with tactile sensing extends its capability

beyond what it can achieve by using other sensor modalities only. This is ob-

vious since more information is then available at the robot’s disposal. Further,

tactile sensors are immune to ambient lighting conditions and water turbidity be-

cause of their intrinsic insensitivity to ambient light. Thus, they are essential for

complementing the performance of vision and range sensors which are excessively

dependent on ambient light conditions.

In their basic form, tactile sensors can at least be used to distinguish contact

from no contact. This itself might not be possible using vision sensors alone due

to their comparatively low resolution, dependence on ambient light or because of

object occlusion. Since tactile data is collected via direct contact between the

robot and its environment, the sensed data could be much richer in information

as compared to the environment data collected via vision and laser sensors. Ob-

ject surface properties like local geometry (e.g. curvature, edge, sharp corner),

hardness, temperature, roughness, or texture can be inferred via static contact

or through exploratory procedures using tactile sensors. This information can be

used to understand the environment better, to create or improve object models,

and to improve the robot’s manipulation quality, performance and skills. Thus,

tactile sensors are required for intelligent manipulation and for reliable autonomy

in structured and unstructured environments. They are essential for complement-

ing the performance of vision sensors in ground based applications and are capable

of performing an even larger role in underwater applications.

However, the limited availability of tactile sensors has led to limited research in

their use for object recognition. This can partially be owed to the difficulty in

understanding the complex nature of tactile sensing ability in humans (Dargahi

and Najarian, 2004). The complexity of the human tactile sensing system arises

from the fact that the tactile sensing organ is a non-localized organ as compared

to eyes and ears. The sense of touch has a distributed nature spread over a wide

area of the skin. Further, the nature of tactile sensing is not limited to a single

electronic signal and covers different forms of sensing like the detection of force,

shape, texture, temperature, pain, and other related physical properties. Thus,

finding suitable analogies for developing tactile sensor technology for robots is a

complex task.
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Tactile sensors could be of various forms. They include proprioceptive sensors;

force or pressure based sensors; and contact sensors for detecting object proper-

ties like temperature or chemical composition. More recent and advanced tactile

sensors consist of clusters of such sensing modules. Intrinsically, data is collected

by a direct contact between the tactile sensor and its environment. Thus, for ade-

quate environment perception, especially mapping, it is desirable for such clusters

to have high spatial resolution to cover more space and high force resolution for

retrieving rich surface data. Even with high spatial and force resolution, the en-

vironment data collected is only limited to the contact area between the sensor

and the environment. This is the most important theoretical limitation of tactile

sensors when compared to vision and range sensors, which have CCD or CMOS

arrays yielding one-shot environment scans. Thus, for optimal performance, sys-

tematic environment exploration should be planned intelligently and maximum

amount of information should be extracted from the acquired tactile data.

1.2 Scope of the Thesis

This thesis focuses on the development of practical algorithms and methodologies

for solving the problem of object recognition and object localization in complete

six degrees of freedom (dof) space using tactile sensors on a robot. The methodolo-

gies are presented for addressing both ground based and underwater applications.

Research in tactile sensing based object recognition and localization is limited,

primarily due to the sparse existence of reliable tactile sensors for ground based

applications and there being even lesser options for underwater applications. A

state of the art review is discussed in Chapter 2 which demonstrates that most of

the past work in this domain is based on past generations of tactile sensors which

had extremely limited force and spatial resolutions.

Recent trends in tactile sensor hardware development have focused on arrays of tac-

tile sensors for contact position and contact force detection. Recently, researchers

at the Robotics Innovation Center (RIC) of the Deutsches Forschungszentrum für

Künstliche Intelligenz (DFKI), Germany, have developed a tactile sensing system

with high spatial and force resolutions (Kampmann and Kirchner, 2012) which

are also capable of underwater use (Kampmann and Kirchner, 201x). Further,

the usability of the system has been tested in deep sea environments up to ambi-

ent pressures of 600 Bars (6 Kilometers under water). The theoretical limitation

of tactile sensors has been addressed by mounting dense arrays of these tactile

sensors on robot gripper appendages as shown in Figure 1.1. While the gripper

actuators enable the systematic exploration of new and unexplored areas of the

object surface, the gripper kinematics and angular encoders enable the fusion of

this data collected over several contact iterations into an object map. This chang-

ing paradigm in technology has enabled a revision in the perspective of algorithms
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used for haptic object recognition. The sensor system can robustly evaluate highly

informative local surface features on an object using locally dense point clouds col-

lected from touch. Hence, feature matching algorithms, that have been successfully

demonstrated in range sensing applications, can be used for object recognition and

6-dof localization.

Figure 1.1: SeeGrip: A deep-sea capable gripper with tactile sensing units
beneath flexible skin covering.

This research effort aims at developing algorithms and methodologies that can

cater to multiple tactile sensing types and can also be applied to robots indepen-

dent of their morphologies, shapes and sizes. The significance of these method-

ologies will only increase in the future when the force and spatial resolutions of

sensors are expected to increase further which would eventually lead to a robot

with a continuous skin covering resembling a human body. Contact position and

contact force estimation are presently the most understood aspects of tactile sens-

ing and most of the existing tactile sensors concentrate on measure these two

modalities. Thus, the work presented in this thesis also focuses on these two

tactile sensing modalities at the primary level. However, the object recognition

framework developed during the course of this work is designed to incorporate

other sensing modalities like temperature, hardness, texture etc. This is also reit-

erated more clearly and with relevant examples in the later sections of this thesis.

Free space estimation is also another important modality which is available via

the kinematics and joint encoders of the robot. Thus, incorporation of free space

information is also considered in detail.

For practical applications, it is desirable to describe the object recognition problem

as the problem of recognizing the correct object from a database of previously

known objects. Although this is a simplification of the generic perception problem,

most of the practical scenarios that have been demonstrated using vision based

or laser scanner based recognition deal with object recognition from a pre-known

database. However, it has been ensured that the methodologies developed in this

thesis can handle a large database of 3D objects of complex shapes. Further,

since it is not practical to create a database from ground truth collected from

tactile measurements, especially in underwater applications, we ensure that our
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methodology deals with a database constructed from laser sensors in the air. This

database can be constructed autonomously in simulation and is easily expandable.

The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate the utility of tactile sensors on a robotic

system. We present multiple perspectives and methodologies for haptic object

recognition and localization, and prove their utility in ground based and under-

water applications. While the focus of the article is on haptic object recognition,

we believe that tactile and vision sensors need to work closely to augment the

capabilities of each other. The algorithms have therefore been developed keeping

the vision interface in mind. The various possibilities for integration of vision into

the haptic recognition framework are presented at relevant places in the thesis.

Most of the research in tactile sensor based object recognition and localization

has concentrated on solving a simplified problem of recognition of a fixed object

that is static in the environment. Thus, the practical problem of recognition and

6-dof localization of a freely standing movable object using tactile sensors remains

unsolved. This thesis goes beyond the static object recognition problem, and

presents effective solutions to the movable object localization as well.

Two major approaches for object recognition and localization are developed. The

first approach called Batch RANSAC and Iterative Closest Point (ICP) aug-

mented Sequential Framework (BRICPSF) (Aggarwal et al., 2015) is based on an

innovative combination of ICP, a feature based RANSAC algorithm for database

matching and a framework for sequentially evolving hypotheses during the course

of exploration. The second approach is biologically inspired (Aggarwal and Kirch-

ner, 2014), and is motivated by an efficient integration of the object exploration

and object recognition strategies. It is inspired by the current understanding of

human haptic perception and other generic human object recognition principles.

The methodologies are validated by extensive experimentation in simulation as

well as using real hardware in ground based and underwater environments. The

algorithms have also been developed while taking into account the practical prob-

lems like sensor fusion noise caused by manipulator end-effector positioning errors.

Further, other practical issues like recognition of corroded objects for underwater

recognition have also been addressed. To our knowledge this is the first instance

of haptic object recognition and localization in underwater environments.

The utility of the methodologies will been proven for that practical application on

object recognition and 6-dof localization in underwater and ground based appli-

cations. The effects of corrosion of the object surface will also be addressed.

The motivation for the two methodologies are discussed below.
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1.3 Sequential Object Recognition and Localiza-

tion

Recently, a tactile sensing system with high spatial and force resolutions (Kamp-

mann and Kirchner, 2012) has been developed which is also capable of underwater

use. Water-proof versions of this system have been mounted on the appendages

of an underwater gripper called SeeGrip (Figure 1.1), which is in turn fixed at

the end-effector (EEF) of an industrial standard and deep sea capable Orion7P

manipulator from Schilling Robotics (Figure 1.2). Another variant of the tactile

sensor has been prepared for ground based applications which is mounted on the

fingers of a light weight gripper which is in turn fixed at the EEF of a Mitsubishi

PA10 manipulator (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.2: SeeGrip gripper on the Orion7P manipulator in the DFKI RIC
Underwater Testbed

While the manipulator and gripper actuators enable the systematic exploration

of new and unexplored areas of the object surface, their kinematics and angular

encoders enable the fusion of this data collected over several contact iterations

into an object map. The high force resolution of each sensing element of the

SeeGrip sensors makes it possible to go beyond a binary contact or no contact

detection and enables the estimation of the exact position of contact (Chapter

3). Further, the high spatial density of such sensing elements allows the contact

positions to be combined as point clouds. These locally dense point clouds can be

used to estimate the local shape features of an object’s surface. Thus, the feature

matching based point cloud registration methods (Mian et al., 2005) common

in range sensing applications, can be used for haptic object recognition. The

difference, however, is that the tactile data is only sparsely spread around the

object’s surface. Thus, the tactile data collected in the initial few exploration

steps is generally insufficient for recognizing the correct object. Also, the low EEF
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Figure 1.3: Tactile sensors on a sheet-metal SeeGrip gripper at the EEF of a
Mitsubishi PA10 manipulator

position precision of manipulators, especially underwater manipulators (Aggarwal

and Albiez, 2013), leads to inaccuracies in the object map when data collected

from multiple measurements is fused together.

Point cloud registration methods like Random Sampling and Consensus (RANSAC)

(Fischler and Bolles, 1981) can be used for matching the cumulative input point

cloud with the database object point clouds for estimating the object identity and

its pose. This procedure is generally non-sequential and the knowledge or confi-

dence in the object state achieved via point cloud registration at one exploration

step does not influence the result of point cloud registration at a subsequent ex-

ploration step. On the other hand, since object exploration is a relatively slow

process, the time during which the robot moves can be used for sequentially track-

ing and evolving the hypotheses. Thus, it is advantageous to sequentially evolve

the object state hypotheses over time rather than trying to estimate these in one

shot using point cloud registration methods.

From another perspective, the problem of object recognition and localization can

be compared to the mobile robot localization problem. Each database object has

its own map. Object recognition is equivalent to determining the correct map

and the localization problem refers to finding the position of the tactile sensor

w.r.t. the object map. Bayesian techniques like particle filters (Thrun et al.,

2005) have been shown to be effective in mobile robot localization. It also allows

tracking multiple modalities and sequentially evolves them using new actions and

measurements. However, particle filters are not efficient in dealing with high

dimensional spaces (we have a 7 dimensional problem- 1 dimension for object

recognition and 6 dimensions for localization of 3D objects). Solving a complete

6-dof localization problem alone could take weeks using generic particle filters.

Further, several problems like particle starvation and pruning of particles from low
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probability spaces have to be addressed. Finally, the data collected from tactile

sensors at every step is limited which prohibits the use of standard measurement

models from mobile robot localization literature.

Thus, a combination of local feature based database matching and a sequential

framework is used for robust object recognition and localization. Feature based

database matching after every data collection step generates a set of probable

hypotheses. These hypotheses are evolved sequentially using new measurements.

The measurements are used to evaluate hypotheses at each step by comparing

the expected measurements for the hypothesis from the database with the actual

measurements from the sensor model. We use both the contact information and

free space information (from the swept volume of the robot) for the hypothesis

evaluation. Further, for every hypothesis, Iterative Closest Point (ICP) technique

(Besl and McKay, 1992) is used between the measurements and the corresponding

database object point cloud for finely correcting the hypothesis pose with addi-

tional measurement data. This correction is analogous to having a hypothesis

represent a blown up region in its vicinity and ensures that we only have to use a

few hypotheses for representing the high probability space. At every exploration

step, a few new hypotheses are added from feature based database matching.

The feature based database matching component allows the hypotheses to concen-

trate only on the high probability regions of the 7 dimensional space. Sequentially

evolving the hypotheses allows robustness against noise and leads to convergence

to the correct hypothesis within a few measurements. Using ICP ensures that if

an object pose is detected in the vicinity of the correct pose, it will eventually

be corrected to the actual pose while evolving with new measurements. This also

ensures that if a correct hypothesis was sampled at any time step, it will not be

lost after subsequent measurements, which cannot be ensured using point cloud

registration alone.

This approach is presented in conjunction with an exploration strategy (Aggar-

wal and Kampmann, 2012) that diverts attention towards maximum unexplored

regions of an object’s surface and can be used with grippers of different morpholo-

gies. It can handle a large database of 3D objects of complex shapes and performs

a complete 6-dof localization of static and non-deformable objects. For practical

applications, recognition of pre-known objects from a large database is a reason-

able constraint. Further, since it is not practical to create a database from ground

truth collected from tactile measurements, especially in underwater applications,

we ensure that our methodology deals with a database constructed from laser sen-

sors in the air. This database can be constructed autonomously in simulation and

is easily expandable. An approach for incorporating both contact and free space

measurements is also presented. Algorithms are validated by experimentation in

ground and underwater environments using real hardware. To our knowledge this
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is the first instance of haptic object recognition and localization in underwater

environments.

1.4 Biologically Inspired Object Exploration and

Recognition

The second approach is biologically inspired, and is motivated by an efficient in-

tegration of the object exploration and object recognition strategies. It is inspired

by the current understanding of human haptic perception and other generic hu-

man object recognition principles. Some researchers, via several studies (Klatzky

et al., 1987; Lederman and Klatzky, 1987; Lederman and Klatzky, 1990; Lederman

and Klatzky, 1993), have shown that humans tend to use a variety of stereotypi-

cal hand movement patterns (called exploratory procedures) to measure particular

object properties like hardness, texture and shape. Out of these, contour following

or moving the fingers around the edges of an object is the most important strat-

egy used for ascertaining the shape and size of an object (Lederman and Klatzky,

1987). It has also been established that the human visual recognition system, in

its earliest stages, extracts spatial object information in the form of oriented edges.

These edges are combined to produce low level object primitives or features. For

example, a set of volumetric primitives called geons have been proposed (Bieder-

man, 1987) and it has been suggested that common objects are represented by a

spatial combination of these geons. Humans tackle the object recognition problem

by comparing an object with representations of various object categories stored in

memory.

We therefore use a combination of these biological concepts for developing an

efficient exploration and recognition strategy. Our approach is based on exploring

an object’s sub-part continuously and only until it is satisfactorily recognized. An

edge following exploration strategy is developed that concentrates on following the

closest lying edge on the object’s surface. The tactile data thus collected is used

for the recognition of the object’s part using the BRICPSF approach discussed

above. The exploration module is either directed to explore the part further,

or it is directed to explore a new object part depending on the current state of

recognition. A recognition by parts approach is developed which spatially fits the

identified object parts together to recognize the complete object and determine its

6-dof pose. This approach enables the exploration of only the most informative

regions of the object’s surface, and thus leads to minimal wastage of tactile data.

It is shown to work well with objects with well-defined edges and is particularly

suited for applications involving only a single tactile sensing unit. An approach

for autonomous construction of the database is also presented. The complete

exploration and recognition approach is validated via simulation experiments.
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1.5 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis is structured as follows. A comprehensive survey of the state of the art

in tactile sensor based object recognition and localization is presented in Chapter

2. The advantages and shortcomings of the existing approaches are discussed

and a concrete scope for the thesis is formulated. The methodologies for object

exploration and recognition are presented in two parts.

The BRICPSF approach is discussed in the first part of the thesis. This begins

with the discussion of the tactile sensor model, estimation of the point of con-

tact, and the object exploration architecture in Chapter 3. This chapter also

presents an exploration strategy that diverts attention towards maximum unex-

plored regions of an object’s surface. Chapter 4 presents a local feature and global

shape based database matching algorithm. The database creation methodology

and a comparison between various existing feature estimators is also presented.

Chapter 5 presents a discussion of the BRICPSF methodology. It begins with an

explanation of the analogy between mobile robot localization and tactile sensor

based object recognition and localization. The BRICPSF algorithm is presented

thereafter. Chapter 6 presents the experiments in ground based and under water

environments for validating the utility of the BRICPSF approach. The first part

of the thesis concludes with a discussion in Chapter 7.

The second part of the thesis deals with the biological approach for object recog-

nition. It begins with a discussion of the motivation and necessity for creating an

interface between object exploration and recognition in Chapter 8. This chapter

also presents an edge following based exploration strategy and the exploration

architecture. The object-part identification and recognition by part fitting algo-

rithms are presented in Chapter 9. The simulation experiments for validating this

approach are presented in Chapter 10 followed by a discussion in Chapter 11.

The thesis summary, specific contributions and outline for future work are pre-

sented in Chapter 12.





Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Underwater and Deep-Sea Capable Tactile

Sensing Systems

Research in underwater and deep-sea tactile perception remains limited because

of the limited availability of underwater and deep-sea capable tactile sensors and

grippers. First attempts towards force feedback in the end-effector itself for indus-

trial standard underwater grippers are reported in (Dennerlein et al., 1997) where

an industrial underwater manipulator has been equipped with a vibro-tactile feed-

back. It is stated that different kinds of material hardness could be distinguished

during grasp because of this vibro-tactile feedback.

Unlike the tactile sensors equipped robotic gripper systems for ground based op-

eration, the sensor principles for underwater and deep sea operation need to per-

form when exposed to the pressure of the water column. Thus, the common

sensor principles used in the tactile sensor fields, for example capacitive sensors

(PressureProfile-Systems-Inc., ; Schmitz et al., 2011) or sensors based on the force

sensing resistor principle (Mouri et al., 2002) or the sensors using a conductive

rubber (Wu et al., 2010; SCHUNK-GmbH, ) cannot be used for underwater appli-

cations. Instead, a relative force or pressure sensing principle is required for such

sensors.

Over the last two decades, some researchers have focused on developing underwa-

ter fine-manipulation grippers with tactile sensing capabilities. First of the few

attempts to realize underwater tactile fields uses strain-gauge and piezoelectric

sensors on gripper fingertips for basic contact force and slip detection (Lane et al.,

1999). It can work under ambient pressure of up to 50 bar and can support a

maximum force of 10 N. The HEU Hand II (Meng et al., 2006) is another three

finger underwater gripper where several strain gauge sensors are integrated in the

13
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fingers. However, these systems are either rated for depths that are far less than

the deep-sea area (deep-sea is referred to the border of the continental shelf at

roughly 200 m water-depth (Pierre et al., 2007)), or do not have enough gripping

force for performing tasks in a real-world environment.

Due to their resistance against water and robustness against ambient pressure,

sensor fields based on fiber optic measurement principles seem promising to be

used in the deep-sea. First attempts to realize tactile fields using optical sensors

for underwater use are reported in (Tan et al., 2008). This sensor is based on a

rolling element that reacts to sliding objects on the sensory surface. For a dense

sensor field that should ideally cover a robot appendage, this approach seems

quite complex and the bending structure is prone to defects. Another system

(Mazzini et al., 2011) uses a single contact sensing probe mounted at the end of

a robotic manipulator for oil well exploration. The newest development in the

area of underwater grippers (Palli and Vassura, 2013) consists of a three-fingered

underwater manipulator that works at ambient pressures of up to 10 bar. The

tactile sensing system has been realized by placing three optical sensors on each

finger of the gripper system.

Recently, researchers at the Deutsches Forschungszentrum für Künstliche Intelli-

genz (DFKI), Germany, have developed an deep-sea capable robotic gripper called

SeeGrip, which is equipped with several sensing modalities (Kampmann and Kirch-

ner, 2012). These include tactile sensors (for pressure, contact and slip detection),

absolute angular encoders, force-torque sensors, pressure sensors and temperature

sensors. The usability of the gripper and sensor systems has been tested in deep

sea environments up to ambient pressures of 600 Bars (6 Kilometers under water)

(Kampmann and Kirchner, 201x). The fiber-optic principle based tactile sensing

system on the SeeGrip gripper has high spatial and force resolutions. It provides

the first opportunities for estimating the exact contact positions on the sensor sur-

face, and it has made underwater and deep-sea environment exploration possible

for the first time.

2.2 Surface Reconstruction of Unknown Objects

Research in tactile sensor based object recognition for underwater applications is

rare. However, there exists a good prior art for tactile sensing for ground based

applications.

Shape Reconstruction for Unknown Objects : The literature in computer vision

provides various methods of representing shapes using polynomials. These poly-

nomial representations are generally constructed from least-squares fitting over a
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shape’s 2D image or 3D range data (Keren and Gotsman, 1999; Sullivan et al.,

1994).

Researchers have also studied shape reconstruction using touch sensors. An early

work (Montana, 1988) presents a derivation of a set of differential equations gov-

erning the contact kinematics which are used to estimate the local curvature of an

unknown object under rolling contact with the robot finger. In a following work

(Choi et al., 1998), these contact equations were used to measure the principal

curvatures and directions from tactile data for motion control under rolling and

sliding contacts. A B-spline based framework has been proposed (Charlebois et al.,

1999) for incorporating both position and surface-normal data into estimates of

curvature based shape parameters. Another recent effort (Jia and Tian, 2010)

investigates the reconstruction of surface patches on curved objects from tactile

data curves generated by robot finger tracking. It is demonstrated that surface

patches can be reconstructed effectively from seemingly insufficient “1-D” data

generated by finger tracking.

Some researchers have concentrated on the reconstruction of the geometric shape

of previously unknown objects using tactile sensors (Allen and Roberts, 1989; Bier-

baum et al., 2008a). This involves the complete exploration of the object surface

using an exploration strategy, and definition of the object shape using geometric

models like Superquadrics. This has been limited to objects with relatively simple

shapes, and is an over-kill for the common practical scenario where a known object

needs to be recognized quickly using minimal tactile data.

Active Exploration for Shape Reconstruction: Some methods for active exploration

of objects have been proposed (Moll and Erdmann, 2003). Objects are actively

grasped and rolled without slipping between fingers to infer object motion and

thus fuse the tactile data gathered at different times. This is however, relevant

only to portable objects, objects smaller than the gripper, convex objects with

smooth surfaces and known friction properties, and the availability of hardware

and controllers capable of such operations. In another work (Chen et al., 1996a),

an active sensing strategy was proposed to reconstruct local shape as a second

order polynomial by using data from a dense tactile array and simultaneously

servo the robot motion based on such shape information.

2.3 Recognition and Localization of Previously

Known Objects

Volumetric Representation: A few researchers have focused on the recognition of

pre-known objects by representing the explored object as volumetric models and

matching with a known object database (Caselli et al., 1994). The volumetric
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model of an object is created by constraining it using the contact planes estimated

via contact between the tactile sensors and the object. The kinematics as well

as free-space information from a multi-fingered dexterous gripper is also used for

constraining the volumetric object model. The center of mass and principal axes

are then computed on these volumetric approximations to infer the object pose.

Other researchers (Gorges et al., 2010a) use point clouds to represent tactile data.

The input contact tactile data point cloud is registered with each database object

point cloud using the Iterative Closest Point Algorithm. The best fit match is

then considered as the resulting object match. This approach however depends

on a good initial alignment of the point clouds, and its computational efficiency

decreases linearly with the number of objects in the database.

Machine Learning Methods : Machine learning approaches have also been used

for haptic object recognition. Neural Networks (Johnsson and Balkenius, 2007),

Bag of Features (Schneider et al., 2009) and Self Organizing Maps (Heidemann

and Schopfer, 2004; Gorges et al., 2010b) have been used to identify objects in

the haptic space (using finger geometry and tactile data) itself without building a

complete 3D representation of the object. This involves a complete knowledge of

the ground truth of the object, and thus adding additional objects to a database

is a complex procedure. Also, these approaches are mostly suitable only for the

object recognition problem, and do not address the localization of the object.

Bayesian Methods : Bayesian techniques for tactile sensor based localization have

also been previously reported. One recent approach (Pezzementi et al., 2011)

presents the application of particle filters and histogram filters for 3-dof localization

of 2D objects using a dense array of tactile sensors, similar to the sensors on

the SeeGrip hand. Occupancy maps of objects built with the real sensor data

are used as a database. These occupancy maps are queried with tactile sensor

measurements to update the probabilities of the beliefs. The approach is shown

to deal with a database of five 2D objects which are assumed to be static.

Another approach (Petrovskaya and Khatib, 2011) presents Bayesian methods for

fast localization of an object of a known identity in complete 6-dof space using

just a single tactile probe. The method uses a polygonal representation of the

object to estimate planar surfaces from contact. It uses annealing with a particle

filter and gradually scales precision from a coarse to fine level. This provides a

solution to the large dimensionality problem, but the approach cannot recover if

it loses track of the correct state of the object. This approach is also proven to be

effective for the localization of a non-static, movable object in 6-dof space.
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2.4 Object Exploration Strategy

A few researchers have discussed the exploration strategies required for object ex-

ploration. A probabilistic task-based approach has been presented (Hsiao et al.,

2010) for selection of the next best exploration direction, that allows the achieve-

ment of the desired grasps. A state estimator keeps track of the current state of

an object and an action selector selects the most appropriate action that max-

imizes the likelihood of success. The action domain consists of a set of action

sequences and a look-ahead procedure is used for selecting the most appropriate

action. Some intelligent approximations are presented for efficiently managing the

branching for this look-ahead procedure. This method has been validated by lo-

calizing a known 3D object in 3-dof space, and presents an efficient link between

the object exploration and recognition modules.

Another relevant work (Hebert et al., 2013) presents an information gain approach

for selecting the next best exploration direction. This strategy is based on mini-

mizing the entropy of the object state belief distribution and it is proven to work

well for the localization of a known object.

Other approaches (Roberts, 1990; Caselli et al., 1996) present single finger haptic

exploration strategies for recognizing polyhedral objects. Some others (Allen,

1990; Chen et al., 1996b) have investigated the procedures for haptic exploration of

object features. Recently, some approaches (Bierbaum et al., 2008b; Mazzini et al.,

2011) have been proposed to direct exploration towards the maximum unexplored

regions. Another strategy (Gorges et al., 2010a) is adaptable to a specific feature

exploration or to the exploration of previously unexplored regions.

2.5 Object Recognition using Range Sensors

An article (Mian et al., 2005) provides an excellent review of the state of the

art in object recognition techniques from range sensing applications. Random

Sampling and Consensus (RANSAC) (Fischler and Bolles, 1981) is the most widely

used technique for registration of point cloud data. The literature consists of

methods for local surface feature based matching (Hebert et al., 1995; Besl and

Jain, 1985; Stein and Medioni, 1992) where the sensor data is rich enough to

enable reliable local surface feature estimation. On the other end of the spectrum

are global shape matching algorithms (Wahl et al., 2003; Park et al., 2010) that

are relevant to applications where sufficient information about the global shape of

objects is available. Finally, there are methods (Drost et al., 2010) that combine

the local features and global shape estimation to recognize database objects. A

local feature based database pruning approach (Shan et al., 2004) allows efficient

query of large object databases.
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2.6 Shortcomings and Scope

The state of the art review of tactile sensing for object recognition and localiza-

tion provides an understanding of the presently existing hardware capability and

the approaches for object recognition and localization. Firstly, there is extremely

sparse tactile sensing hardware that can be purchased off-the-shelf and used for

haptic environment exploration. Most of the existing hardware consists of tac-

tile sensors having a single contact probe and can generally be used to ascertain

contact from no contact. The existing higher resolution tactile sensor prototypes

are applicable only for ground based operation and cannot be directly used for

underwater and deep sea exploration. Finally, exploring an object sequentially

requires a compact and dense distribution of the tactile sensors on a robot or

gripper appendages which further limits the utility of some of the existing sensing

principles.

This limited tactile sensor hardware availability and capability has led to rela-

tively limited research in haptic object exploration and recognition. Most of the

approaches discussed above are based on a single tactile probe based environment

exploration. The newly developed tactile sensors with high spatial and force reso-

lutions require a paradigm shift in the methodologies that can be used for object

exploration and recognition. Further, the limited hardware availability has led to

only simulation based validation of most of the approaches discussed above.

This thesis tries to focus on a practical application where a robot operates in a

relatively structured environment. Thus, a methodology is required for efficiently

exploring the environment for tactile data collection and ascertaining the identity

of the object from a database of pre-known objects using minimal tactile data.

The surface reconstruction techniques that depend on exploring an object’s surface

completely and representing their shapes with geometric functions are not ideal

for this application. Also, the class of problems dealing with object classification

have a different utility than this practical problem of identifying the exact object

from a pre-known object database. However, for a reasonably practical situation,

the database should be relatively large in size. Most of the approaches described

above only deal with small object databases ranging from only 5-10 objects.

A complete practical problem should also include the localization of a 3D object

in complete 6-dof space. Thus, object recognition and 6-dof localization is a 7-dof

problem. The existing state of the art approaches use several approximations to

simplify this large dimensional search space. Firstly, some approaches try to re-

duce the search space by addressing object localization in lower dimensions (2 or 3

dimensions only assuming a planar case). Secondly, some approaches are limited

to object recognition only and do not address object localization. A third class

of approaches concentrate only on the object localization problem by assuming
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the object identity to be pre-known. Finally, some approaches focus on recogni-

tion and localization of objects of simple shapes or only 2D objects. All these

approaches thus provide only a limited functionality and will have to be adapted

for addressing the complete problem of object recognition and 6-dof localization.

Further, addressing a large object database would further limit their efficiency and

utility.

The object exploration methods discussed above also have some limitations. Some

of these methods assume the identity of the explored object to be known. Oth-

ers are relevant to exploring only simple shaped objects. Finally, some of these

methods assume a finite set of pre-defined action sequences out of which the most

suitable sequence is selected. Ideally, an exploration strategy should be able to

autonomously explore an unknown object of a complex shape, and should be able

to generate path plans for the gripper and manipulator system on the fly using

the continuous space of operation.

Finally, the literature survey proves that the research in tactile sensor based object

recognition for underwater applications is rare. The prior art for tactile sensing

for ground based applications is not directly applicable to underwater and deep

sea applications. The existing manipulators for underwater use are imprecise and

noisy and thus the tactile data collected from multiple iterations cannot be easily

concatenated together. Further, underwater tactile data is sparser and noisier as

compared to ground based tactile data. Finally, ground truth tactile data is not

easily available from underwater and deep sea applications. Thus, it is not possible

to construct an object database from ground truth data which is essential for some

of the approaches presented above. Therefore, it is essential to have a strategy

for autonomous database creation, which does not depend on the absolute ground

truth.

This thesis will try to address the above mentioned shortcomings of the present

state of the art. The focus will be on solving the practical problem of object

recognition from a large database of pre-known objects and its complete 6-dof

localization using minimal tactile data. The following shortcomings of the state

of the art will be addressed with the methodologies presented in this thesis.

• The methodology should be able to address the complete practical problem

of object recognition from a large database of pre-known objects and its

localization in 6-dof space.

• The object recognition methodology should be able to address 3D objects of

complicated shapes.

• An exploration strategy is required for autonomous environment and object

exploration. This should be capable of defining the paths for the manipulator
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and gripper systems on the fly using a continuous set of possible paths. The

exploration strategy should not require the identity of the explored object

to be known. Finally, this strategy should be able to deal with 3D objects

of complex shapes.

• For optimal performance, the exploration and recognition modules should

be closely tied, and the current state of recognition should be able to guide

the object exploration module.

• The object exploration and recognition methodologies should be able to ad-

dress the problems specific to underwater and deep sea exploration. It should

be robust against the large tactile sensor noise as well as manipulator posi-

tioning errors associated with underwater manipulators.

• The methodologies should be validated via hardware tests.

• A methodology for autonomous database creation should be developed. It

should be ensured that the success of the object recognition module does

not depend on a database constructed from the ground truth data collected

from the tactile sensors.

• In order to illustrate that tactile sensors are able to augment the existing

robot capability, the object recognition methodology should be able to in-

corporate multi-modal sensor information for accelerated object recognition.



Part I

Sequential Approach for Robust

Object Recognition
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Chapter 3

Haptic Object Exploration

This chapter presents a brief description of the hardware used for experiments

presented in this thesis. Section 3.1 discusses the behavior of the most relevant

sensing modality. Section 3.3 discusses a sensor model that has been developed for

estimating the point of contact in the local tactile sensor frame. This is converted

to global representation using the forward kinematics of the robot system as dis-

cussed in section 3.4. Free space is evaluated using the robot swept volume and

an object representation is created by fusing multiple measurements as discussed

below in Section 3.5. An exploration strategy uses this representation to divert

attention to maximum unexplored zones as discussed below in Section 3.6.

3.1 SeeGrip Hardware Description

Recent trends in tactile sensor hardware development have focused on arrays of tac-

tile sensors for contact position and contact force detection. Recently, researchers

at DFKI RIC, Germany, have developed a tactile sensing system with high spatial

and force resolutions. These tactile sensors are mounted on the appendages of a

robot gripper called SeeGrip as shown in Figure 3.1. While the gripper actuators

enable the systematic exploration of new and unexplored areas of the object sur-

face, the gripper kinematics and angular encoders enable the fusion of this data

collected over several contact iterations into an object map. This research effort

aims at developing algorithms and methodologies that can cater to multiple tactile

sensing types and can also be applied to robots independent of their morphologies,

shapes and sizes. It should also be noted that the significance of the methodologies

discussed in this thesis will only increase in the future when the force and spatial

resolutions of sensors are expected to increase further which would eventually lead

to a robot with a continuous skin covering resembling a human body. However,

since the SeeGrip system provides an ideal demonstration of the current trend

23
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in tactile sensor system development, the experiments in this research effort are

based on tests conducted on the SeeGrip system. This system is discussed briefly

in this section.

Figure 3.1: SeeGrip: A deep-sea capable gripper with tactile sensing units
beneath flexible skin covering.

SeeGrip (Figure 3.1) is a three-fingered deep-sea capable hydraulic gripper with

multi-modal sensing functionality and has been designed to work under ambient

pressure of at least 600 bar which corresponds to a depth of 6 Km under wa-

ter. Detailed information regarding the hydraulic finger actuation is provided in

a recent publication (Lemburg et al., 2011b). Information regarding the various

sensing modalities, pressure tolerant electronics for deep-sea operations, and the

low level processing architecture can be found in some other publications (Kamp-

mann et al., 2012; Kampmann and Kirchner, 2012). In this section, we will discuss

the characteristics of the tactile sensing modality based on the fiber optic mea-

surement principle. This modality is used for detecting the geometric properties

of objects in contact and is the most relevant sensing modality for this research.

Thus, its working principle is also presented briefly for completion.

The working principle of the fiber optic sensors is depicted in Figure 3.2. Each

sensor element (sensel), within an array constituting a sensor unit, consists of two

optical fibers and a foam material. The endings of the optical fibers are placed

within the foam or directly in front of it. One of the optical fibers leads light

into the cell structure of the foam. The second optical fiber works as a brightness

sensor. The scattered light in the foam structure is sensed and transferred to a

photo-transistor. Application of force to the foam structure leads to a compression

of the foam which results in a change in the scattering of the emitted light. This

change is sensed and transferred to the photo-transistor. The intensity of the

sensed light is directly proportional to the amount of compression of the foam in

front of the fiber optic element. In order to realize a small and simple setup, the

photo-transistor for each sensor element is realized by using a CMOS camera chip

without any optics. The fibers are directly glued on the chip die.
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For hardware experiments described in this thesis, sensor modules consisting of

an array of 72 sensel elements (arranged in 12 rows and 6 columns) with a spatial

resolution of 4.2 mm have been used. The sensors have a base size of 6 cm by

3 cm, with the foam thickness being 4 mm. For simulation experiments for edge

following, a high resolution version consisting of an array of 324 sensel elements

(arranged in 27 rows and 12 columns) with a base size of 6 cm by 3 cm has been

used. The hardware for this version is currently under development.

Since most tactile sensors vary in their sensitivity from sensel to sensel, a calibra-

tion routine has been developed to map the amount of foam compression to the

observed output for each sensel. Thus, each sensel is scaled individually and can

output the amount of compression of the part of the foam directly in front of it.

Finally, force-torque sensors at the base of each finger sense the absolute applied

forces on each finger and are used to detect contact with the finger at a basic level.

Figure 3.2: Working principle of the fiber optic tactile sensor (Kampmann
and Kirchner, 2014)

For under water operation, the foam is filled with translucent silicone oil which

also fills the free spaces between the internal gripper components and its outer

skin. The application of external force to the sensor squeezes the silicone oil out

of the foam and removal of the force leads to retraction of the foam and seepage

of silicone oil back into the foam structure.

3.2 Contact Position Estimation

For observing the signal response, a fiber optic sensor with 72 sensel elements was

tested on a Metaksa Testbench shown in Figure 3.3. The 3-axis testbench allows

the precise positioning of a contact tip on the sensor unit such that each sensel can

be compressed by the desired amount. A force sensor monitors the applied contact

force. A 5 mm by 5 mm tip was used to gradually compress each individual sensel

one by one. The response of the sensels was recorded along with the amount of

foam compression and the applied force.
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Figure 3.3: Metaksa Testbench for testing sensor characteristics

The mean sensel response for all sensels (with standard deviation) is shown in

Figure 3.4 w.r.t. the foam compression and the applied force. It can be observed

that the sensor signal increases steadily with increasing foam compression. How-

ever, after about 80% of the foam compression (total thickness 4 mm), the sensor

response drops. This is because the intensity of light reflected in the foam starts

decreasing after the foam has been compressed beyond 80% of its thickness. This

plot shows that the sensel signals can be directly used to interpret the amount of

foam compression. The corresponding sensor response versus the applied force is

also shown for clarity.
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Figure 3.4: Mean sensor response (with standard deviation) of all sensels to
foam compression (left) and applied force (right)

The necessity of using silicone oil within the sensor setup for underwater appli-

cations leads to some changes in the behavior of the measurement principle as

compared to the air filled foam. Since the sensor principle is based on the scat-

tering of light in the foam structure, using silicone oil in the foam rather than air
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results in a dampening of the light feedback on the photo-transistor. With a sili-

cone filled foam with 4 mm thickness, compression changes below half a millimeter

can be sensed.

3.3 Sensor Model

Tactile data is transmitted from the SeeGrip gripper to an external computer in

the form of pre-processed Tactile Images. A Tactile Image contains the signal

value for each sensel of a fiber optic sensor array. Additionally, it also carries the

absolute angular positions of all gripper joints at the time the tactile data was

recorded. As stated in the previous section, the SeeGrip tactile sensors can be

used to determine the exact position of contact rather than just a binary contact

or no contact estimation.

Let ej denote the signal value for a sensel element j ∈ [1, n] where n is the number

of sensel elements in a sensor array. A threshold of 10 % of the maximum expected

signal emax is used to filter out the non contacting sensels. For the sensels on which

contact is detected (ej > .1∗emax), linear interpolation on ej is used for estimating

the compression of the foam, and subsequently the height of contact on the sensel

z∗j .

z∗j = zmax

(emax − ej)

emax

(3.1)

Assuming a Gaussian sensor noise with mean z∗j and standard deviation σsensel,

the final height of contact on the sensel zj is sampled from the normal distribution

N (zj, z
∗
j , σ

2
sensel).

N (zj, z
∗
j , σ

2
sensel) =

1
√

2πσ2
sensel

e
− 1

2

(zj−z∗j )2

σ2
sensel (3.2)

Since the spatial position (xj, yj)
L of sensel j w.r.t. the local sensor frame is

pre-known from CAD construction models, (xj, yj, zj)
L represents the complete

position of a contact point in the local sensor frame.

3.4 Contact Data Fusion

The tactile data from all the sensors at the end of each grasping sequence (grasping

sequences are discussed in the Section 3.6) is transmitted to an external computer.

The sensor model discussed above is used to determine the contact positions PL
i =

(xi, yi, zi)
L, i ∈ [1, N ] in the local sensor frames, where N is the total number of
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contact points. The forward kinematics of the gripper is used to transform these

local positions PL
i to positions (PW

i ) in a fixed world coordinate frame using the

following equation:

PW
i = TEEF (Θarm)Tsensor(Θfinger)P

L
i (3.3)

In Equation 3.3, TEEF (Θarm) is the homogeneous transformation defining the for-

ward kinematics of the robot arm up-to its EEF. Tsensor(Θfinger) is the homoge-

neous transformation of the sensor containing sensel i w.r.t. the EEF and defines

the the forward kinematics of the corresponding gripper finger.

All contact points PW
i,t collected at a time instance t are added together to form

a point cloud PCcont
t . To maintain a cumulative representation of the explored

object’s surface, a cumulative point cloud PCcont
cum,t is maintained that consists of

all measurements collected till time t. To add PCcont
t to PCcont

cum,t−1, all points in

PCcont
t are simply appended to PCcont

cum,t−1 and a Voxel grid filter (Kaufman and

Shimony, 1986) is used to filter out overlapping or very closely spaced points.

3.5 Free Space Estimation

For estimating the free-space, a 3D occupancy map (Hornung et al., 2013) of the

explored region is maintained. At each exploration step, this map is updated with

contact point positions PCcont
t . The swept volume of the gripper links is used as

free space to update the occupancy map. The occupancy grid is maintained in an

Octree representation for efficient update and search operations.

At any time t, the free space can be represented as a free space point cloud PC
free
t .

This is done by querying the occupancy map for free space Octree leaves within

a bounding box B around the explored object. The size of the bounding box

{Bx, By, Bz} is defined by the maximum expected length of an object sobjmax
along

any dimension in the complete object database (see Section 4.2). At any time, a

small bounding box Bcont with dimensions {Bcont
x , Bcont

y , Bcont
z } is determined that

completely contains all points in PCcont
cum,t. Then,

Bx = Bcont
x + 2sobjmax

, (3.4a)

By = Bcont
y + 2sobjmax

, (3.4b)

Bz = Bcont
z + 2sobjmax

. (3.4c)

Equation 3.4 ensures that for any possible object match hypothesis that contains

at least one point from PCcont
cum,t, no surface contact point is possible outside the

box B for all database objects. The center of B is defined by the centroid of
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PCcont
cum,t. To generate PC

free
t , the free space Octree leaves are sampled at a fixed

resolution resfree, such that only one point lies inside a cube of size resfree.

3.6 Widest Unexplored Cone Exploration Strat-

egy

An exploration strategy that focuses attention towards widest unexplored regions

on the object surface has been developed. Motion planning for the manipulator and

gripper systems is performed as a part of the exploration strategy. The exploration

strategy is broadly divided into two parts, which are explained below.

Firstly, a Coarse Exploration strategy is responsible for the motion planning of

the robot arm to which the gripper is attached (see Figures 1.2 and 1.3). This

strategy is responsible for defining the direction from which the object is explored

in the next exploration step. In the beginning of exploration, if the approximate

expected object position is known, the manipulator moves the gripper wrist in a

straight line towards the object till there is contact with the object. Next, the

control passes to the fine exploration strategy to explore the object from this fixed

wrist position (as will be discussed below). Thereafter, the coarse exploration

strategy tries to divert attention towards the maximum unexplored regions on the

object’s surface. The basis for this strategy lies in the fact that gathering new

information of an object’s surface is intuitively most desirable.

AWidest Unexplored Cone strategy has been developed to determine the most

unexplored region on an object’s surface. At time step t, the maximum unexplored

region on the object surface is determined by the widest open cone formed by the

contact points in PCcont
cum,t, with its vertex at the centroid of PCcont

cum,t (see Fig-

ure 3.5). The bounding sphere of the object is defined by a sphere of radius twice

the maximum object size sobjmax
with its center at the centroid of PCcont

cum,t. The

next exploration direction (for the normal vector of the middle finger’s proximal

tactile sensor) is defined by the axis of the cone, and the position of the wrist

is given by the point where this axis intersects the bounding sphere. The direc-

tion and 3D position define 5 parameters for the wrist pose. The complete 6-dof

pose of the wrist is determined by using the Joint Range Availability redundancy

resolution technique (Klein and Blaho, 1987). Assuming the object to be in an ob-

stacle free environment with a known position of the floor, collision free paths for

the manipulator are planned from starting to the end configuration using Rapidly

Exploring Random Trees based path planners (Kuffner and LaValle, 2000) and by

assuming the bounding sphere to be occupied. Finally, the wrist is moved straight

in the new exploration direction till there is contact with the object (detected by

force-torque sensors).
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Figure 3.5: The Widest Unexplored Cone exploration strategy

Secondly, a Fine Exploration strategy is responsible for maximizing the exploration

of the object from a fixed wrist position using all the degrees of freedom of the

gripper. This consists of three basic behaviors. The CloseF ingers behavior is

used to close all the fingers around the object using force-torque sensor and tactile

sensor feedback. Each individual finger is moved successively towards the object

till there is contact between the finger links and the environment. The Rotate

and Touch behavior is invoked after the CloseF ingers behavior. It is a force

feedback based controller for incrementally rotating the coupled joints on the base

links of the two fingers by a fixed amount, and then closing the fingers around the

object. The coupled joints are rotated incrementally between their two extreme

positions. Finally, the OpenFingers behavior opens the fingers to a collision free

open gripper configuration. The execution of the grasping behaviors is monitored

by the controllers inside the SeeGrip hand. The gripper uses feedback from the

force torque sensors and the tactile sensors to determine when a grasping behavior

has been completed. Tactile Images are only transmitted to the external computer

at instances when the Close Fingers grasping behavior is completed.

This is a generic exploration strategy that concentrates on gathering new infor-

mation from the previously unexplored object surface. This exploration strategy

has been tested in simulation and works well for the exploration of static objects,

even for objects of complex shapes. If the exploration is let run for a few itera-

tions, contact patches can be seen to be evenly distributed on the object surface

as shown in Figure 3.6. The global maps of the explored objects are illustrated at

regular intervals. The object surface can be completely explored if the exploration

is let run for an infinite amount of time. Gaussian noise is added to the simulation

measurements from each tactile sensel using the spatial resolution of the sensels in
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the grid. The spatial dimensions of one sensel is 2mmX2mm and the foam thick-

ness is 4 mm. Assuming a 50% force resolution noise, the covariance matrix to

model the uncertainty as Gaussian noise is chosen as Q = diag(2mm, 2mm, 2mm)

similar to (Meier et al., 2011). In addition to this, a position error of 1 cm in each

of the x-y-and-z coordinate axes (overall position error of 2
√
3 cm) is also added

at each tactile sensor grid. This causes the resulting object maps to be distorted

with respect to the actual object as can be seen in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Evolving object surface point clouds using the Widest Unexplored
Cone exploration strategy in simulation
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Local Feature and Global Shape

Matching

For fast and efficient database matching, a local feature and global shape matching

approach is employed. This algorithm combines feature-based model indexing for

initial pruning of large databases (similar to (Shan et al., 2004)) and geometric

constraint based alignment (RANSAC) using only the pruned database for efficient

object recognition.

4.1 Surface Feature Estimation

A variety of features and signatures have been presented in literature that quantify

the local or global shape of objects. For tactile sensing applications it is necessary

to choose features that are pose invariant and have a high discriminative power

that enables reliable point correspondence during database matching. Further,

the feature computation should be quick to enable online computation of input

cloud features. The descriptiveness of Spin Images (Johnson and Hebert, 1998),

Signature of Histograms of Orientations (SHOT) (Tombari et al., 2010), Persistent

Feature Histograms (PFH) (Rusu et al., 2008) and Fast Point Feature Histograms

(FPFH) (Rusu et al., 2009) was compared for selecting the most appropriate

feature. A database of 9 different objects (two cubes of sides 5 cm and 10 cm;

three cylinders of radii 3 cm, 5 cm and 10 cm and height 5 cm; and four spheres of

radii 3 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm and 15 cm) was prepared for comparison. These objects

consist of 19 basic shapes representing the edges, vertices and planar faces of the

cubes; edges, curved surfaces and planar surfaces of the cylinders; and surfaces of

the spheres.

All four features of all relevant regions on the objects’ surfaces were evaluated.

The implementations of all four features in the Point Cloud Library (Rusu and

33
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Cousins, 2011) were chosen for comparison. The default parameters as suggested

by the authors were used. For Spin Images, the suggested parameters consist of

8 bins along one dimension, 0 degree support angle, and 153 total dimensions

for feature histogram. For SHOT, the suggested parameters consist of 10 shape

bins, 32 grid sectors, 28 angular sectors, 0 lrf radius and 352 dimensions of the

feature vector. For PFH, suggested parameters are 125 feature dimensions, and

for FPFH, 33 feature dimensions were used. For normal estimation, search radius

of 1 cm was used and for feature estimation, neighborhood search radius of 1.5

cm was used which corresponds to the maximum expected contact patch radius

of the fiber optic sensor (3 cm width).

For comparison of descriptiveness, for each feature, the Euclidean distance between

the feature vector values for all pair combinations of the 19 shapes was evaluated.

These distances were plotted using heat maps as shown in Figures 4.1,4.2, 4.3 and

4.4. The map for each feature varies from bright yellow to dull red color, with the

former representing a negligible difference and the latter representing a large esti-

mate of distinctiveness. Thus, the capabilities of all four features in distinguishing

between two given shapes can be judged by the color of the corresponding bin.

Figure 4.1: Discriminative characteristics of Point Feature Histograms

The SHOT features seemed to detect only negligible difference between curved

cylindrical edges and straight cube edges (the corresponding bins are yellow in

color). Also, the difference between large spheres and planar surfaces is large,

which seems incorrect, as for the given parameters a sphere of 15 cm radius has

a curvature comparable to a planar surface. The performance of FPFH and Spin

Images seemed quite comparable except for a few cases. FPFH was able to dis-

tinguish between curved cylindrical surfaces of different radii much better than
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Figure 4.2: Discriminative characteristics of Fast Point Feature Histograms

Figure 4.3: Discriminative characteristics of Spin Images

Spin Images. Similarly, FPFH can detect the difference between cylindrical edges

of different curvatures better than Spin Images. FPFH is also able to distinguish

between spheres of different radii better than Spin Images. The performance of

FPFH and PFH are very similar with no critical differences. However, FPFH has

a much lesser computational time and uses only 33 dimensions as compared to

PFH with 125 dimensions and Spin Images with 153 dimensions. Thus, FPFH

was chosen as the most appropriate feature for the tactile sensing application.
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Figure 4.4: Discriminative characteristics of Signature of Histograms of Ori-
entations

4.2 Autonomous Object Database Generation

Since most underwater and ground based robotic applications require the recog-

nition of known objects, having a pre-knowledge of the expected objects in the

environment is advantageous. The database consists of objects in the form of their

surface 3D position point clouds of two different resolutions: fine and coarse. Each

point of the coarse point cloud also carries a feature description which encodes the

characteristics of the local shape of the surface at that position. To maintain gen-

erality, two necessary requirements have been ensured. Firstly, the database can

be created autonomously and new objects can be easily added. Secondly, it is not

necessary to have the object database created by the exact ground truth collected

via real tactile sensors. These two points distinguish this research from other ap-

proaches (Heidemann and Schopfer, 2004; Gorges et al., 2010b; Pezzementi et al.,

2011) where ground truth is required for creating the training data set.

The database is created in simulation and requires a CAD model of the object.

A simulated laser scanner is used to scan the object surface completely. For au-

tonomous exploration of the complete object, the Widest Unexplored Cone explo-

ration strategy (Section 3.6) is used to position the laser scanner to divert attention

to maximum unexplored zones. For escaping local minima, random directions are

used after a fixed number of iterations. The complete object surface contact cloud

is computed by combining the contact point clouds generated by the laser scanner

and filtering with a Voxel grid to eliminate overlapping points. Finally, the FPFH

features (Section 4.1) of this contact cloud are calculated. The object database
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consists of 45 objects (Figure 4.5), most of them from the Princeton Shape Bench-

mark Database (Shilane et al., 2004), with similar sizes (maximum length of 20

cm) such that they can be grasped by the SeeGrip gripper.

Figure 4.5: A few objects constituting the database of 45 objects

4.3 Batch RANSAC Algorithm

Initialization: For each database object obj, the contact point cloud PCcont
db,obj,

its k-d tree (Muja and Lowe, 2009) KT cont
db,obj, and feature point cloud PC

feat
db,obj are

loaded. PC
feat
db,obj for all objects are together loaded into a Cumulative feature k-d

tree KT
feat
db,cum. At any time t during object exploration, the exploration contact

point cloud PCcont
cum,t (Section 3.5) can be matched with the database.

Triplet sampling: Three points (p1, p2, p3) are randomly sampled from PCcont
cum,t

such that they are spaced away from each other (using a predefined minimum

distance threshold) and do not lie on the boundaries of the point cloud patches

(to facilitate reliable feature calculation). The features (f1, f2, f3) for these three

points are calculated.

Feature based database pruning: For each feature f1, f2 and f3, the closest

matching W features are determined by querying KT
feat
db,cum. They are collected

in three sets Fdb,1, Fdb,2 and Fdb,3 which forms the new reduced search space for

registration.

Triplet registration: One feature point is randomly sampled from each of

Fdb,1, Fdb,2 and Fdb,3, such that all three points belong to the same database object
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of Batch RANSAC based database matching

(say obj) and their corresponding points pobj,1, pobj,2 and pobj,3 in PCcont
db,obj have sim-

ilar inter-point spatial distances as the input points p1, p2 and p3. Singular Value

Decomposition (Arun et al., 1987) between (pobj,1, pobj,2, pobj,3) and (p1, p2, p3) is

used to calculate the 6-dof transformation T = {pos, orient} between PCcont
db,obj and

PCcont
cum,t.

Match evaluation: To evaluate the match, PCcont
cum,t is transformed by T−1 to

the coordinate frame of the database object (obj). This allows efficient error

estimation using KT cont
db,obj. For each point ci, i ∈ [1, C] in the transformed PCcont

cum,t,

the Euclidean distance dci to the closest neighboring point in PCcont
db,obj is evaluated

using KT cont
db,obj. The error contribution of each point ci is given by

econtci
=

{

(
dci

doutlier
)2 if dci < doutlier

1 if dci ≥ doutlier
(4.1)

where doutlier is the outlier distance threshold.

The complete weight wt of the match is determined by

wt =
C
∏

i=1

exp(− 1

C
econtci

) (4.2)

For each sampled triplet from the input, the Triplet registration step is repeated

R times to generate R object and pose hypotheses S = {s0, s1, ..., sR} where

si = {obji, posi, orienti, wti}, i ∈ [1, R]. posi and orienti represent the 3D position

and orientation respectively.
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Output: Triplet sampling and all subsequent steps are repeated N times to yield

N ∗R weighed hypotheses. The hypothesis with the maximum weight is considered

as the best match. The corresponding obj is considered as the recognized object

and the 6-dof pose {pos, orient} is considered as the recognized object’s pose.
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BRICPSF

The success of the Batch RANSAC approach depends on the selection of the cor-

rect object matches, first during the feature based database pruning step, and

then on finding the correct triplet matches during registration. Thus, even if the

database is pruned correctly, unless all possible object and 6-dof pose hypotheses

are tested comprehensively, there is a possibility of the correct object and pose

not being detected. Also, since the algorithm generates new matches at every

exploration step, even if the correct object and pose is detected successfully at one

instance during the course of exploration, it does not have any influence on the cor-

rect hypothesis being selected again at a subsequent exploration step. This leads

to moderate and unstable object recognition rates even after a large part of the

object has been explored (See Section 6.1.3 for performance of Batch RANSAC).

In this section, a sequential approach is presented that is built upon the Batch

RANSAC approach presented above, but enables robust object recognition and

pose estimation after only a few exploration steps. This is achieved by keeping

track of the top hypotheses from each Batch RANSAC output and successively

evolving them with new measurements from each exploration step. These hy-

potheses represent the most promising parts of the search space and thus more

computational power is diverted to these regions.

5.1 Analogy with Mobile Robot Localization

The haptic object recognition and localization task can be considered analogous to

the mobile robot localization problem. The latter problem consists of determining

the position of mobile robot inside a known map of the environment. The mobile

robot senses the environment using its vision and laser sensors and compares the

sensor measurements with the expected measurements from the known environ-

ment map. It moves around in the environment using an actuated mobile platform
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and estimates its movement using the odometry sensors. To draw the analogy, let

us for now assume that we have only one object in the database. The database

contains a complete description of the object in the form of a point cloud, which

can be considered as a known object map. The problem can then be defined as

that of estimating the position of the tactile sensor in the known object map. The

robot in this case feels the object using tactile sensors. The tactile measurements

can be compared with the expected measurements from the known object map to

evaluate the confidence in the sensor’s estimated position in the object map. The

sensor is moved around the object using a manipulator and a gripper to which the

tactile sensor is attached. The motion of the sensor can be estimated using the

forward kinematics of the manipulator and gripper systems.

The complete problem of haptic object recognition and localization can then be

defined as that of determining the correct object map (recognition problem), and

the 6-dof pose of the sensor in this object map (localization problem). A single

hypothesis st = {obj, post, orientt, wtt} at time t represents the associated object

index obj, the sensor’s pose TO
S = {post, orientt} in the fixed object coordinate

frame, and the confidence in this hypothesis wtt. Note that we are eventually

interested in the object pose in the fixed robot base frame TR
O which can be directly

inferred from TO
S using TR

O = TR
S (TO

S )−1. Here, TR
S is the sensor pose in the robot

frame and is available from the forward kinematics of the robot (Equation 3.3).

We assume the object and the robot base frames to be static.

5.2 Hypothesis Evaluation

At each measurement step, the hypotheses are evaluated by comparing the actual

sensor measurements with the expected sensor measurements for each hypothesis.

This is computed by using both the cumulative contact point cloud and cumulative

free space point cloud and is given by

wt(st, DB) = wtcont(st, DB) ∗ wtfree(st, DB) (5.1)

In Equation 5.1, wtcont(st, DB) is the likelihood from contact measurements given

by

wtcont(st, DB) =
C
∏

i=1

exp(− 1

C
econtci

) (5.2)

where econtci
is the contact error associated with each point ci, i ∈ [1, C] in PCcont

t

and given in Equation 4.1.

For free space contribution, PC
free
t (containing Q points) is transformed by the

hypothesis pose. Then for each point qi, i ∈ [1, Q] in the transformed PC
free
t ,

the Euclidean distance dfreei to the closest existing point in PCcont
db,obj is calculated
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using KT cont
db,obj. The free space error contribution of each point qi increases with

reducing distance dfreei , and is given by

efreeqi
=

{

d2
thresh

−dfreei
2

d2
thresh

if dfreei ≤ dthresh

0 if dfreei > dthresh
(5.3)

where dthresh denotes the maximum distance threshold for dfreei , beyond which

the free space point has no error contribution. This depends on the filter size used

for estimating the free space cloud (Section 3.5) and is given by dthresh = 1
2
resfree.

Thus, the second term wtfree(st, DB) in Equation 5.1 (the likelihood from free

space measurements) is given by

wtfree(st, DB) =

Q
∏

i=1

exp(−λefreeqi
) (5.4)

where λ is a parameter used for adjusting the relative contribution of free space

and contact space.

5.3 BRICPSF Algorithm

Initialization: Using the initial contact point cloud, PCcont
cum,0 and free space

cloud PC
free
0 , the Batch RANSAC algorithm (Section 4.3) generates an initial

State S0 = {s[1]0 ..s
[np]
0 }, consisting of weighed object and pose hypotheses s

[i]
t =

{obj[i], pos[i]t , orient[i]t , wt[i]t }, i ∈ [1, np]. The object index associated with a hy-

pothesis does not change with time.

Algorithm 1 Sequential Hypotheses Evolution Algorithm

1: procedure Evolve(St−1, PCcont
cum,t, PC

free
cum,t, DB)

2: St = St = Φ
3: for k = 1 to np do

4: {pos[k]t , orient
[k]
t } = ICP(obj[k], pos

[k]
t−1, orient

[k]
t−1, PCcont

cum,t, DB)

5: wt
[k]
t = Evaluate(obj[k], pos

[k]
t , orient

[k]
t , PCcont

cum,t, PC
free
cum,t, DB)

6: s
[k]
t = {obj[k], pos[k]t , orient

[k]
t , wt

[k]
t }

7: Add s
[k]
t to St

8: S ′t = BatchRansac(PCcont
cum,t, PC

free
cum,t, DB)

9: St = Resample(St,S ′t)

Hypotheses Evolution: The procedure for evolving the hypotheses with new

measurements is shown in Algorithm 1. The inputs for this algorithm are the set

of hypotheses St−1, cumulative contact point cloud PCcont
cum,t, cumulative free space

point cloud PC
free
cum,t and the databaseDB. In line 4, the pose of each old hypothesis
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is corrected using ICP between PCcont
cum,t and the PCcont

db,obj transformed to the pose

represented by the hypothesis, thereby utilizing the additional measurement data.

Line 5 assigns an importance weight to the new hypothesis using the cumulative

contact and free space point clouds, which will be explained below. The newly

formed weighed hypothesis is then added to the state St. In line 8, a new set of

weighed hypotheses S ′t is generated from the Batch RANSAC algorithm (Section

4.3). The Evaluate function (similar to the one used in line 5) is used during Batch

RANSAC’s match evaluation step to assign importance weights to the hypotheses.

In line 9, the top ranked Ψ ∗np hypotheses from St are combined with top ranked

(1−Ψ) ∗ np hypotheses from S ′t to form the final set St .

At a given step t, the hypothesis s
[k]
t in St with the maximum weight represents

the recognized object objkt and its 6-dof pose {pos[k]t , orient
[k]
t }.

5.3.1 The Role of ICP

ICP based hypothesis pose correction in line 4 of Algorithm 1 can be intuitively

explained by assuming that a hypothesis represents a blown up region in the vicin-

ity of the 6-dof pose that it represents. The region represented by a hypothesis

is not necessarily unique and could overlap with another hypothesis’ region. The

ICP step finely modifies (improves) the pose of the original hypothesis by incor-

porating the latest tactile sensor measurement as shown in Figure 5.1. By putting

a limit on the maximum allowed change in pose with ICP, we ensure that the

new hypothesis still remains in the vicinity of the original hypothesis. This pose

correction operation with ICP allows us to efficiently tackle the problem of high

dimensionality. This is also based on the fact that even if we considered a clus-

ter of hypotheses in this blown up region, only one particular hypothesis (closest

to the correct object pose) would get the highest weight after the measurement

update. Thus, tracking only one hypothesis in a region is sufficient with the as-

sumption that ICP would subsequently detect the best pose in this region. Thus,

instead of wasting computation effort on multiple hypotheses in a region, we focus

on tracking multiple high-probability hypotheses which are spread around the 7D

search space, especially in the initial stages of exploration. This ICP based pose

correction also ensures that the manipulator position measurement noise (which

leads to incorrect global placement of the new measurement) does not weigh down

a correct hypothesis. Thus, it is ensured that if an object pose was detected in

the vicinity of the correct pose, it will eventually be corrected to the actual pose

while evolving with new measurements.
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Figure 5.1: The role of ICP in BRICPSF

5.4 Incorporating Multimodal Sensor Informa-

tion

Since a modern day robot consists of multiple sensing modalities, it is essential

to facilitate the incorporation of other sensing modalities into the recognition

framework. BRICPSF allows several other sensor modalities to be combined to

accelerate the recognition process. This can be achieved in two different ways

which are discussed below.

5.4.1 Expanding the Feature Vector

We currently use the FPFH feature for database pruning as discussed in Section

4.1. FPFH is a 33 dimensional feature which is represented as a vector of 33 float-

ing points within the Batch RANSAC algorithm. For a comparison between the

features of two regions on an object’s surface, each dimension of the feature vector

of the first surface point feature is compared with the corresponding dimension of

the second surface point feature. This feature vector can be readily expanded to

higher dimensions to incorporate information from other sensing modalities. For

example, if information about the surface texture or temperature is available, it

can be added as new dimensions to the feature vector and the above mentioned

algorithms can directly be used.

As the number of dimensions of the feature vector increases, k-d trees are not

very efficient in querying a database for matching features. (Gionis et al., 1997)

present the Local Sensitive Hashing (L.S.H.) technique for querying high dimen-

sional databases. L.S.H. is a method of performing probabilistic dimension re-

duction of high-dimensional data. The basic idea is to hash the input items so

that similar items are mapped to the same buckets with high probability. This

technique is used by several researchers (Shan et al., 2004) to query high dimen-

sional databases (around 100 dimensions). An implementation of the L.S.H. http:

//web.mit.edu/andoni/www/LSH was chosen and tested. Its performance was

compared with that of the k-d trees (Muja and Lowe, 2009). Figure 5.2 shows
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the comparisons for searching databases consisting of two different features of di-

mensions 33 and 125 each. Databases of 1000 and 10000 points were used to

measure the performance. It can be seen that k-d trees have a better performance

than L.S.H. for nearest neighbor searches in small databases with low dimen-

sions. L.S.H. however has an edge both in the case of high dimensions and large

databases. Thus, for increasing sensor dimensions, L.S.H. can be used instead of

kd-trees for nearest neighbor searches.

Figure 5.2: Comparison between L.S.H and K-d Trees

5.4.2 Incorporating Multiple Modalities During Hypothe-

sis Evaluation

Multiple sensor modalities like vision and laser sensor measurements can also be

used directly to evaluate hypotheses within the BRICPSF algorithm. Equation

5.1 shows how contact and freespace measurements can contribute to hypothesis

evaluation. Similarly, any other independent sensing modality can be appended

directly to Equation 5.1 and can thus contribute to acceleration of the endorsement

of the correct hypothesis. The BRICPSF thus provides a powerful method to uti-

lize various sensing systems present on a robot for robust environment perception

and object recognition.

5.5 Extension to Movable Objects

This section presents an extension of the BRICPSF algorithm (Section 5.3) for

the recognition and localization of freely standing movable objects.

5.5.1 Problem Description

When an object is assumed to be static in its environment, the tactile sensor mea-

surements collected over multiple exploration steps can be combined together to
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create a cumulative point cloud representation (Figure 3.6). This was achieved

by simply adding the contact points from new tactile measurements to the cumu-

lative contact point cloud and using a Voxel grid filter to eliminate overlapping

points, as was discussed in Section 3.4. This cumulative point cloud provided the

opportunity to finely correct the poses of object hypotheses within the BRICPSF

framework using ICP with the database object point cloud. This allowed us to

effectively address the problem of a high dimensional search space.

A freely standing movable object poses two main challenges. Firstly, it is liable to

move by an indeterministic amount when it is contacted by a gripper for tactile

data collection. It is hard to determine this motion from tactile sensor information

itself. Secondly, due to the indeterministic object motion, the tactile data collected

at different exploration steps cannot be concatenated to create a cumulative point

cloud representation. Assuming a small motion of an object (modeled by Gaussian

sampling with standard deviation of 2 cm around the current object pose) at every

exploration step, a simple fusion of contact data results in a severe distortion of

the cumulative contact point cloud as shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Distortion of a cumulative point cloud for a freely standing mov-
able object

Thus, the problem in the movable object case is to estimate the motion of the

object as well as deal with the high dimensional search space associated with object

recognition and 6-dof localization. An extension of the BRICPSF methodology

for solving these problems is presented below. This methodology only focuses on

object recognition and localization and assumes that an object exploration strategy

exists that can be used to collect tactile data from the surface of a movable object.

It is also assumed that the object is allowed to move only by a small amount at

every exploration step and the maximum allowed motion of the object is known.
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5.5.2 Movable Object Recognition and Localization

Since a generic cumulative contact point cloud PCcont
cum,t (t represents the current

time or the exploration step) cannot be formulated for this problem, each hy-

pothesis skt carries its own representation of the cumulative contact point cloud

PC
cont,[k]
cum,t . This is analogous to each hypothesis carrying an independent map of

the object which is constructed by a fusion of all the tactile measurements that

have contributed to the creation of this hypothesis. Thus, the problem can be

considered as a simultaneous object recognition, localization and mapping prob-

lem where the object identity and its pose have to be determined from the tactile

measurements and the object map is also evolved simultaneously. The free space

is not incorporated in this framework, and therefore the notation cont which was

used to represent the contact point cloud in Section 5.3 will be omitted from the

formulation below. Thus, PC
[k]
cum,t represents the object map associated with a

hypothesis skt , and PCnew,t represents the contact point cloud from the new tactile

measurement at time step t.

Initialization: Using the initial contact point cloud, PCnew,0, the Batch RANSAC

algorithm (Section 4.3) generates an initial State S0 = {s[1]0 ..s
[np]
0 }, consisting of

weighed object and pose hypotheses s
[i]
t = {obj[i], pos[i]t , orient[i]t , wt[i]t , PC

[i]
cum,t}, i ∈

[1, np]. The object index associated with a hypothesis does not change with time.

In this step PC
[i]
cum,0 = PCnew,0.

Motion Estimation: At each time step, the amount of object motion is esti-

mated individually for each hypothesis. For a hypothesis skt , the amount of motion

{∆pos
[k]
t+1,∆orient

[k]
t+1} is determined by using ICP between PCnew,t+1 and the cor-

responding PCdb,obj transformed to the pose {pos[k]t , orient
[k]
t } represented by the

hypothesis. This is shown in Figure 5.4. Thus, the new pose {pos[k]t+1, orient
[k]
t+1}

is computed by transforming {pos[k]t , orient
[k]
t } with {∆pos

[k]
t+1,∆orient

[k]
t+1}.

Figure 5.4: Using ICP to estimate the motion of a movable object for an
individual hypothesis

Map Update: For each hypothesis skt , the new map PC
[k]
cum,t+1 is created by

transforming the previous map PC
[k]
cum,t by {∆pos

[k]
t+1,∆orient

[k]
t+1} and appending

it to PCnew,t+1 using a Voxel grid filter as explained before in Section 3.4.
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Hypothesis Evaluation: The new hypothesis is then evaluated using the follow-

ing equation

wt
[k]
t+1 = penaltypts ∗ penaltyicp ∗ wtcont(st+1, DB) (5.5)

In Equation 5.5, wtcont(st+1, DB) represents the quality of fit between the ob-

ject map PC
[k]
cum,t+1 and the database object point cloud PCdb,obj corresponding

to this hypothesis, the latter being transformed to the pose {pos[k]t+1, orient
[k]
t+1}

represented by the hypothesis. This is computed using Equation 5.2. To uti-

lize the fact that the object only moves by a small amount in each exploration

step, the hypotheses with a motion estimate greater than twice the maximum

allowed object motion are penalized using the factor penaltyicp. This is to com-

pensate for frivolous ICP results and using twice the maximum allowed motion

as a threshold allows for correcting any pose error in the original hypothesis. We

use penaltyicp = 0.9 when the motion exceeds the threshold, and penaltyicp = 1.0

otherwise.

The factor penaltypts in Equation 5.5 represents the impact of the number of points

that have contributed to the creation and evolution of a hypothesis. The greater

the number of points in the object map PC
[k]
cum,t+1 carried by the hypothesis,

greater should be the belief in this hypothesis. The factor penaltypts varies lin-

early and is bounded between 1.0 and 0.8 corresponding to the maximum points

(ptsmax,t+1) and minimum points (ptsmin,t+1) in the object maps carried by all

hypotheses in the complete state St+1, and is given by the following equation.

penaltypts = 0.8 +
(1.0− 0.8)(pts

PC
[k]
cum,t+1

− ptsmin,t+1)

(ptsmax,t+1 − ptsmin,t+1)
(5.6)

Using the above steps, each hypothesis s
[k]
t in State St is evolved to s

[k]
t+1 =

{obj[k], pos[k]t+1, orient
[k]
t+1, wt

[k]
t+1, PC

[k]
cum,t+1} to constitute a state St+1.

New Hypotheses from Batch RANSAC: A new set of weighed hypotheses

S ′t+1 is generated from the Batch RANSAC algorithm (Section 4.3) using the new

measurement PCnew,t+1. Equation 5.5 with penaltyicp = 1.0 is used during Batch

RANSAC’s match evaluation step to assign importance weights to the hypotheses.

Evolved State: The top ranked Ψ ∗ np hypotheses from St+1 are combined with

top ranked (1−Ψ) ∗ np hypotheses from S ′t+1 to form the evolved State St+1 .

At a given step t, the hypothesis s
[k]
t in St with the maximum weight represents

the recognized object objkt and its 6-dof pose {pos[k]t , orient
[k]
t }.





Chapter 6

Experiments and Results

Extensive experimentation was conducted in underwater, deep sea (realized with a

pressure chamber), and ground based environments for testing the gripper system

as well as validating the object recognition algorithms.

6.1 Underwater Experiments

For experimental validation of the algorithms, five objects from the object database

(Figure 4.5) were manufactured using a rapid prototyping machine. These objects

are shown in Figure 6.1. The objects have been designed such that they can be

fixed onto external fixtures using screws. For underwater experiments, the objects

were rigidly mounted onto fixtures inside water. The SeeGrip gripper was attached

at the end-effector of the Orion7P manipulator (Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.1: Database objects printed using a rapid prototyping machine for
experimental validation

51
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Figure 6.2: SeeGrip gripper on the Orion7P manipulator in the DFKI RIC
Underwater Testbed

6.1.1 Underwater Tactile Data Collection

Data was collected by manually steering the gripper to random positions on the

object’s surface and closing the grasp. The motion of the manipulator and the

gripper takes around 1 minute for a manually steered grasp. During the underwater

experiments, only one fiber-optic tactile sensor at the distal link of the middle

finger (shown in Figure 1.1) was available for generating contact information. The

kinematics of all three fingers were used for generating free space information. At

least 50 random grasps were used to explore each of the five objects using this

procedure. Some Tactile Images collected with the middle finger tactile sensor

during these experiments are shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.4 shows the complete tactile data collected for four objects using this

procedure. The cumulative contact point clouds are shown at various data col-

lection steps. This figure shows the sparseness of data collected by tactile sensors

(compared to laser scan data) even after 50 contacts with an object. The deforma-

tion of the shape of the cumulative contact point clouds gives a representation of

the errors induced by the imprecise EEF pose estimation of industrial underwater

manipulators.
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Figure 6.3: The difference between Tactile Images while exploring standard
object surfaces for three different cases. Darker shades represent greater foam

compression.

6.1.2 Description of Experiments

For evaluating the performance of algorithms, an object exploration run was mod-

eled by using tactile measurements from random data collection steps (Section

6.1.1) for each exploration step in the run. One exploration run consists of 40

exploration steps, and the results are averaged over several complete exploration

runs for each object.

Object Recognition Rate: At each exploration step, the object recognition rate

represents the percentage of times (over multiple complete exploration cycles) the

correct object was identified as the top ranked match.

Pose Estimation Error: The pose estimation error for each exploration step is

also averaged over multiple exploration runs. It is computed as the average Eu-

clidean distance between points of the database object contact point cloud at the

actual object pose and the points of another similar point cloud at the estimated

6-dof pose. The error is computed only if the correct object is recognized at an

exploration step. At every step, the error is bound at a maximum value of 4 cm in

case no correct object could be detected for any exploration run. This approach of

calculating the 6-dof pose estimation error gives a much better estimate as com-

pared to centroid distance errors. Centroid distance errors can be ambiguous in
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Figure 6.4: Cumulative data collected with increasing number of random
grasps for all objects

cases when the centroids of the objects at two different poses are coincident while

one of them is rotated around an axis passing through the centroid.

6.1.3 Performance of Batch RANSAC

The Batch RANSAC based object recognition and localization algorithm discussed

in Section 4.3 was evaluated using the tactile data collected from underwater

experiments in Section 6.1.1 for the Pitcher object. Search radius of 7 mm was

used for surface normal estimation and 10 mm was used for feature calculation.

These dimensions have been chosen since the maximum possible radius of a contact

patch generated by the sensor is 15 mm. The database consists of 45 objects. For

database pruning W = 3000, for contact error estimation doutlier = 20 cm were

used.

Performance was evaluated for different combinations of parameters N(number of

triplet samples from input) and R(number of samples in the pruned database for

each input triplet). N ∗R defines the total number of samples used in RANSAC.

Figure 6.5 shows the results for a)N = 15, R = 200 (3000 samples); b)N = 50,

R = 200 (10,000 samples); c)N = 50, R = 500 (25,000 samples); d)N = 100, R =

1000 (100,000 samples). The results are averaged over 50 complete exploration

cycles each consisting of 40 exploration steps represented by the horizontal axis.

The plots show that the object recognition rate increases with increasing amount

of the object surface being explored. Also, as expected, increasing the number

of samples increases the relative recognition rates. However, object recognition

rates are unstable and only moderate even after a large part of the object has
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been explored, even for case d with 100,000 samples. The average computation

times vary from 2 to 8 seconds for case a depending on the number of points in the

input point cloud which increases steadily with increasing measurements. Average

computation times were 8 to 25 seconds for case b, 12 to 40 seconds for case c,

and 35 to 100 seconds for case d, all on a Quad-core, Intel I-7 processor with 8

GB RAM.
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Figure 6.5: Object recognition performance of the Batch RANSAC algorithm
for object Pitcher with a 45 object database. Results are shown with varying
number of samples for RANSAC and are averaged over 50 exploration runs.
Evolving cumulative contact cloud for one of the 50 runs is shown along the

exploration steps at the bottom

6.1.4 Augmenting Batch RANSAC with ICP and Free Space

Information

In order to validate the utility of the sequential hypotheses evolution framework,

it is necessary to evaluate the performance of the non-sequential Batch RANSAC

algorithm when it is augmented with ICP as well as with free space information.

In the first set of experiments, ICP was used for augmenting the Batch RANSAC

algorithm presented in Section 4.3. The pose of each hypothesis generated by the

Triplet registration step was finely corrected by using ICP between the current

cumulative input contact point cloud PCcont
cum,t and the corresponding database

object point cloud PCcont
db,obj, after transforming the latter to the pose represented

by the hypothesis. The hypothesis was then simply evaluated using the Match

evaluation procedure as was presented in Section 4.3. Similar to the previous
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cases, this methodology was tested using tactile data collected from exploring the

object Pitcher under water, with a database of 45 objects. 3000 samples (N = 15,

R = 200) were used for the RANSAC sampling phase. The object recognition

results are shown with the dotted plot in Figure 6.6. The results were averaged

over 50 complete exploration cycles, each consisting of 40 exploration steps. The

average computation times vary from 3 to 30 seconds (between the 1st and 40th

exploration steps).
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Figure 6.6: Comparison between object recognition rates for object Pitcher
with underwater exploration data when using BRICPSF (Case 1), ICP and Free
space augmented non-sequential Batch RANSAC (Case 2) and only ICP aug-
mented non-sequential Batch RANSAC (Case 3). Evolving cumulative contact
cloud for one of the 20 runs is shown along the exploration steps at the bottom

In another experiment, along with the use of ICP for pose correction, free space in-

formation was also used for evaluating the Batch RANSAC generated hypotheses.

To incorporate the free space information, after correcting a hypothesis pose with

ICP (as was explained above), Equation 5.1 was used for evaluating the hypothesis

instead of Equation 4.2 in Section 4.3. For free space estimation sobjmax
= 20 cm,

resfree = 4 cm , dthresh = 2 cm and λ = 0.02 were used. The other parameters

were similar to the experiments discussed above. The results for this experiment

are also shown in Figure 6.6 with a solid starred plot. The average computation

times vary from 6 to 65 seconds (between the 1st and 40th exploration steps).

6.1.5 Performance of BRICPSF

The BRICPSF methodology discussed in Section 5.3 was evaluated using the tac-

tile data collected from underwater experiments in Section 6.1.1 for the various
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objects. For the parameters of the BRICPSF algorithm, number of hypotheses

np = 100 and re-sampling parameter Ψ = 80% were used. For free space es-

timation sobjmax
= 20 cm, resfree = 4 cm , dthresh = 2 cm and λ = 0.02 were

used.

Comparison with ICP and Free space augmented Batch RANSAC: Fig-

ure 6.6 shows the performance comparison between BRICPSF, ICP augmented

Batch RANSAC, and ICP and free space augmented Batch RANSAC for object

recognition. Similar to the other two cases discussed above, the tactile data col-

lected from exploring the object Pitcher under water was used with 45 database

objects for BRICPSF evaluation. The results are averaged over 20 complete explo-

ration cycles, each consisting of 40 exploration steps, represented by the horizontal

axis. As was the case with the augmented Batch RANSAC, the BRICPSF algo-

rithm also uses 3000 samples for its Batch RANSAC component.

As can be seen in Figure 6.6, the object recognition rates are low in the beginning

of exploration but increase gradually with greater surface of the object being ex-

plored. The recognition rates using BRICPSF are much higher (about 50% better)

and show a steady increase with increasing tactile measurements as compared to

the relatively unstable behavior of the non-sequential Batch RANSAC. Around 90

% success rates could be consistently achieved with BRICPSF, after only 20 ex-

ploration steps. The average computation times for BRICPSF vary from 19 to 80

seconds (between 1st and 40th exploration steps). As before, results are generated

on a Quad-core, Intel I-7 processor with 8 GB RAM.

The performance comparison between BRICPSF and the normal Batch RANSAC

algorithm can be adjudged from Figures 6.6 and 6.5. Comparisons can be drawn

between case d (Section 6.1.3) of Figure 6.5 with 100,000 samples of Batch RANSAC

algorithm, while for the BRICPSF algorithm only 3000 samples wres used for its

Batch RANSAC component. The recognition rates using BRICPSF are much

higher (more than double) and show a steady increase with increasing tactile mea-

surements as compared to the unstable behavior of Batch RANSAC. The average

computation times for BRICPSF (19 to 80 seconds between 1st and 40th explo-

ration steps) are comparable to computation times of case d (Section 6.1.3) which

shows equivalent computation effort for an adequate performance comparison.

Object recognition and pose estimation results for Pitcher, Cuboid, Nut and

Sphere objects are presented in Figures 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 respectively. As

discussed previously for the Batch RANSAC analysis, these results have also been

computed using tactile data collected from the underwater experiments. For all

these cases, the recognition rate increases steadily and pose estimation error de-

creases steadily using BRICPSF methodology. 80 to 100% object recognition rates

were achieved after 15-20 exploration steps. Also, the 6-dof pose estimation error

was estimated to be well below 1 cm for all objects.
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Figure 6.7: Difference between recognition rates (left axis) and 6D pose esti-
mation error with 95% confidence intervals (right axis) for object Pitcher when
using Freespace information and without using Freespace information, with a
database of 45 objects. BRICPSF is used for both cases. Results are averaged
over 20 exploration runs. Evolving cumulative contact cloud for one of the 20

runs is shown along the exploration steps at the bottom
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Figure 6.8: Difference between recognition rates (left axis) and 6D pose esti-
mation error with 95% confidence intervals (right axis) for object Cuboid when
using Freespace information and without using Freespace information, with a
database of 45 objects. BRICPSF is used for both cases. Results are averaged
over 20 exploration runs. Evolving cumulative contact cloud for one of the 20

runs is shown along the exploration steps at the bottom
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Figure 6.9: Difference between recognition rates (left axis) and 6D pose es-
timation error with 95% confidence intervals (right axis) for object Nut when
using Freespace information and without using Freespace information, with a
database of 45 objects. BRICPSF is used for both cases. Results are averaged
over 20 exploration runs. Evolving cumulative contact cloud for one of the 20

runs is shown along the exploration steps at the bottom
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Figure 6.10: Difference between recognition rates (left axis) and 6D pose
estimation error with 95% confidence intervals (right axis) for object Sphere
when using Freespace information and without using Freespace information,
with a database of 45 objects. BRICPSF is used for both cases. Results are
averaged over 20 exploration runs. Evolving cumulative contact cloud for one

of the 20 runs is shown along the exploration steps at the bottom
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6.1.6 Impact of Using Free Space Information

The effect on the BRICPSF performance using freespace information can also be

seen in Figures 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10. In all these figures, the plots for BRICPSF

methodology using only the contact information and no free space information

are shown alongside the case where BRICPSF methodology also uses free space

information. It can be seen from these figures that using freespace leads to a large

improvement in object recognition rates. The recognition rate improvements vary

between 50 to 100 percent for the Pitcher object. Similar improvements can be

seen for the other three objects (Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10).

6.1.7 Impact of Varying Database Size

Next, the effect of changing the size of the database is evaluated. In Figures 6.7,

6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 a database of 45 objects has been used to conform to a practical

situation where a large database is required. However, for comparison with other

approaches in literature, it makes sense to present results for a smaller database

of 5 objects. The results are shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. Reduction in the

database size leads to a large improvement in performance as compared to the

case with a large database. This is justified by the reduction in the search space.

80 to 100% object recognition rates were achieved only after 6 exploration steps

for all the objects. Also, the average 6-dof pose estimation error was estimated to

be well below 1 cm for all objects.
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Figure 6.11: Recognition Rate using BRICPSF with underwater exploration
data for four different objects. Database consists of 5 objects, and results are

averaged over 50 exploration runs.
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Figure 6.12: Average Pose Estimation Error with 95% confidence intervals
using BRICPSF with underwater exploration data for four different objects.
Database consists of 5 objects, and results are averaged over 50 exploration

runs.

6.1.8 Impact of Object Corrosion

Continued exposure of metallic objects to water consisting of minerals and salts

leads to the corrosion of the metal. Thus, while addressing underwater object

recognition for practical applications, it is necessary to evaluate the performance of

the BRICPSF methodology in dealing with corroded and partially broken objects.

The problem lies in the fact that a corroded or broken object has to be recognized

using the database consisting of non-corroded and perfectly shaped objects.

To model the corroded objects, the object surface point clouds representing the

complete objects were distorted in simulation by manually removing some points

around the edges and other regions of the object surface. The resulting distorted

point clouds were then converted to a solid model representation using the Robust

Moving Least Squares algorithm based Data Triangulation method for surface

reconstruction (Marton et al., 2009). The implementation in the Point Cloud

Library (Rusu and Cousins, 2011) was used. The resulting solid models after

corrosion for three different objects are shown in Figure 6.13. The corroded objects

can be seen to contain broken or worn out sharp surfaces and edges as can be

expected in rusted objects.

To evaluate the performance of BRICPSF methodology, the previously used database

of 45 objects was used again. The objects were explored in simulation using a

simulated SeeGrip gripper model with tactile sensors. All six tactile sensors were

activated in the simulation model. Each tactile sensing unit consists of 72 sensels

arranged in a 12X6 grid. The Widest Unexplored Cone strategy was used for

object exploration and BRICPSF was used after each exploration step.
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Figure 6.13: CAD models of original objects (left) and after their surfaces are
corroded in simulation (right)

An artificial noise was added to the tactile measurements collected in simula-

tion. For modeling errors in the force resolution and to incorporate the effect

of cross-talk between neighboring sensels, a Gaussian noise of 20% is added to

the compression estimation at each contacting sensel. For a 20% noise, the co-

variance matrix to model the uncertainty as Gaussian white noise is chosen as

Q = diag(1mm, 1mm, 0.8mm) similar to (Meier et al., 2011). 1mm X 1mm corre-

sponds to 20% of the base area of each sensel (5mm X 5mm) and 0.8 mm represents

20% of the maximum thickness of the sensel (4 mm). To model the manipulator

EEF positioning error, an additional Gaussian noise of 1 cm standard deviation is

added to all tactile sensor measurements collected at a single exploration step.

The resulting object recognition and pose estimation performances for the three

objects are illustrated in Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16. For comparison, the results

for recognition and localization of non-corroded objects using the same simulated

data collection methodology are also plotted alongside.
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Figure 6.14: Object Recognition Rate (Left Axis) and Pose Estimation Error
(Right Axis) comparisons between corroded and non-corroded Cuboid object.
Results are aveaged over 20 complete exploration runs in simulation. The 95%

confidence values for the pose estimation errors are also displayed.
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Figure 6.15: Object Recognition Rate (Left Axis) and Pose Estimation Error
(Right Axis) comparisons between corroded and non-corroded Pitcher object.
Results are averaged over 20 complete exploration runs in simulation. The 95%

confidence values for the pose estimation errors are also displayed.

The object recognition rates increase steadily with increasing amount of object

exploration. 80-100% recognition rates can be achieved consistently after 5-10 ex-

ploration steps. The recognition rates for the corroded objects are 20-40% lower

than the recognition rates for non-corroded objects in the initial stages of explo-

ration. However, with increasing exploration, the recognition rates become similar

for all cases. This is because the effect of corrosion has an effect on the performance

only in the initial stages of exploration when only a small region of the object has

been explored. The local feature matches for the corroded surface areas lead to

incorrect object matches. As the exploration continues, the impact of global shape

matching is more substantial than that of local feature matches and eventually a
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Figure 6.16: Object Recognition Rate (Left Axis) and Pose Estimation Error
(Right Axis) comparisons between corroded and non-corroded Teapot object.
Results are averaged over 20 complete exploration runs in simulation. The 95%

confidence values for the pose estimation errors are also displayed.

robust object recognition performance can be achieved. The larger degradation

in the case of Teapot is noticeable because of greater amount of corrosion of the

object as can be seen in Figure 6.13. The pose estimation errors for all the objects

also follow a similar trend and eventually all corroded objects can be localized to

an error of less than 1 cm.

6.2 Deep Sea Experiments

The experiments under deep sea ambient pressure conditions have been conducted

in the pressure chamber at DFKI RIC. Figure 6.17 shows the pressure chamber

and the experimental setup with the SeeGrip gripper and an object in the air. This

pressure chamber has been used to generate ambient pressure of up to 600 bar.

The usable space for experiments in the chamber has a diameter of 40 cm and a

depth of 60 cm. 48 electrical connectors provide an interface between the chamber

and the external world. This allows the in-situ operation of robotic systems. In

order to actuate the SeeGrip system, a hydraulic supply has also been integrated

into the pressure chamber. A looking glass allows monitoring of the experiment

from top.

The SeeGrip gripper and fiber optic tactile sensors have been proven to work

repeatedly with the experiments in the pressure chamber up to ambient pressures

of 600 bar. The tactile data collected at 600 bar by interactions between the fiber

optic sensor array and two different object surfaces are shown in Figures 6.17 and

6.18. These prove the effectiveness of the sensor in detecting contact under high

ambient pressure.
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Figure 6.17: Experimental setup for the SeeGrip gripper in pressure cham-
ber. Tactile Image recorded while touching the sphere object at 600 Bar (right

bottom).

Figure 6.18: Feedback of the fiber optic sensor at 600 bar while in contact
with a triangular shape.

6.2.1 Deep Sea Tactile Data

Since the area inside the pressure chamber is very limited for extensive object

exploration, the data collected from underwater experiments is used to evaluate

the sensor performance in deep sea. Since it has been proven that tactile sensors

can at least distinguish contact from no contact under high pressures, the spatial

measurements of the tactile data collected in underwater experiments can be safely

assumed to be valid for deep sea cases as well. The force resolution, however,
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is reduced by adding Gaussian noise of 50% to the force measurements of each

contacted sensel. For a 50% force resolution noise, the covariance matrix to model

the uncertainty as Gaussian white noise is chosen as Q = diag(2mm, 2mm, 2mm)

similar to (Meier et al., 2011). This results in tactile images of lower descriptiveness

as shown in Figure 6.3. Since the Orion7P manipulator is a deep sea capable

manipulator, the position errors stay the same as in the underwater experiments.

6.2.2 BRICPSF Performance in Deep Sea

The results of using the BRICPSF approach with 45 database objects and the

same parameters as the underwater case are shown in Figures 6.19 and 6.20. The

recognition rate reduces drastically for the Sphere object, and moderately for

the other three objects. This is because a sphere object consists of similar types

of features throughout its surface and reducing the descriptiveness of the Tactile

Image results in very few matches in feature matching steps. For other three

objects, 50 to 100% recognition rates were still achieved.
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Figure 6.19: Recognition Rate (left) and Pose Estimation Error (right) using
BRICPSF for four objects in a deep sea scenario. Database consists of 45

objects, and results are averaged over 20 exploration runs.

6.3 Ground Based Experiments

The printed objects shown in Figure 6.1 were used for tactile data collection in

the air. For ground based experiments, the objects were rigidly mounted onto

Bosch profiles. The light weight gripper prepared for the air based experiments

was attached at the end-effector of a Mitsubishi PA10 manipulator (Figure 6.21).

Similar to Section 6.1.1, data was collected by manually steering the gripper to
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Figure 6.20: Recognition Rate (left) and Pose Estimation Error (right) using
BRICPSF for four objects in a deep sea scenario. Database consists of 45

objects, and results are averaged over 20 exploration runs.

random positions on the object’s surface and closing the grasp. For ground based

experiments, all six fiber-optic tactile sensors were used for generating contact

information and the kinematics of the fingers was used for generating free space

information. At least 50 random grasps were used to explore each of the five objects

using this procedure. Some tactile images collected during these experiments are

shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.21: Tactile sensors on a sheet-metal SeeGrip gripper at the EEF of
a Mitsubishi PA10 manipulator
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6.3.1 BRICPSF Performance in Air

As was the case with underwater experiments in Section 6.1.2, for evaluating the

performance of BRICPSF on ground, object exploration runs were modeled by us-

ing tactile measurements from random data collection grasps for each exploration

step in the run. One exploration run consists of 20 exploration steps, and the

results are averaged over several complete exploration runs for each object.

For the BRICPSF algorithm, number of particles np = 100 and re-sampling pa-

rameter Ψ = 80% were used. For free space estimation sobjmax
= 20 cm, resfree =

4 cm , dthresh = 2 cm and λ = 0.02 were used.

The recognition and localization results for three different objects are shown in

Figures 6.22 and 6.23 respectively, using a database of 45 objects. As seen for

the underwater experiments, the recognition rate increases steadily and pose esti-

mation error decreases steadily with increasing object surface being explored. 80

to 100% object recognition rates were achieved after only 5-7 exploration steps.

Also, the 6-dof pose estimation error was estimated to be well below 1 cm for all

objects. This is because of the increased quality of contact tactile data in the case

of ground based exploration as compared to underwater exploration which can

also be seen in Figure 6.3. Also, the EEF positioning error associated with the

Mitsubishi PA10 manipulator used for ground tests is much lesser as compared to

that of Orion7P manipulator for underwater experiments.
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Figure 6.22: Ground based Recognition Rate using BRICPSF for objects
Pitcher, Nut and Sphere. Database consists of 45 objects, and results are aver-

aged over 20 exploration runs.
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Figure 6.23: Ground based Average Pose Estimation Error with 95% confi-
dence intervals using BRICPSF for objects Pitcher, Nut and Sphere. Database

consists of 45 objects, and results are averaged over 20 exploration runs.

6.3.2 Impact of Varying Database Size

The results with a smaller database of 5 objects is shown in Figures 6.24 and

6.25. An even better performance can be seen in this case and 80 to 100% object

recognition rates were achieved only after 3 exploration steps for all the objects.

Also, the average 6-dof pose estimation error was estimated to be below 0.5 cm

for all objects.
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Figure 6.24: Ground based Recognition Rate using BRICPSF for objects
Pitcher, Nut and Sphere. Database consists of 5 objects, and results are aver-

aged over 20 exploration runs.
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Figure 6.25: Ground based Average Pose Estimation Error with 95% confi-
dence intervals using BRICPSF for objects Pitcher, Nut and Sphere. Database

consists of 5 objects, and results are averaged over 20 exploration runs.

6.4 Experiments with Movable Objects

The experiments for validating the movable object algorithm, that was presented in

Section 5.5, were carried out in a simulated environment. The apparatus consisted

of a simulated SeeGrip gripper which is equipped with six tactile sensor units in

front of its fingers, similar to the real gripper. Each tactile sensor unit consists

of 324 sensel elements arranged in a 27x12 array (Section 3.1). The gripper was

mounted on a 7-dof manipulator as shown in Figure 6.26.

Figure 6.26: The simulation of the SeeGrip gripper mounted on a 7-dof manip-
ulator. The 20 objects constituting the database for movable object recognition

are also shown alongside.

For data collection, the object to be explored was assumed to be static in the

environment. Data was collected using the Widest Unexplored Cone exploration

strategy discussed in Section 3.6. The most prominent approach for movable ob-

ject localization, (Petrovskaya and Khatib, 2011) models object motion with a

Gaussian noise of 2 cm translational and 10 degrees angular standard deviations.
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Similarly, the object motion for evaluating the movable object BRICPSF method

was modeled by transforming the tactile measurements collected at each explo-

ration step with a Gaussian noise.

At each exploration step the translation of the object was sampled randomly from

a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 1 cm about each of the x,

y and z-directions (total Euclidean space standard deviation of
√
12 + 12 + 12 =√

3 cm). The change in the object orientation was sampled randomly from a

normal distribution with a standard deviation of 5 degrees about each of the

three orientation axes. The mean of these distributions was taken as the previous

modeled position of the object. Thus, the object is modeled as constantly moving,

and the measurements are not necessarily clustered around the static position of

the object. The resulting object motion was used to transform the tactile sensor

measurements collected at different stages of object exploration in the static object

case (without concatenating inputs at each step).

Two more cases for object motion were also considered apart from the one dis-

cussed above. In the second case, the object motion was sampled from standard

deviation of 2 cm about each translational axis (total Euclidean space standard

deviation of
√
12 cm) and rotations were sampled from a standard deviation of 5

degrees about each axis. For the third case, standard deviations of 3 cm (total

Euclidean space standard deviation of
√
27 cm) and 5 degrees were used.

A database of 20 objects was used, as shown in Figure 6.26. Since the algorithm

is dependent on estimating the position of an object at each exploration step, an

exploration step was only considered valid if more than 40 contact points were

collected from all tactile sensors combined together. Otherwise, the exploration

step was considered invalid and the object was not moved in this iteration.

For the experiments, N = 50 and R = 200 were used for the Batch RANSAC

component, in order to dedicate more computational effort for generating new

hypotheses from the new tactile measurements. For re-sampling, Φ = 80% was

used and np = 100 was used for the total number of hypotheses in each state.

Figures 6.27 and 6.28 show the object maps PC
[k]
cum,t carried by the top ranked

hypotheses [k] at various steps during the course of exploration for two different

objects. It can be seen that the algorithm is successfully able to create the maps

corresponding to the correct object while the object moves at every exploration

step. The cumulative point clouds that would be formed by simply adding the

new measurements are also shown alongside the corresponding exploration steps

for giving an idea of the amount of object motion at each iteration.

The object recognition and pose estimation results for two different objects for

the three different amounts of allowed motion of the objects are shown in Figures
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Figure 6.27: Object mapping results using the movable object BRICPSF
algorithm for the Pitcher object. The top row shows the cumulative tactile
data when the object is static. The middle row shows the results of a simple
concatenation of the tactile data when the object moves at each exploration step.
The bottom row shows the object maps carried by the top ranked hypotheses

of the BRICPSF algorithm for movable objects.

Figure 6.28: Object mapping results using the movable object BRICPSF
algorithm for the Beer bottle object. The top row shows the cumulative tactile
data when the object is static. The middle row shows the results of a simple
concatenation of the tactile data when the object moves at each exploration step.
The bottom row shows the object maps carried by the top ranked hypotheses

of the BRICPSF algorithm for movable objects.
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6.29, 6.30. The results were averaged over 20 complete exploration runs for each

object for each value of allowed motion.
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Figure 6.29: Recognition rate (left axis) and 6D pose estimation error (right
axis) for the Pitcher object, for three different levels of allowed movement of the
objects when using BRICPSF for movable objects. Results are averaged over

20 exploration runs.

The object recognition rates increase constantly with increasing number of mea-

surements and a maximum value between 80 and 100% is attained for all cases.

For the first two cases for the allowed object motion, the pose estimation error

decreases with increasing amount of exploration, and it increases with the amount

of allowed motion, which is understandable. However, for the third case a large

allowed motion, the pose estimation error stays around 4 cm even with increasing

exploration steps. However, for allowed motion of
√
3 cm, the objects could be

localized within an error of 1 cm.
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Object: Beer

Figure 6.30: Recognition rate (left axis) and 6-dof pose estimation error (right
axis) for the Beer bottle object, for three different levels of allowed movement
of the objects when using BRICPSF for movable objects. Results are averaged

over 20 exploration runs.
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Discussion

7.1 Validating the Hardware Performance

The extensive underwater experimentation with the SeeGrip fiber optic sensors

have validated their utility for underwater haptic exploration. Further, the sen-

sors have been proven to work in deep sea like conditions at ambient pressures up

to 600 bar (corresponding to a depth of 6 Km under water). The tactile measure-

ments also demonstrate the effectiveness of the sensors in determining the precise

point of contact within the 4 mm compression range of the foam (beyond just

a binary contact or no contact detection). Using the forward kinematics of the

gripper and manipulator, multiple measurements around an object’s surface have

been concatenated together to form a representation of the object (Figure 6.4).

The reliability of the surface features estimation from contact point clouds is vali-

dated by the underwater object recognition performance. Further, the corruption

of underwater tactile measurements with artificial noise (Section 6.2) resulted in

degradation of feature quality which eventually caused degraded recognition per-

formance. This confirms that reliable features were indeed estimated with the

underwater measurements.

7.2 Performance of BRICPSF

7.2.1 Comparisons with Batch RANSAC

The experiments in Sections 6.1.3 and 6.1.4 prove that the sequential hypothe-

ses evolution methodology results in large improvements in object recognition

and localization performance over the standalone Batch RANSAC based database

matching methodology. The results in Figure 6.5 show that Batch RANSAC alone

75
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does not yield high recognition performance even after several measurements. Even

increasing the computational effort by increasing the number of samples to 100,000

samples does not result in robust object recognition performance. Further, Figure

6.6 shows that augmenting Batch RANSAC with ICP and free space information

results in performance improvements, but the resulting performance is still lower

than the object recognition performance of BRICPSF.

This is because the success of Batch RANSAC approach depends on the selection

of the correct object matches, first during the feature based database pruning

step, and then on finding the correct triplet matches during registration. Thus,

even if the database is pruned correctly, unless all possible object and 6-dof pose

hypotheses are tested comprehensively, there is a possibility of the correct object

and pose not being detected. Further, since the Batch RANSAC algorithm does

not involve sequential tracking of hypotheses, detecting the correct hypothesis at

one instance during the course of exploration does not have any influence on the

success at a subsequent exploration step. This leads to moderate and unstable

object recognition rates even after a large part of the object has been explored.

The Batch RANSAC and ICP augmented sequential hypotheses evolution on the

other hand ensures that if, at any instance during the course of exploration, a

hypothesis is detected in the vicinity of the correct object and the correct pose,

it will be tracked and successively evolved to the correct pose. This results in

high recognition rates (Figure 6.6). The ICP correction step and Batch RANSAC

based re-sampling efficiently allow managing the high dimensionality of this 7

dimensional problem, which is otherwise computationally prohibitive for standard

Bayesian methods. Therefore, only 100 hypotheses are required in the complete

state space.

The use of feature based RANSAC within the sequential framework also allows the

handling of large databases. While the 45 object database consists of more than

90,000 object surface feature points, feature based pruning allows the database to

be pruned to only 3000 points for each input sample which represents only 3.33% of

the database. With a large database of 45 objects, 80-100% recognition rates were

achieved within 15-20 grasps for all four objects. Pose estimation errors of around

5 mm were also achieved. This is quite acceptable for underwater applications,

given the inaccuracies in industrial under water manipulator positioning.

For the ground based experiments, 80 to 100% object recognition rates were

achieved after only 5-7 exploration steps. This is because of the increased quality

of tactile data in the case of ground based exploration as compared to underwater

exploration which can also be seen in Figure 6.3. Secondly, all six tactile sensors

were used for the ground based experiments as compared to underwater exper-

iments where only one sensor was used for contact data collection. Free space,

however was estimated using all three fingers in both cases. However, while all
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six sensors were used for data collection, not all were in contact with the object

at every data collection step. The third reason for performance improvements in

ground based experiments is that the EEF positioning error associated with the

Mitsubishi PA10 manipulator used for ground tests is much lesser as compared to

that of Orion7P manipulator used for underwater experiments.

7.2.2 Improvements with Free Space Information

It can be seen from Figures 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 that using free space leads to

a large improvement in object recognition rates. The recognition rate improve-

ments vary between 50 to 100 percent for the Pitcher object. Similarly, for other

objects (Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10) also, similar improvements can be seen. This

endorses the utility of free space information available from gripper kinematics

in tactile sensor based object recognition applications since tactile data collected

from the object’s surface is very limited in quantity. Free space information can

provide useful information about the size and shape of an object by constraining

the occupied region during match evaluation. The recognition rate using only

contact points for hypothesis validation also increases sequentially with increase

in exploration steps, but this increase is relatively slow as compared to the case

when free space is used. With further increase in exploration, the recognition rate

using contact points only is also expected to increase further.

7.2.3 Impact of Object Corrosion

The difference in object recognition and localization performance with object cor-

rosion for three different objects is shown in Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16. It can be

seen that the object recognition rates for the corroded objects are 20-40% lower

than the recognition rates for non-corroded objects in the initial stages of explo-

ration. However, with increasing exploration, the recognition rates become similar

for all cases.

This is because the effect of corrosion has an effect on the performance only in

the initial stages of exploration when only a small region of the object has been

explored. It is highly likely that the corroded or broken regions are explored in

some cases in the initial stages of exploration. The local feature matches for the

corroded surface areas, thus, lead to incorrect object matches.

As the exploration continues, the non-corroded regions are also explored which

leads to better feature matches on an average. Further, as the amount of explo-

ration increases, the impact of global shape matching becomes more substantial

than that of local feature matches, and eventually a robust object recognition
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performance can be achieved. The larger degradation in the case of Teapot is

noticeable because of a relatively greater amount of corroded area as compared

to other objects as can be seen in Figure 6.13. The pose estimation errors for all

the objects also follow a similar trend and eventually all corroded objects can be

localized to an error of less than 1 cm.

7.2.4 Recognition and Localization of Movable Objects

The results for the experiments with the movable object recognition and localiza-

tion prove that objects could be recognized to an accuracy of greater than 80%

even with large amounts of allowed object motions. For the case of a maximum

allowed motion of
√
3 cm, the objects could be localized within an error of 1 cm.

Higher bounds could be achieved for other cases, which were still below the max-

imum allowed object motion. The localization error was around 4 cm for the case

when a maximum of
√
12 cm motion was allowed at each exploration step. This

is because for such large amount of motion, some measurements might not be suf-

ficient for estimating the correct amount object motion using the ICP algorithm.

Overall, satisfactory results were achieved for recognition and 6-dof localization

using partial measurement data in this difficult scenario where an object moves

non-deterministically. Also this is a combined object recognition and localization

problem with an added difficulty in estimating the object motion at each explo-

ration step. It should be noted, however, that the success of this algorithm is

based on collecting a relatively large (about 40 contact points) amount of tactile

data for estimating the object motion at each exploration step.

7.3 Comparisons with Other Approaches

In this research, haptic underwater object recognition and localization has been

addressed for the first time in literature. Comparisons can be drawn with other

approaches for terrestrial environments. The most relevant previous work (Pezze-

menti et al., 2011) comprises of the application of particle filters and histogram

filters for 3-dof localization of 2D objects using a dense array of tactile sensors

similar to the SeeGrip sensors. Occupancy maps of objects built with real sensor

based ground truth are used as a database. The histogram filter with 10,000 bins

was able to successfully achieve 100% recognition rates with 9 sensor readings

with a database of 5 objects. The objects were localized to within 1.3 mm posi-

tion error. With the BRICPSF approach, 80-100% recognition success could be

achieved with 5-10 grasps for a database of 5 objects in the underwater case and in

only 3 exploration steps for the ground based environments. Pose estimation error
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was around 5 mm. It should be noted again that we deal with 3D objects, and

consider complete 6-dof localization. Also, for underwater scenarios, the position

errors associated with manipulator systems and tactile sensors are much greater

than ground based systems.

Another approach (Gorges et al., 2010b) achieves 80-100% recognition with a 7

object database using 5-6 palpations. This approach however performs recognition

directly in the haptic space using gripper kinematics and tactile sensor data with-

out building a representation of the object. Thus, localization is not addressed.

Similarly, another approach (Schneider et al., 2009) uses bag of features for object

recognition and results in 85% recognition success with a database of 21 objects

in 10 grasps. Again, it does not deal with object localization. Also, both these

approaches depend on the ground truth data collected from real sensors for cre-

ating a training data set. Another approach (Petrovskaya and Khatib, 2011)

presents 6-dof localization of a known 3D object using a tactile probe. It uses an

annealed Particle filter and gradually scales precision to manage large dimensional

spaces and results in localization accuracy of 5 mm position and 3 degree rotation

in around 12 probes. Object recognition adds another dimension to the 6-dof lo-

calization problem, and the performance of this approach is expected to degrade

considerably for this case.

The Widest Unexplored Cone exploration strategy presented in this thesis diverts

attention to widest unexplored regions and is based on the assumption that gather-

ing new information is always advantageous. As compared to (Hsiao et al., 2010),

this approach does not select actions from a limited, pre-defined set of actions,

and the motion plans are generated autonomously for approaching the maximum

unexplored object surface area. However, for more efficient exploration, the ex-

ploration strategy should be tied to the current object recognition state. The task

driven exploration strategy presented in (Hsiao et al., 2010) and information gain

strategy (Schneider et al., 2009) are possible ways of providing an efficient link

between exploration and recognition. However, these approaches will have to be

adapted to tackle object recognition and 6-dof pose estimation.

7.4 Autonomy in Structured Underwater Envi-

ronments

The problem of static object recognition for a structured underwater scenario

has been tackled efficiently using a sequential state estimation methodology of an

ICP augmented sequential hypothesis evolution framework in combination with

Batch RANSAC based database matching. It has been ensured that the algorithm

can handle a large database of at least 45 objects and that the database does
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not depend on the actual ground truth. Both these conditions are necessary for

reasonably autonomous scenarios. The computational time of less than 1 minute

(up to the 20th exploration step) for each exploration step of the BRICPSF is

also reasonable. This is quite comparable to the time taken by the manipulator

to move to a new exploration position and can therefore be done in parallel to

the robot motion. The results presented in this thesis can be considered as a step

towards achieving autonomy in under water and deep sea environments.

7.5 Other Applications

The experiments conducted in this thesis concentrate on object exploration, recog-

nition and localization in structured underwater and ground based environments.

The BRICPSF methodology can be directly applied for several other applications

which are simplifications or direct extensions of the applications already discussed.

1. BRICPSF can be used for in-hand localization of a grasped object. Gener-

ally, it is hard to estimate the exact pose of an object using vision and laser

sensors after it has been grasped by a gripper. This is because the surface

of a grasped object is occluded from the vision or laser sensors. Also, the

slightest displacement of the object relative to the gripper during the process

of grasping is hard to estimate. BRICPSF can be used to estimate the exact

pose of the grasped object if the gripper is equipped with adequate tactile

sensors. This is in fact a simplification of the application discussed in this

thesis, since the object identity is already known.

2. BRICPSF can be used for self localization of a robot equipped with tactile

sensors. For instance, in case of bad lighting conditions, a robot can explore a

known, fixed object like a table or a pillar using tactile sensors and determine

its own pose with respect to this fixed object using the BRICPSF approach.

3. BRICPSF can be used to create complete environment maps by exploring,

recognizing and localizing pre-known objects using tactile sensors.

4. Another possible application could be the hand-eye calibration of robots

or the calibration of the geometry and kinematics of serial chain robotic

systems. The pose of an object determined from a vision system can be

compared with the pose estimated by exploring the object using tactile sen-

sors. This can be used for hand-eye calibration, or if the tactile sensors are

present at the end of a serial chain robot, it can be used for calibrating the

kinematics of the serial chain.
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These are only a few of the many applications that can be addressed using the

BRICPSF methodology. Further applications like precise grasping of an object

and precise release of the grasped object can also be directly addressed using this

framework.
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Chapter 8

Biologically Inspired Object

Exploration

8.1 Introduction

The BRICPSF approach presented in the first part of the thesis provides an ef-

fective way of matching the tactile sensing inputs from object exploration with a

pre-known object database to estimate the identity and pose of the object being ex-

plored. An important shortcoming of this approach is that the object exploration

and object recognition methodologies function independent of each other and the

only interface between them is the tactile data propagation from exploration to

the recognition module. For improving the efficiency of this methodology, it is

desirable to have a closed loop feedback between the exploration and recognition

modules as shown in Figure 8.1. For an ideal situation, the recognition module

should be able to direct the exploration module to explore regions that would lead

to an optimal resolution of conflicts between hypotheses and facilitate quick object

recognition and localization.

Figure 8.1: The object recognition module cannot provide a feedback to the
exploration module within the BRICPSF approach
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This part of the thesis presents a biologically inspired approach which is motivated

by an efficient integration of the object exploration and object recognition strate-

gies. It is inspired by the current understanding of the human haptic perception

system and other generic human object recognition principles. It has been proven,

by several studies (Klatzky et al., 1987; Lederman and Klatzky, 1987; Lederman

and Klatzky, 1990; Lederman and Klatzky, 1993), that humans tend to use a

variety of stereotypical hand movement patterns (called exploratory procedures)

to measure particular object properties like hardness, texture and shape. Out of

these, contour following or moving the fingers around the edges of an object is

the most important strategy used for ascertaining the shape and size of an object

(Lederman and Klatzky, 1987).

Further, the high force and spatial resolutions of modern day tactile sensors (for

example the fiber-optic tactile sensors on the SeeGrip gripper) are perfectly suited

for evaluating the local object surface profile, and thus they are able to detect

contours and edges on the object surface. Finally, the edges on an object represent

the most informative and distinct regions on the object’s surface. The notion of

edges is therefore used for object exploration. An edge following based exploration

strategy has been developed, that keeps track of the edges on the object’s surface

and tries to follow the closest lying edge from the current position of the tactile

sensor.

The study of the human visual recognition system has established that humans,

in the earliest stages of visual recognition, extract spatial object information in

the form of oriented edges. These edges are combined to produce low level object

primitives or features. For example, a set of volumetric primitives called geons

have been proposed (Biederman, 1987) and it has been suggested that common

objects are represented by a spatial combination of these geons. Humans tackle

the object recognition problem by comparing an object with the representations

of various object categories stored in the memory.

The object recognition approach is a top-down approach inspired from this un-

derstanding of the human visual recognition system. The BRICPSF approach

presented in Part 1 of this thesis was based on ascertaining the identity and pose

of an object, directly from the local surface patches on an object’s surface sensed

by the tactile sensors as shown in Figure 8.2. In this part of the thesis, a part-

fitting based approach is presented, in which an object is decomposed into multiple

object-parts which are specific only to a particular object. These object-parts are

recognized individually using tactile data and the recognized object-parts are then

spatially combined together and matched with the complete object model stored

in the database to determine the object identity and its pose.

These approaches for edge following based object exploration and part fitting

based object recognition facilitate close interaction between the exploration and
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Figure 8.2: Variation in scope of object matching methodologies. The
BRICPSF approach matches object surface patches for complete object recog-
nition as shown with the grey curve on the right. The biologically inspired
approach combines patches for sub-part recognition which then leads to the

complete object recognition as shown by the green curves.

recognition modules. There are two main benefits that result from this close

interface.

Firstly, while the exploration strategy explores an object-part, and the recognition

module tries to match the object-part with the database, the latter can provide

a feedback to the explorer about the status of the object-part recognition. Thus,

it is ensured that an object-part is explored continuously, and only until it is

satisfactorily recognized. Since haptic exploration of an object is time consuming

process, this feedback mechanism ensures that an object-part is explored optimally

and only until it has been satisfactorily recognized. The second advantage of

the interface is that the recognition module can direct the exploration module to

explore a new region by taking into account the current state of recognition. Thus,

the exploration can be directed towards exploring only the relevant regions that

lead to the endorsement of the current belief, or lead to the minimization of the

conflicts amongst the current object identity and pose beliefs. These two feedback

mechanisms ensure that only the most informative regions of the object’s surface

are explored, thus leading to a minimal wastage of tactile data.

Enabling the interface between the exploration and recognition modules is a com-

plex task. Several important issues need to be addressed. These are explained

below.

• Toggling the independence of exploration: The exploration module is

expected to behave in two different modes. Firstly, it should be able to track

the edges on an object’s surface independently when there is no feedback

from the recognition module. Secondly, there should be a mechanism to
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make the exploration module adhere to the feedback from the recognition

module. It is also important to provide the exploration module the ability

to detect and recover from faults.

• Autonomous database creation: Since this is a top-down recognition

approach, each object is divided into multiple parts. A methodology has

to be created to autonomously decompose an object into object-parts and

encode this information in a database. This also coherent with the general

idea of having an autonomous database creation methodology as was the

case in Section 4.2.

• Object-part region segmentation: A methodology has to be created for

segmenting independent object-part regions from the input tactile data. It

is also important to consistently reference each object-part region between

the exploration and recognition modules. Finally, both the modules should

keep track of the object-part region that is currently being explored.

• Data transmission and interpretation: The data transmission between

the exploration and recognition modules has to be managed intelligently.

The exploration module should be able to propagate information like the

contact tactile data, free space data, object-part positioning, tactile data

relevant to each object-part, current position of the tactile sensor, and the

object-part being currently explored. This data should be efficiency propa-

gated to facilitate minimal redundancy in the transmitted data. It is also

desirable to minimize the processing of similar data at multiple locations

between the exploration and recognition modules.

• Feedback mechanism: A mechanism should be defined such that the

recognition module can provide feedback to the exploration module about

the edge that it should continue exploring. When a new region should be

explored, the feedback should define the location of the new region.

All these issues have been addressed adequately within this biologically inspired

framework. The current chapter discusses the methodologies related to the ex-

ploration module, while Chapter 9 discusses the architecture, database creation

and recognition methodologies. The edge detection methodology is presented in

Section 8.2, and the edge following methodology is discussed in Section 8.4.

8.2 Edge Detection

A Tactile Image representation is used for segmenting edges in the tactile sensor

measurements. When a tactile sensor, consisting of a dense distribution of sensels,
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contacts an object surface, the resulting measurements can be considered as a

gray-scale Tactile Image. Each pixel of the image corresponds to a particular

sensel (refer Section 3.1) and its gray-scale value corresponds to the amount of

compression of this sensel as shown in Figure 8.3. Then, a combination of edge

detection algorithms like Canny (Canny, 1986), and Sobel (Maini and Aggarwal,

2009) filters is used for segmenting edges from the image. The points of contact

of the sensels corresponding to the edge are determined using Equations 3.1 and

3.2.

Figure 8.3: Tactile Image processing for edge detection. The left image shows
the position of contact between a tactile sensor an object. The gray-scale Tactile
Image is shown in the top right figure and the extracted edge points are shown
in lower right figure. The lower right figure also shows all the 324 sensels in the

tactile sensor array.

For each 2D edge detected in a Tactile Image, the sensels representing the end-

points of this edge are also stored. End points are determined simply by checking

each point lying on the edge for the number of connected edge points. An edge

forming sensel is assumed to be an end-point if it has only one other edge point

connected to itself. Then, for each end-point of an edge, the direction of edge

propagation in the plane of the tactile image is determined using 2D mask fil-

ters (Maini and Aggarwal, 2009). Thus, for each edge detected in a Tactile Image,

the above mentioned process results in a list of sensels forming the edge, the end-

points associated with the edge and the 2D direction vectors associated with each

end-point.

8.3 Cumulative Edge Representation

For tracking and following edges, a global representation of independent cumula-

tive edges is maintained, where each cumulative global edge that is not connected

to any other edge is independently tracked. The edge detection methodology using

Tactile Images results in the segmentation of the sensels that represent an edge on

the object’s surface. The exact contact positions of these sensels are determined
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in the sensor frame using Equations 3.1 and 3.2. These are converted to 3D points

using the forward kinematics of the robot (Equation 3.3). Similarly, the end-points

and 2D directions associated with the end-points are also converted to their global

3D representation using Equation 3.3 for the forward kinematics of the robot.

The cumulative global edge representation is evolved with each new Tactile Image

input. When a new edge is detected in a Tactile Image, its 3D points are queried

for lying in the vicinity of all existing cumulative edges. If any point lies closer

than a preset threshold distance, the new edge is appended to the cumulative

edge. If more than one cumulative edges lie within the distance threshold, they

are combined into a single cumulative edge.

If the connection between two or more edges is established via an end-point of

any of the grouped edges, the end-point is removed from the list of end points.

Otherwise, the list of end-points of a newly formed cumulative edge consists of a

union of all the end-points associated with all the grouped edges. For facilitating

the edge following exploration strategy, as will be discussed below, each end-point

of a cumulative edge has an exploration status flag associated with it. This flag

can be set when an attempt is made to follow the corresponding cumulative edge

by exploring it along the direction associated with this end-point.

Object-part Region Segmentation: The global cumulative edge representation

provides an efficient solution to the object-part region segmentation problem as

listed in Section 8.1. Since cumulative edges represent independent regions on the

object’s surface, they can be used to represent independent object -parts. Further,

the fact that edges represent distinct regions on an object’s surface is an added

advantage of using edges for segmenting object-parts.

8.4 Edge Following

For edge following, the 3D direction associated with the closest lying end-point to

the current tactile sensor position is chosen as the next direction for edge following.

In case of any conflict, the currently followed cumulative edge is given priority. The

complete procedure for following edges is depicted in Figure 8.4.

For exploring an edge further along the next propagation direction, the tactile

sensor link is displaced along the direction by a preset distance. The sensor is

first moved backwards by a fixed amount such that contact with the object is lost

and so that the sensor can be displaced along the propagation direction to a new

collision free configuration. Alternatively, the low level controllers on the gripper

can also be made responsible for maintaining contact with the object surface using

inputs from the force torque sensors and the tactile sensor itself. In the former

case, the sensor is moved away from the object in a straight line connecting the
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Figure 8.4: Schematic of the edge following methodology

center of the sensor to the centroid of the current object point cloud (see Section

3.6). It is then translated in the desired direction and brought back in a straight

line towards the object till contact is established again.

Since this procedure might not always lead to a contact between the tactile sensor

and the object, the sensor is also jittered about two fixed orthogonal axes lying

in the plane of the sensor. Jittering is the procedure of moving the tactile sensor

back by a fixed amount, rotating the tactile sensor incrementally (within a pre-

set range) along an axis and then again moving it forward to contact the object

surface. This procedure ensures that the tactile sensor eventually engages contact

with the object surface and is also used for maximizing the area of contact with

the object surface.

8.5 Object Exploration Procedure

The cumulative edge representation, edge following based exploration strategy and

cumulative edge based object-part segmentation constitute an effective strategy for

object exploration. This also facilitates the toggling of the independent behavior

of the object exploration module whenever there is feedback available from the

recognition module. This is explained below.

In the initial stage of exploration, the tactile sensor tries to contact the object

surface by approaching it from various directions. It is assumed that the approx-

imate position of the object is known. Random approach direction vectors are

sampled such that they pass through the assumed centroid of the object (known

approximately). The tactile sensor is moved along a direction vector with its con-

tact plane perpendicular to the direction vector and such that its contact plane

faces the centroid of the object. This procedure is repeated till a contact is estab-

lished between the tactile sensor and the object. The positions of contact from the

contacting sensels are converted to the global coordinate frame using the forward
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kinematics of the robot (Equation 3.3). During the entire course of exploration,

the contact positions are concatenated into a contact point cloud representation

as described in Section 3.4.

Once a contact has been established, the focus shifts towards finding an edge on

the object’s surface. For this purpose, a Slide Along the Object Surface procedure

has been developed. This is responsible for sliding the tactile sensor in a given

direction along an object’s surface with a pre-set amount. This is achieved in

simulation by moving the tactile sensor backwards by a fixed amount along the

vector connecting the centroid of the current contact point cloud and the center

of the tactile sensor. This is followed by displacing the sensor in the desired

direction by the desired amount and then moving the sensor forward till contact

is established with the object surface. The Jitter procedure explained in Section

8.4 is used for maximizing the contact with the object surface. Alternatively, the

low level controllers on the gripper can also be used for sliding the sensor in the

required direction while maintaining contact with the object surface using inputs

from the force torque sensors and the tactile sensor itself. The sensor is slid along

the object’s surface along randomly sampled directions and by a pre-set amount

using the Slide Along the Object Surface procedure repeatedly until an edge is

detected.

When a cumulative edge is detected, the edge following procedure discussed in

Section 8.4 is invoked. The explorer tries to explore an edge constantly, until

there are no unexplored end-points remaining or until it receives a feedback from

the recognition module. In the former case, the Slide Along the Object Surface

procedure is again used for diverting exploration towards a new region for exploring

a new edge.

The explorer can also receive feedback from the recognition module either to ex-

plore an object region further, or to explore a new region. In the former case, the

cumulative edge associated with the region is simply explored further along the

direction associated with the closest lying unexplored end-point. The referencing

of a region from a cumulative edge will be explained in Section 8.6. In the latter

case, the explorer receives an instruction to explore from a new position, defined

by a 3D point. The sensor moves to a new position along a vector connecting the

input point with the centroid of the current contact point cloud. As was the case

with the initial phase of exploration, the tactile sensor is moved along the direction

vector with its contact plane perpendicular to the direction vector and such that

its contact plane faces the centroid of the point cloud. This ensures that for closed

convex objects, a contact will always be established with the object surface.
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8.6 Interface with Object Recognition

The exploration module needs to propagate information like the contact tactile

data, free space data, object-part positioning, tactile data relevant to each object-

part, and the object-part being currently explored to the recognition module. This

data should be intelligently propagated such that there is minimal redundancy

in the transmitted data. The following data structures are used for this data

transmission.

• Tactile Images: A Tactile Image data structure consists of the amount

of compression of each tactile sensel in a tactile sensor unit as shown in

Figure 8.3. The positioning of the sensels in the tactile sensor plane is fixed

and can be retrieved from a configuration file. By transmitting sensel data

in an ordered form, it is ensured that minimal amount of data needs to

be transmitted. A Tactile Image also includes the global 6-dof pose of the

tactile sensor at which the tactile measurements are recorded. This pose is

retrieved from the forward kinematics of the manipulator and gripper and is

stored in the form of a transformation matrix.

This Tactile Image data structure can be used to infer three kinds of infor-

mation. Firstly, positions of contact can be retrieved from the Tactile Image

and the 6-dof transformation can be used to create a cumulative contact

point cloud representation by combining contact data from multiple Tactile

Images, as was shown in Section 3.4. Secondly, Tactile Images contain very

precise local feature information for the surface measured with the tactile

sensor. This point will be elaborated in Section 9.1. Thirdly, free space

information can also be retrieved using the Tactile Images. Assuming that

we deal with close convex objects, it can be inferred that when a tactile

sensor contacts an object’s surface, the entire region behind the sensor can

be assumed to be free. An occupancy map is used to track the free space as

was presented in Section 3.5. Thus, for every Tactile Image, the occupancy

map is updated using ray casting (Hornung et al., 2013) operations in the

backward direction from the base position of each tactile sensel in the image.

Further, the non contacting sensel positions are also used to update the free

space occupancy map.

• Regions representing Object-parts: The information about the object-

parts segmented in the exploration module (Section 8.3) needs to be propa-

gated to the recognition module for object-part recognition. This is achieved

by representing an object-part using the notion of a region. A region is de-

fined as a part of the 3 Dimensional Euclidean space. It consists of a cluster

of 3D points. A region representing an object-part is created from the con-

tact points lying on the edge used to segment the object-part. The points
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forming the edge are filtered to a sparse distribution using a coarse Voxel

grid filter. A region also carries a unique index, and an exploration status

flag. The points forming a region can be used to efficiently segment the

contact points relevant to the object-part from the cumulative contact point

cloud. This will be discussed further in the next chapter.



Chapter 9

Recognition by Part Fitting

This chapter discusses the object recognition approach for the Biologically inspired

framework introduced in Chapter 8. A feature estimation methodology that uti-

lizes an important advantage of the Tactile Image representation is discussed in

Section 9.1. Section 9.2 discusses the autonomous database creation methodology.

The software architecture for the interface between the exploration and recogni-

tion modules is presented in Section 9.3.1. The object-part matching methodology

is discussed in Section 9.3.2 and a sequential method for object recognition using

object-part fitting is discussed in Section 9.3.4.

9.1 Feature Estimation from Tactile Images

9.1.1 Problems with Feature Estimation from Cumulative

Point Clouds

The contact tactile data collected via palpations of a tactile sensor (even with a

high spatial resolution) with an object’s surface is localized in nature and rep-

resents small patches on the object’s surface. When contact data collected from

multiple palpations is fused together in the form of a point cloud, the data, es-

pecially in the initial stages of exploration, can be seen to form multiple contact

patches spread around the object’s surface. Computing surface features (see Sec-

tion 4.1) from these spread out contact patches can be erroneous. Figures 9.1 and

9.2 highlight this problem graphically.

These figures show a single contact patch (in green on the left) generated by a

tactile sensor that palpates an object’s surface. The FPFH features (Section 4.1)

of all the points in this contact patch are evaluated and the object database is

queried to determine the closest matching features for each point in the input

95
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contact patch. The closest matching database features for two different points

in the input contact patch (illustrated by black dots in Figures 9.1 and 9.2) are

color coded and are superimposed on top of the database objects. The color map

varies from red to blue representing the points with the best and worst matches

respectively out of the top 1000 closest matching features.

Figure 9.1: Feature matches for a point lying at the center of an isolated
input contact patch. The top 1000 points in the database with closest matching
features are color coded and superimposed on the database object point clouds.
The color map varies from red to blue representing the points with best and

worst matches respectively out of the top 1000 closest matching features.

Figure 9.2: Feature matches for a point lying at the periphery of an isolated
input contact patch. The top 1000 points in the database with closest matching
features are color coded and superimposed on the database object point clouds.
The color map varies from red to blue representing the points with best and

worst matches respectively out of the top 1000 closest matching features.
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Figure 9.1 shows that for a point lying close to the center of a contact patch, the

feature estimation is reliable and the closest matching features can be seen to lie

consistently on similar shaped surfaces of the database objects. However, for a

point lying close to the periphery of the isolated contact patch, as shown in Figure

9.2, the feature matches are erroneous. The feature matches of such periphery

points are similar to the features of the edges of an object.

Once the contact positions have been represented as a cumulative point cloud, it

is generally hard to distinguish between an actual edge and a periphery region

of a contact patch. However, the representation of tactile data as Tactile Images

presents an opportunity to solve this problem efficiently.

The peripheries of contact patches can generally be associated with the external

boundaries of the gray areas of a Tactile Image as shown by the vertical boundaries

of the gray region in Figure 9.3. Edge detection using Tactile Image processing

is easily able to distinguish between actual edges and the peripheries of a contact

patch. However, if the external boundaries of a complete Tactile Image touch an

object surface, they can be interpreted as edges because of missing information

beyond the Tactile Image. Eliminating the boundaries of a Tactile Image from

feature estimation provides an efficient solution to this problem.

Figure 9.3: Tactile Image processing for edge detection. The left image shows
the position of contact between a tactile sensor an object. The gray-scale Tactile
Image is shown in the top right figure and the extracted edge points are shown

in lower right figure (Aggarwal and Kirchner, 2014).

9.1.2 Tactile Data Fusion Using Tactile Images

For estimating the features of the points in a cumulative point cloud from Tactile

Images, the following strategy is used. First, the FPFH features of all contact

points in a Tactile Image are evaluated using only the contact points in this Tactile

Image. The contact points are then appended to the cumulative contact cloud for

the object. The features of the cumulative contact cloud are then updated using

the features of these new contact points. In order to do this, if the cumulative
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contact point cloud already contains a point within close vicinity of a newly added

point (the distance threshold for close vicinity is defined as the Voxel filter leaf size

used to add new points to a point cloud as explained in Section 3.4), the feature

value of that point is updated using the new feature value. Otherwise, if a new

point does not already exist in the cumulative point cloud, it is simply assigned the

new feature value. The contact points lying on the boundaries of a Tactile Image

are not used for updating the features of the cumulative contact point cloud.

For updating the 33 Dimensional FPFH feature (see Section 4.1) FPFHpt =<

f1pt, f2pt, f3pt, ...., f33pt > of an existing point pt, with a feature value FPFHpt′ =<

f1pt′ , f2pt′ , f3pt′ , ...., f33pt′ > of a newly encountered overlapping point pt′, it is

essential to maintain a counter for the number of times this point has been en-

countered in Tactile Images. This value is then used for simply averaging out the

feature value as shown in Equation 9.1.

fiptnew
=

counter ∗ fipt + fipt′

counter + 1
, i ∈ [1, 33] (9.1)

9.1.3 Feature Estimation Improvement with Tactile Im-

ages

An experiment was conducted to evaluate if the strategy for feature evaluation

using Tactile Images fairs better than the feature estimation directly from the

cumulative point cloud. At a random step during the course of exploration of an

object, a random point was sampled in the cumulative input contact point cloud.

The FPFH feature of this point was queried for the nearest matching features in

the object database. In this list, the rank of the contact point in the database that

corresponds to the sampled point in the input cloud was noted. This procedure

was repeated for five different objects and for each object 1000 points were sampled

at various times during the course of exploration, up to 20 exploration steps.

The average rank for the 5000 points (1000 each for five objects) was noted when

the input cloud features and database features were evaluated using Tactile Images.

This was compared with the average rank when both the input contact cloud and

database features were calculated using cumulative point clouds. The feature

matching with Tactile Images was around 35 % better than the feature matching

with cumulative point clouds.

While the feature estimation using Tactile Images is computationally more expen-

sive than feature estimation with cumulative point clouds, it is extremely helpful

especially in the case of object-part matching, when most of the input tactile data

corresponds to the surface edges. Better feature matches somewhat compensate
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for the loss in computational efficiency, since during the Batch RANSAC proce-

dure, fewer number of closest matching features need to be analyzed for database

matching (see Section 4.3).

9.2 Autonomous Object Database Generation

The object database is created autonomously using a simulated tactile sensor. The

database consists of objects and their corresponding parts which are also generated

autonomously. In line with the exploration procedure, the object-parts are defined

based on cumulative edges. Each cumulative edge represents one specific part of

an object.

Each database object is scanned in simulation using the simulated tactile sensor

with the edge following exploration strategy explained in Section 8.5. After a

cumulative edge is completely explored (i.e. it doesn’t have any unexplored end-

points), the sensor is moved to a new position on the surface of the object using the

Widest Unexplored Cone exploration strategy (see Section 3.6). This is repeated

till a new edge is detected, when the control passes again to the edge following

strategy. Scanning the object for a few hundred iterations (of the Widest Unex-

plored Cone strategy) results in a close to complete representation of the object’s

surface.

Each database object-part consists of the 3D points of the corresponding inde-

pendent cumulative edge. To facilitate object-part matching, other object surface

points in the cumulative object contact point cloud, lying within a threshold dis-

tance of these edge points are also appended to the object-part point cloud. This

is shown in Figure 9.4.

The FPFH features of the contact points are evaluated using the Tactile Image

based feature estimation procedure explained in Section 9.1. The 6-dof transfor-

mation of each object-part is also stored w.r.t. a fixed object coordinate system.

Thus, a database object consists of the following:

• Cumulative object point cloud

• Dense object-part contact point clouds

• Sparse object-part contact point clouds

• FPFH features of each point in the sparse object-part contact point clouds

• The 6-dof transformations of each object-part with respect to a fixed object

coordinate frame
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Figure 9.4: Surface point clouds (left) and cumulative edges (middle) for a
few database objects using the autonomous database creation procedure. The
object-parts based on independent cumulative edges are also shown for each

object (right).

9.3 Object Recognition

The architecture for object exploration and recognition by part fitting is discussed

in Section 9.3.1. Database matching for object-part recognition is discussed in

Section 9.3.2. Finally Section 9.3.4 presents the methodology for object recognition

and pose estimation by object-part fitting and database matching.
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9.3.1 Software Architecture

The architecture for data flow between and within the exploration and recognition

modules is shown in Figure 9.5. The Exploration module transmits Tactile Images

as well as regions information as explained before in Chapter 8. The Tactile

Images are used for maintaining the cumulative contact point cloud as well as the

free space point cloud using an Occupancy map as explained before in Section 8.6.

The FPFH features of the cumulative contact cloud points are estimated using the

approach described in Section 9.1.

Figure 9.5: The complete architecture showing the modules and data flow for
edge following based exploration and part-fitting based object recognition

The Exploration node also transmits an indexed list of the currently existing re-

gions in the form of their sparsely filtered input contact points. The Region Seg-

mentation node segments the contact points in the vicinity of each edge from

the cumulative contact point cloud. This is done by using a kd-tree to repre-

sent the cumulative contact point cloud and then gathering all the points lying

within a pre-set distance from each of the points in the region description. These

points represent the input contact point cloud for finding an object-part match

for this region. The Region Segmentation node tracks the Regions by their in-

dices throughout the exploration and recognition procedure. Thus, when multiple

edges are connected during the course of object exploration (Section 8.3), their

corresponding Regions are also fused together.
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The contact point clouds and the corresponding features for all regions are passed

to the BRICPSF node for object-part matching. The object-parts are then fitted

together to generate object and pose hypotheses. This is explained below.

9.3.2 Object-Part Recognition

The input contact point clouds for each region are matched with the database

by the BRICPSF node. An independent BRICPSF filter (presented earlier in

Section 5.3) is created for each individual region. Since each region is tracked

with its index, the region filters can be evolved using successive inputs from the

Exploration node. A BRICPSF filter thus matches a region with the database

object-parts. This results in a set of weighed object-part matches corresponding

to each segmented region.

For each Regions input from the Exploration node, the BRICPSF node evaluates

each existing region before any update of the BRICPSF filters. If the contact point

cloud of a region changes substantially (defined by comparing the change in the

number of input contact points in the region), the region is marked as Modified.

If two or more regions are combined together into a single region, the regions are

marked Deleted and Merged respectively. If a new region has been created, it is

marked as New. An unchanged region is marked Unchanged.

The BRICPSF filters for the Unchanged regions are not evolved with the new

measurements. The BRICPSF filters for the Modified regions are evolved with the

new measurements using the Sequential Hypotheses Evolution Algorithm already

presented in Section 5.3. For the New regions, a new BRICPSF filter is created

using Batch RANSAC for initial hypotheses creation as was described in Section

5.3.

A new BRICPSF filter is also created for the Merged regions. In this case, hy-

potheses are generated from Batch RANSAC initially. Then, the hypotheses cor-

responding to the Deleted regions associated with a Merged region are combined

with the Batch RANSAC generated hypotheses in ratios proportional to the rel-

ative sizes of the input contact point clouds associated with the Deleted regions.

This ensures that the hypotheses generated by larger sized point clouds, since

they contain relatively more information, contribute more to the Merged region

matches. All the hypotheses are reweighed using the hypotheses evaluation func-

tion in Section 5.2.

It should be noted that using free space information in the hypotheses evaluation

plays a crucial role in the case of database object-part matching. Since the object-

part segmentation is based on surface edges, regions like object rims and bottom

surfaces often appear as object-parts, as can be seen in Figure 9.4. Further, since
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the relative sizes of objects in the database are similar, free space information

plays a crucial role in discriminating between the rim and the bottom surface of

objects like a Pitcher and a Teapot.

9.3.3 Exit Strategy for Object-Part Recognition

The object-part matches corresponding to each region are evaluated for satisfac-

tory recognition in the Part Match Evaluation node of the Architecture as shown

in Figure 9.5. Two criteria are used for ascertaining whether a region has been

satisfactorily recognized.

Firstly, the amount of region explored should be greater than a threshold fraction

(0.3 was chosen using experiments in Section 10.2) of the database object-part

that has been recognized. This fraction is determined by evaluating
noverlap

N
for the

object-part match with the highest weight (generated by BRICPSF). The database

contact point cloud of the recognized object-part is transformed to the coordinate

system of the input region point cloud using the recognized object-part’s 6-dof

pose. Then, noverlap represents the number of points in the database contact point

cloud having at least one point of the input region point cloud in its vicinity. N

is the total number of points in the object-part’s database contact point cloud.

Secondly, the quality of fit for the top ranked part match, evaluated using Equation

5.1, should be greater than a pre-defined quality index. A region is assumed to be

satisfactorily recognized only if both of these criteria are satisfied. In this case, the

Exploration module is asked to terminate the exploration of this part. Otherwise,

the Exploration module is directed to explore it further as shown by the green

arrow in Figure 9.5.

9.3.4 Object-Part Fitting for Object Recognition

The object-part matches corresponding to all the regions are passed to the Part

Fitting node. The complete part fitting algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.

The algorithm takes as input a list R of all the database object-part matches

corresponding to each region. R =< [p00, p
0
1...p

0
t ], ..., [p

r
0, p

r
1...p

r
t ], ...., [p

R
0 , p

R
1 ...p

R
t ] >,

where pri is the ith object-part match for region r. These object-part matches

have been generated by the BRICPSF filter for the region r as explained above

in Section 9.3.2 and consist of the object index, 6-dof pose and an importance

weight.

The output state S is initialized to be empty in line 2. The procedure in lines

4-9 is repeated N times. A region r is selected randomly from the set R. In line

5, a match pr is sampled from the database matches [pr0, p
r
1...p

r
t ] corresponding to
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the selected region r. The sample is selected using the Cumulative Distribution

Function (CDF) created by the importance weights associated with [pr0, p
r
1...p

r
t ].

Thus, a match with higher weight has a greater probability of being sampled than

a match with a lower weight.

In lines 6 and 7, the object index and 6-dof pose associated with pr is used to

create an object hypothesis. An importance weight is assigned to this hypothesis

in line 8 using the CalculateWeight function which will be explained below. The

newly created hypothesis s is added to the state vector S in line 9. Till this point,

the object hypotheses in state vector S consist of only one region from which they

were created. Contributions from new regions are added to the hypotheses in lines

10-14. The addition of each region is tried one by one (line 10). For each region, a

maximum of Q attempts for addition are made (line 11). In line 12, a hypothesis

s is selected randomly from S. A new hypothesis s
′

is created by adding a new

region to the hypothesis s using the AddRegion function shown in Algorithm 3. s
′

is added to S in line 14. Finally, the state S is returned.

Algorithm 2 Part-Fitting algorithm for object recognition

1: procedure PartFitting(R)
2: S = Φ
3: for n = 1 to N do

4: Randomly sample region r from R
5: Sample match pr from region matches [pr0, p

r
1...p

r
t ] using CDF of weights

6: (obj, pose) ← pr

7: s = (obj, pose, [pr])
8: s(obj, pose, [pr], wt)← CalculateWeight(s)
9: Add s to S
10: for i = 1 to R do ⊲ Try to add each region
11: for j = 1 to Q do

12: Randomly sample s from S
13: s

′

← AddRegion(s,R)
14: Add s

′

to S
15: Return S

The AddRegion function, shown in Algorithm 3, is responsible for adding the

matches corresponding to a new region to an object hypothesis s. In line 4, for a

given hypothesis s, a region r is randomly sampled from all regions R such that

s does not already contain matches for r. In line 5, a match pr is sampled from

the database matches [pr0, p
r
1...p

r
t ] for region r using the CDF of the importance

weights. Lines 6 and 7 check if pr corresponds to the same object as the hypothesis

s.

Line 8 checks if the 6-dof pose for pr conforms with the object pose represented

by s using the CheckPartPlacement function. This function checks if the 6-dof

pose of the new part falls within a pre-defined threshold of the expected pose for

the part assuming the object pose given by s. Lines 9-12 add the part pr to s
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if CheckPartPlacement succeeds. The new quality of the hypothesis is calculated

using the CalculateWeight function and the modified hypothesis is returned.

Algorithm 3 Algorithm for adding a new region to a hypothesis

1: procedure AddRegion(s,R)
2: success = false

3: for i = 1 to K do

4: Randomly sample region r from R such that s does not contain r

5: Sample match pr from [pr0, p
r
1...p

r
t ] using CDF of weights

6: if GetObjectIndex(pr) != GetObjectIndex(s) then

7: continue
8: success = CheckPartPlacement(s, pr)
9: if success is True then

10: Add pr to s

11: s← CalculateWeight(s)
12: break
13: Return s

The CalculateWeight function calculates the quality weights of hypothesis s and

is given by Equation 9.2. For each region r = [1, R] contained in s, contributions

are taken from the importance weight Wpr of the part match pr; the ratio of the

number of points (ptsr) in the input contact point cloud corresponding to region

r to the maximum number of points in any region’s input point cloud from 1 to

R; and the pose fitting error Errorspr associated with pr.

weights =
R
∑

r=1

Wpr
ptsr

max
1≤r≤R

(ptsr)
Errorspr (9.2)

The pose fitting error Errorspr is given by Equation 9.3. For each of the six dofs,

the difference between the expected position of the part pr and its actual position

is calculated and is given by δdof . threshdof represents a pre-defined threshold

beyond which the part fitting was rejected in the CheckPartPlacement function

line 8 of Algorithm 3.

Errorspr =
6
∏

dof=1

δdof

threshdof

(9.3)

The Part Fitting node in Figure 9.5 outputs a set of possible object and pose

hypotheses along with their importance weights. The hypothesis with the highest

weight is considered as the recognized object. The object-part of the recognized

object that is not currently contained in this hypothesis is determined to be the

next region of exploration. A point on this object-part’s database contact point

cloud (transformed appropriately w.r.t. the object pose given by the hypothesis)
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is randomly selected. The position of this point is passed to the Exploration node

as the next direction for exploration, as was shown in Figure 9.5.

9.4 Illustration of the Methodology

This section presents an illustration of the complete part-fitting based object recog-

nition approach. The Teapot object is chosen for this illustration. The object

is scanned with a simulated tactile sensor using the Edge-Following exploration

strategy presented in Section 8.5. Figure 9.6 shows the results of exploration and

recognition after the first few steps of exploration. The input point cloud gener-

ated by edge following is shown on the top left with red color. The input point

cloud is super-imposed on the actual Teapot object (shown by a yellow point

cloud) for clarity. It can be seen that the exploration starts by following the edge

corresponding to the bottom surface of the Teapot.

Figure 9.6: Object exploration and recognition results after the first few
exploration runs for the Teapot object. The bottom row corresponds to the
object-part matches. The input cloud for this region is shown in red, recognized
object-parts in blue and the database objects corresponding to the object-parts

in white. The top row shows the top ranked object matches.

The RegionSegmentation on the input point cloud results in a single region corre-

sponding to only a single cumulative edge. This is shown by the red point cloud

on the bottom left. The actual object part corresponding to this region is shown

alongside with the green point cloud superimposed on the actual Teapot object

(shown as yellow).

The top ranked object-part matches using the BRICPSF filter for this region are

shown alongside (bottom row). The recognized object-part is shown with a blue

point cloud and the corresponding database object point cloud (white color) is

superimposed onto the recognized object-part at its corresponding 6-dof pose for

clarity. This illustration allows an effective visualization of the input cloud in

red, recognized object-part in blue and the database object corresponding to the

object-part in white, along with the estimated pose of the object-part.
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Finally, the recognized objects are plotted at their corresponding 6-dof pose in

the top row next to the cumulative input point clouds. It can be seen that in the

initial stages of exploration, the input data is insufficient for the recognition of the

correct object-part which leads to incorrect object recognition.

Since the recognition of this object-region is unsatisfactory, the Recognition mod-

ule directs the Exploration module to explore the edge further. Figure 9.7 shows

the results after the exploration is continued for a few more iterations. After a few

iterations, the results of the object-part matching for the bottom surface of the

Teapot can be seen to correspond to the correct object, but at a slightly incorrect

pose. The Exit Strategy (Section 9.3.3) determines that the recognition for this

region is satisfactory and directs the exploration module towards the exploration

of a new region. The expected pose of the new region is determined from the

top ranked match for the input region corresponding to the bottom surface of the

Teapot.

Figure 9.7: Object exploration and recognition results after the second round
of exploration for the Teapot object. The bottom rows correspond to the object-
part matches for the two segmented regions. The input clouds for these region
are shown in red, recognized object-parts in blue and the database objects
corresponding to the object-parts in white. The top row shows the top ranked

object matches.

The input measurements gathered by exploring a new region can also be seen in

Figure 9.7. The point clouds corresponding to the two regions are segmented from

the cumulative input point cloud. The object-part matches for the two regions

are fitted together using the Part Fitting Algorithm discussed in Section 9.3.4 to

generate complete object and pose hypotheses, as can be seen by the top row in

Figure 9.7.

After the second region is recognized satisfactorily, the exploration module is di-

rected to explore a new region and the results are shown in Figure 9.8. As can be

seen, all the top ranked object match hypotheses correspond to the correct object

and pose even after only a small part of the object has been explored.
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Figure 9.8: Object exploration and recognition results after the third round of
exploration for the Teapot object. The bottom rows correspond to the object-
part matches for the three segmented regions. The input clouds for the regions
are shown in red, recognized object-parts in blue and the database objects
corresponding to the object-parts in white. The top row shows the top ranked

object matches.
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Experiments

10.1 Description of Experiments

The experiments for validating the edge following based exploration strategy (Sec-

tion 8.5) and part fitting based recognition algorithms (Section 9.3) were conducted

in simulation. A tactile sensor simulation was created in the OpenRAVE simu-

lation environment (Diankov and Kuffner, 2008) and the software architecture

was implemented using the Robot Operating System (ROS) framework (Quigley

et al., 2009). The tactile sensor array consists of 324 sensel elements, which are

distributed in a 27-by-12 arrangement as shown in Figure 8.3. This is in line with

a real high resolution sensor module that is currently under development. The

database consists of 20 objects of similar sized and with well defined edges as

shown in Figure 10.1. The database was created autonomously using the method-

ology described in Section 9.2.

Object Recognition Rate: At each exploration step, the object recognition rate

represents the percentage of times (over multiple complete exploration cycles) the

correct object was identified as the top ranked match.

Pose Estimation Error: The pose estimation error for each exploration step

is also averaged over multiple exploration runs. It is computed as the average

Euclidean distance between points of the database object contact point cloud at

the actual object pose and the points of another similar cloud at the estimated

6-dof pose. The error is computed only if the correct object is recognized at an

exploration step. At every step, the error is bound at a maximum value of 4 cm in

case no correct object could be detected for any exploration run. This approach

of calculating the 6-dof pose estimation error gives a much better estimate as

compared to centroid distance errors. Centroid distance errors can be ambiguous

in cases when the centroids of the objects at two different poses are coincident

while one of them is rotated around an axis passing through the centroid.

109
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Figure 10.1: Object database for the object-part fitting experiments consisting
of 20 similar sized objects

10.2 Object-Part Recognition

The complete exploration and recognition architecture (Section 9.3) was validated

via extensive experimentation in simulation. Several complete exploration and

recognition runs were conducted on different objects which validated the robust-

ness of the architecture.

The database of 20 objects consists of a total of 64 object parts. The performance

of BRICPSF for object-part matching was analyzed. Tactile data was collected

using the edge following methodology on several different object-parts. The results

for recognition rate versus the number of exploration steps for six object-parts for

the Pitcher, Martini and Teapot objects (as shown in Figure 9.4) are shown in

Figure 10.2. The recognition rate at a particular step represents the percentage of

times (over 20 complete runs) at least one correct part was ranked in the top five

object-part matches.

The average amount of the part surface explored (averaged over 20 runs) is also

plotted in Figure 10.3 with respect to the number of exploration steps. It can

be seen that close to 80% success in object-part recognition could be achieved in

around 8 exploration steps which corresponds to about 40% of the object-part

surface being explored.
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Figure 10.2: Object-Part recognition rate for 6 different object parts for the
Pitcher, Martini and Teapot objects using the BRICPSF methodology. The
database consists of 64 object parts. The results are averaged over 20 explo-

ration runs.
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Figure 10.3: Average amount of surface explored for object-part recognition
experiments in Figure 10.2

10.3 Part-Fitting Based Object Recognition

For part-fitting based object recognition (Section 9.3.4), the parameter values

of N = 100, t = 50, R = 100, Q = 50 were used for Algorithm 2 and K =

100 for Algorithm 3. The complete architecture for edge-following based object

exploration and part-fitting based object recognition presented in Section 9.3.1

was used to generate the results.

The object recognition rate results and the corresponding pose estimation error

results for three objects (Pitcher, Teapot and Martini glass as shown in Figure

10.1) are shown in Figures 10.4 and 10.5 respectively. It can be seen that 80-100%
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recognition success rates were achieved in 15-20 exploration steps. Around 5 mm

pose estimation errors were also achieved within 20 exploration steps.
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Figure 10.4: Object Recognition Rate using edge following and part-fitting
based object recognition for three different objects. Database consists of 20

objects, and results are averaged over 20 exploration runs.
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Figure 10.5: Average Pose Estimation Error with 95% confidence intervals
(right) using edge following and part-fitting based object recognition for three
different objects. Database consists of 20 objects, and results are averaged over

20 exploration runs.

For a graphic visualization of the results of the part-fitting methodology, the evolu-

tion of the object recognition results with increasing amount of object exploration

are presented below.

Figure 10.6 shows the evolution of the object matches with increasing amount

of exploration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Teapot

object. The top row sequentially shows the evolving input point clouds collected

by the edge-following based exploration strategy. The state of the point clouds at
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eight intermediate exploration steps are displayed. For each displayed point cloud,

the corresponding column shows the top ranked object match hypotheses carried

by the object recognition module at this particular exploration step.

Figures 10.7 and 10.8 show one exploration run each for the Pitcher and Martini

objects respectively. Four more exploration runs for each of the three objects are

shown in Appendix B. These plots can be used to evaluate the identity of objects

in the case of false matches. The lower ranked hypotheses have been shown to

facilitate the visualization of the evolution of the object recognition states along

with the input point clouds.

Figure 10.6: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of explo-
ration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Teapot object.
The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight intermediate ex-
ploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object match hypotheses

are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration step.
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Figure 10.7: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of explo-
ration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Pitcher object.
The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight intermediate ex-
ploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object match hypotheses

are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration step.
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Figure 10.8: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of explo-
ration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Martini object.
The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight intermediate ex-
ploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object match hypotheses

are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration step.





Chapter 11

Discussion

11.1 Discussion of Results

11.1.1 Tactile Image Representation

The Tactile Image representation introduced in Section 8.2 proves advantageous in

the case of the biologically inspired object exploration and recognition approach.

Apart from providing a powerful tool to segment object surface edges within tactile

measurements, Tactile Images facilitate accurate feature estimation for database

matching.

As discussed in Section 9.1, the cumulative point cloud representation of tactile

data could lead to the boundaries of contact patches being interpreted as edges

on an object surface, as shown in Figure 9.2. It is hard to distinguish between the

peripheries of contact patches and actual edges within a point cloud representation.

The Tactile Image representation on the other hand, provides an efficient solution

to this problem since edges can be distinguished from boundaries of contact patches

rather easily within a 2D Tactile Image representation. It is necessary to solve this

problem especially in the case of this biologically inspired framework, since edges

form an integral part of object part segmentation, and most of the data collected

from the exploration strategy corresponds to edges on the object’s surface.

The FPFH features estimated by data fusion from Tactile Images result in 35%

improvements in database matching as compared to feature estimation using cu-

mulative point clouds, as was proven by the experiments in Section 9.1.3.
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11.1.2 Exploration Strategy

The edge-following based exploration strategy, discussed in Section 8.4, was proven

to be successful in exploring the object regions that led to the recognition of

object-parts and eventually the recognition of the complete object. Tactile Image

representation provides a powerful platform for edge segmentation using Canny

and Sobel Filters. The end points and directions of edge propagation could be

robustly estimated in Tactile Images and were then transformed to 3D space using

the Forward Kinematics of the robot.

The tracing of cumulative 3D edges provides an efficient way of directing the ex-

ploration towards a desirable region on the object surface, segmenting object-part

regions, data transmission between exploration and recognition and for incorpo-

rating feedback from the recognition module. The success of the experiments

conducted in Section 10.3 validates the performance of the exploration strategy.

11.1.3 Autonomous Database Creation

The methodology for autonomous database creation discussed in Section 9.2 was

validated by using it for creating a database of 20 objects shown in Figure 10.1.

The methodology is based on a combination of the edge-following exploration

strategy for tracing edges and the Widest Unexplored Cone exploration strategy

for scanning the complete object surface.

The segmentation of the object-part regions using the cumulative edge representa-

tion facilitates the creation of the database autonomously. Each cumulative edge

along with the neighboring point cloud is used to define an object-part as shown

in Figure 9.4. The object-parts, their relative positioning and the full object point

clouds constitute the object database. The ability to create this database au-

tonomously is a powerful asset of this methodology and allows the database to be

easily extended by adding new objects.

11.1.4 Object-Part Recognition

The BRICPSF methodology was applied for database matching for object-part

recognition within the biologically inspired framework. The results for object-

part recognition, shown in Figure 10.2, demonstrate that 80% success could be

achieved in about 8 exploration steps. Figure 10.3 shows that eight exploration

steps corresponds to only about 40% of the part surface being explored.

The results are also in line with the BRICPSF results for object recognition dis-

cussed in Chapter 6. These results have been attained with a database consisting
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of 64 object-parts, with several parts like object rims and bottoms that have very

similar shapes (refer Figure 10.1). Also the amount of data collected using the

edge following exploration approach is limited to only the edge regions. Thus, a

large portion of the tactile sensor surface remains untouched in a data collection

step. The attainment of high success rates even in this case proves that edges are

in fact more suited for distinguishing between objects as compared to other object

surface regions.

The use of BRICPSF for object-part recognition facilitates the utilization of addi-

tional tactile data collected from the object surface close to the edges. The object-

part point clouds in the database also contain object surface information around

the edges as shown in Figure 9.4. Since the edge-following based exploration strat-

egy results in the collection of this additional information, the BRICPSF approach

allows its efficient use for object-part recognition. This is advantageous as com-

pared to using just the edge curvature measures for edge recognition. The FPFH

features intrinsically incorporate the shape of the edge information, and the sur-

rounding object surface data augments and accelerates the object-part recognition.

Incorporating free space information plays a crucial role in matching the object-

parts with the database. Since the object-part segmentation is based on surface

edges, regions like object rims and bottom surfaces often appear as object-parts.

Further, since the relative sizes of objects in the database are similar, free space

information plays a crucial role in discriminating between very similar regions, for

example, the rim and the bottom surface of an object like a pitcher (refer Figure

9.4).

11.1.5 Part-Fitting Based Object Recognition

The part-fitting based object recognition methodology, within the complete ex-

ploration and recognition architecture has been validated by the experiments pre-

sented in Section 10.3. Figures 10.4 and 10.5 show that object recognition rates

of 80-100% were consistently achieved after 15-20 exploration steps. The objects

were also successfully localized to an accuracy of less than 1 cm.

The close integration of the object exploration and recognition was the primary

reason for the efficiency of this approach, and the above mentioned results were

achieved using only a single tactile sensor unit. It should be noted that on an

average, around 12 exploration steps are devoted towards satisfactorily recognizing

a single object-part. As soon as a second object-part is explored, the recognition

rate quickly increases after 15 exploration steps.

The evolution of the object recognition results have been illustrated in Figures

10.6, 10.7 and 10.8 and in Appendix B. The advantages of the close interaction
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between the object exploration and object recognition modules can be clearly seen

from these figures. While the exploration strategy explores an object-part, and the

recognition module tries to match the object-part with the database, the latter can

provide a feedback to the explorer about the status of the object-part recognition.

Thus, it has been ensured that an object-part is explored continuously, and only

until it is satisfactorily recognized. This results in only a fraction of the object-

parts being explored, as can be seen in the evolving point clouds in the figures

mentioned above.

Further, the recognition module directs the exploration module to explore a new

region by taking into account the current state of recognition. Thus, the object

exploration is directed towards exploring only the relevant regions that lead to the

endorsement of the current belief. These two feedback mechanisms ensure that

only the most informative regions of the object’s surface are explored, thus leading

to a minimal wastage of tactile data.

Figure 10.6 shows that for the Teapot object, the first few exploration steps lead

to the exploration of the top rim of the object. With partial information, incorrect

objects are recognized as the top matches, and it can be seen that the explored

point cloud matches the shape of the edges of these incorrectly recognized objects.

Some correct object hypotheses are also present within the top 7 matches, but

have a lower weight leading to their lower rank. This is mainly be because the

hypotheses represent an incorrect object pose which leads to lower weights being

assigned to these hypotheses. However, in the fourth column, as soon as a new

region is explored, the Teapot is recognized as the top ranked object match. This

is because the Teapot object-parts are recognized within a few top ranked part

matches for both the regions and after the part-fitting step, the Teapot object

emerges as the top match. Further exploration confirms the Teapot object hy-

potheses, and most of the top ranked object matches correspond to the correct

object after continued exploration.

Similar behavior can be noticed in the remaining figures as well. The exploration

of the top rim for the Pitcher object, as shown in Figure 10.7, is generally sufficient

for the recognition of the correct object as its peculiar shape stands out from the

rest of the object parts. Thus, the correct object is recognized when a substantial

part of the rim has been explored.

The Martini Glass object is quite similar to the Ice-cream Glass object, as shown

by the rightmost objects in rows 1 and 3 in Figure 10.1. Figures B.10 and B.11

show that when the bottom part of the Martini Glass object is explored, the Ice-

cream Glass is often incorrectly recognized as the top match. However, when the

top rim of these objects is explored (Figures 10.8, B.9 and B.12 ), the additional

free space information allows a clear resolution of conflicts between the hypotheses
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corresponding to these two objects. Thus, the correct object is recognized with

the exploration of the top rim in all five exploration runs.

11.2 Summary

A biologically inspired object exploration and recognition approach has been pre-

sented that is motivated by an efficient integration of the object exploration and

object recognition strategies.

For object exploration, an edge following based exploration strategy has been

developed. It keeps track of the cumulative edges on the object’s surface and tries

to follow the closest lying edge from the current position of the tactile sensor.

For object recognition, a top-down approach has been developed which is inspired

from the current understanding of the human visual recognition system. This ap-

proach is based on object-part fitting where an object is decomposed into multiple

parts, which are specific only to a particular object. These object-parts are rec-

ognized individually using tactile data and the recognized object-parts are then

spatially combined together and matched with the complete object model stored

in the database to determine the object identity and its pose.

Object surface edges form the basis for this object exploration and recognition

framework. This is because of the following reasons. Firstly, the current under-

standing of the human haptic system shows that contour following or moving the

fingers around the edges of an object is the most important strategy used for

ascertaining the shape and size of an object. Secondly, edges represent the most

informative and distinct regions on the object’s surface. Finally, the high force and

spatial resolution of modern day tactile sensors are perfectly suited for evaluating

the local object surface profile, and thus detect contours and edges on the object

surface.

The tactile data collected from a palpation between the tactile sensor and an ob-

ject’s surface is represented as a Tactile Image. 2D edges are segmented from

Tactile Images using image processing algorithms like Canny and Sobel Filters.

The end-points and directions of these edges are determined and this informa-

tion, along with the contact and free space data are transformed to the 3D space

using the Forward Kinematics of the robot. The edge, its end-points and the

associated edge-propagation directions are combined to create a cumulative edge

representation in 3D space.

These cumulative edges are tracked within the edge-following exploration strategy.

The regions around independent cumulative edges are used to define object regions.
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The filtered point clouds for these regions are propagated to the recognition module

along with the Tactile Images collected by the exploration strategy.

The cumulative edge based region segmentation also facilitates autonomous database

creation. The database objects are scanned using a combination of the edge fol-

lowing exploration strategy and the Widest Unexplored Cone based exploration

strategy. The resulting cumulative edges are used to segment object-parts which

are stored along with the complete object point cloud in the database.

The region inputs from the exploration strategy are matched with the object

database for object-part recognition. A BRICPSF filter is assigned to each input

object region. With every input, the BRICPSF filters for each regions are evolved

to generate object-part match hypotheses. The BRICPSF approach allows the

utilization of the contact tactile data, free space tactile data and the FPFH features

for efficient database matching. An exit strategy has been defined to determine

when a region has been successfully recognized. These object-part hypotheses

corresponding to multiple regions are combined using a part-fitting algorithm to

generate object and pose hypotheses.

These approaches for edge following based object exploration and part fitting

based object recognition facilitate close interaction between the exploration and

recognition modules. While the exploration strategy explores an object-part, and

the recognition module tries to match the object-part with the database, the

latter can provide a feedback to the explorer about the status of the object-part

recognition. Thus, it has been ensured that an object-part is explored continuously,

and only until it is satisfactorily recognized. Further, the recognition module

directs the exploration module to explore a new region by taking into account

the current state of recognition. Thus, the exploration can be directed towards

exploring only the relevant regions that lead to the endorsement of the current

belief, or lead to the minimization of the conflicts amongst the current object

identity and pose beliefs. These two feedback mechanisms ensure that only the

most informative regions of the object’s surface are explored, thus leading to a

minimal wastage of tactile data.

Tactile Image representations and the use of object surface edges as the basis of

the methodology provide effective solutions to problems of feature based database

matching, region segmentation, optimal data propagation between the exploration

and recognition modules and the incorporation of feedback in the exploration

module. The software architecture has facilitated an efficient processing of the

data between the modules and has led to a close interface between the exploration

and recognition modules.

The framework taps onto the advantages of BRICPSF methodology since BRICPSF

filters are used for sequential object-part recognition within this framework. The
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free space information has been efficiently utilized, and on similar lines, multi-

modal sensor information can be readily incorporated for database matching.

Thus, this biologically inspired framework provides an effective method for ob-

ject exploration and recognition especially for cases where only a single tactile

sensor is available on the robot system.

However, since it is dependent on object surface edges, the utility of this framework

is limited for a database consisting of objects with well defined edges. Further,

the experiments have been conducted only is simulation, and the practical use of

this framework is dependent on high quality controllers capable of edge following.

Finally, the object recognition approach only utilizes the tactile data collected

from the edges or the regions surrounding the edges on the object’s surface. The

data collected from other regions on the object surface provides additional shape

information and should also be utilized for accelerated object recognition. This can

be achieved in future by augmenting the part-fitting method for object recognition

with the BRICPSF methodology. This would lead to an extension of the effective

utility of this framework even for robot systems comprising of multiple tactile

sensors.
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Conclusion

12.1 Summary of the Thesis

This thesis focuses on the development of practical algorithms and system based

methodologies for solving the problem of object recognition and object localization

in complete six dof space using tactile sensors on a robot. It aims to augment the

existing capability of present day robot systems by equipping them with tactile

sensors and demonstrating the utility of modern day tactile sensors for practical

environment perception applications.

More specifically, the practical problem of haptic object recognition and its local-

ization using a large database of pre-known objects is addressed. The impetus lies

on quick and robust recognition using minimal tactile data. Further, the problem

of object recognition and localization in underwater, deep sea and ground based

environments is addressed.

An extensive survey of the state of the art in tactile sensing systems and their use

for object recognition shows several shortcomings in the existing literature. The

sparse availability and limited capability of the tactile sensing hardware that can

be purchased off-the-shelf, has led to relatively limited research in haptic object

exploration and recognition. Research in tactile sensor based object recognition for

underwater applications is practically non-existent because of the unavailability of

tactile sensors capable of underwater exploration, until recently.

A segment of the existing literature on haptic environment perception deals with

object surface reconstruction techniques that depend on exploring an object’s sur-

face completely and representing their shapes with geometric functions. These are

however not ideal for a practical application where an object identity has to be

inferred from a database of pre-known objects. Other existing approaches try to

simplify the problem of 3D object recognition and its localization in 6-dof space,
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by either addressing only the object recognition problem or addressing the local-

ization of an object in lower dimensional space. Some other approaches focus on

the recognition and localization of objects of simple shapes or are relevant only to

2D objects.

The existing object exploration methods also have some limitations. Some of

these methods assume the identity of the explored object to be known. Others

are relevant to exploring only simple shaped objects. Another class of approaches

assume a finite set of pre-defined action sequences out of which the most suitable

sequence is selected.

Finally, some existing haptic object recognition approaches are dependent on con-

structing a database with ground truth tactile data, which might not be easily

available, especially in underwater and deep sea applications. This thesis has ef-

ficiently addressed most of these shortcomings in literature and presents efficient

solutions to the practical problem of 3D object recognition and its localization in

6-dof space.

Recently, researchers at DFKI RIC, Germany, have developed a gripper, called

SeeGrip, which consists of a tactile sensing system, with high spatial and force

resolutions, which is also capable of underwater use. In this thesis, a set of ex-

periments were presented that were used to estimate the sensor characteristics

of the fiber-optic tactile sensing system on the SeeGrip gripper. A sensor model

for representing the noise on these sensors was created. This model was used to

estimate the precise position of contact at the sensor tips of the SeeGrip gripper.

A forward kinematics model was developed which was used for transforming the

tactile data from the local tactile sensor coordinate frame to the world frame. This

facilitated the fusion of tactile data into point clouds, and allowed the estimation

of free space information around the explored object.

An object exploration strategy, called the Widest Unexplored Cone Strategy, was

developed that allows the exploration of the most unexplored regions on an object’s

surface. This exploration strategy incorporates the autonomous path planning for

gripper and manipulator systems, of various morphologies, and tries to explore

new areas on the object surface, thus allowing for minimal exploration effort. The

trajectories for the manipulator and gripper systems are planned on the fly using

a continuous set of possible paths. This strategy does not depend on a pre-known

identity of the object and can be used for the exploration of objects of complex

shapes and different sizes. The exploration strategy was validated by extensive

testing in simulation which resulted in a complete representation of the object

surface.

The tactile sensor system along with an unexplored region seeking exploration

strategy enabled the representation of tactile data as locally dense point clouds.
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Thus, state of the art point cloud matching techniques from range sensing litera-

ture were selected, adapted and extended for object database matching. A local

feature and global shape matching approach, called Batch RANSAC was devel-

oped for efficient query of large databases for point cloud matching. Experiments

were conducted to analyze the effectiveness of various surface features existing in

literature and the Fast Point Feature Histogram was selected as the most relevant

feature for the tactile sensing application.

For adding robustness, a combination of a local feature based database match-

ing algorithm and a sequential hypotheses evolution framework was developed for

object recognition and localization. This approach, called Batch RANSAC and

Iterative Closest Point (ICP) augmented Sequential Framework (BRICPSF), is

based on an innovative combination of ICP, a feature based RANSAC algorithm

for database matching and a framework for sequentially evolving hypotheses over

the course of exploration. Feature based database matching (Batch RANSAC)

after every data collection step generates a set of probable hypotheses. These hy-

potheses are evolved sequentially using new tactile measurements. The measure-

ments are used to evaluate hypotheses at each step by comparing the expected

measurements for the hypothesis from the database with the actual measurements

from the sensor model. Both the contact information and free space information

(from the swept volume of the robot) is used for hypothesis evaluation. Further,

for every hypothesis, ICP is used between the cumulative measurements and the

corresponding database object point cloud for finely correcting the hypothesis pose

with additional measurement data. This correction is analogous to having a hy-

pothesis represent a blown up region in its vicinity and ensures that only a few

hypotheses are needed for representing the high probability search space. At every

exploration step, a few new hypotheses are added from the feature based database

matching.

The feature based database matching component allows the hypotheses to con-

centrate only on the high probability regions of the 7 dimensional search space.

Sequentially evolving the hypotheses allows robustness against noise and leads to

convergence to the correct hypothesis within a few measurements. Using ICP en-

sures that if an object pose is detected in the vicinity of the correct pose, it will

eventually be corrected to the actual pose while evolving with new measurements.

This also ensures that if a correct hypothesis was sampled at any time step, it will

not be lost after subsequent measurements, which cannot be ensured using point

cloud registration alone.

The BRICPSF methodology is independent of the acquisition of ground truth

data for database creation. A methodology for autonomous database creation was

developed which uses a simulated laser scanner to scan the object CAD models

in simulation with the Widest Unexplored Cone based exploration strategy. New

objects can also be autonomously added to the database.
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The BRICPSF methodology was validated via extensive experimentation using

the actual SeeGrip hardware. Tactile data collected from underwater as well as

ground based experiments was used to validate the BRICPSF methodology for

static object recognition and complete 6-dof localization. For the underwater

experiments only one tactile sensor was active during object exploration. An

object recognition performance of between 80-100% was achieved for four different

objects within 20 exploration steps for a 45 object database. The 6-dof pose

was estimated to an accuracy of 5 mm. The database objects were of various

complex shapes and had similar sizes such that they could be grasped by the

SeeGrip gripper. It was shown that BRICPSF was robust to large manipulator

end-effector positioning noise, which is inherent to industrial standard underwater

manipulators, as well as to the large tactile sensor noise in underwater and deep-

sea environments. The experiments showed over 100% improvements by using the

sequential state estimation techniques over RANSAC and feature based database

matching. For a smaller database of 5 objects, similar performance could be

achieved within 5 exploration steps. For the ground based experiments, 80 to 100%

object recognition rates were achieved after only 5-7 exploration steps. It was also

proven that the use of free space information, managed using a 3D occupancy

map, led to an accelerated recognition process.

In the second part of the thesis, a biologically inspired object exploration and

recognition approach was presented that was motivated by an efficient integration

of the object exploration and object recognition strategies. For object exploration,

an edge following based exploration strategy was developed. It keeps track of the

cumulative edges on the object’s surface and tries to follow the closest lying edge

from the current position of the tactile sensor.

For object recognition, a top-down approach was developed which is inspired from

the current understanding of the human visual recognition system. This approach

is based on object-part fitting where an object is decomposed into multiple parts,

which are specific only to a particular object. These object-parts are recognized

individually using tactile data and the recognized object-parts are then spatially

combined together and matched with the complete object model stored in the

database to determine the object’s identity and its pose.

This framework taps onto the advantages of BRICPSF methodology since BRICPSF

filters are used for sequential object-part recognition within this framework. The

free space information was efficiently utilized, and on similar lines, multi-modal

sensor information could be readily incorporated for database matching.

These approaches for edge following based object exploration and part fitting

based object recognition facilitated close interaction between the exploration and

recognition modules. While the exploration strategy explored an object-part, and

the recognition module tried to match the object-part with the database, the
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latter could provide a feedback to the explorer about the status of the object-part

recognition. Thus, it was ensured that an object-part was explored continuously,

and only until it was satisfactorily recognized. Further, the recognition module

directed the exploration module to explore a new region by taking into account

the existing state of recognition. Thus, the exploration could be directed towards

exploring only the relevant regions that led to the endorsement of the existing

belief, or led to the minimization of the conflicts amongst the existing object

identity and pose beliefs. These two feedback mechanisms ensured that only the

most informative regions of the object’s surface were explored, and led to a minimal

wastage of tactile data. Thus, this biologically inspired framework provides an

effective method for object exploration and recognition, especially for cases where

only a single tactile sensor is available on the robot system.

12.2 Contribution of the Thesis

The main contributions of the thesis are as follows:

• To our knowledge, this thesis presents the first system based approach that

addresses haptic environment exploration, object recognition and 6-dof pose

estimation for structured underwater and deep sea environments. The BRICPSF

methodology presented in the thesis is able to address the problems specific

to under water and deep sea exploration. It is robust against the tactile sen-

sor noise associated with underwater exploration as well as large manipulator

positioning errors associated with industrial standard underwater manipu-

lators. The results presented can be considered as a step towards achieving

autonomy in underwater and deep sea environments.

• An exploration strategy called the Widest Unexplored Cone Strategy has

been developed which is capable of autonomous environment and object

exploration. The strategy diverts attention towards maximum unexplored

zones on an object’s surface and leads to optimal object exploration with

minimal redundant effort. This strategy defines the trajectories for the ma-

nipulator and gripper systems on the fly using a continuous set of possible

paths. It does not require the identity of the explored object to be pre-known

and is able to deal with 3D objects of complex shapes. Further, it is indepen-

dent of the morphologies and geometries of the grippers and manipulators

and can be used with any robot system.

• A local feature and global shape matching algorithm called Batch RANSAC

has been developed for efficiently matching an input tactile data point cloud

with a large database of objects consisting of object surface contact point

clouds and features. This algorithm is an adaptation of general feature
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matching methods and the RANSAC method from the range sensing litera-

ture, and has been optimized for tactile sensing applications.

• Various object surface features existing in the literature have been surveyed

and based on its local surface discriminative characteristics and processing

efficiency, the Fast Point Feature Histogram has been selected as the most

relevant feature for tactile sensing applications.

• The Batch RANSAC and Iterative Closest Point (ICP) augmented Sequen-

tial Framework (BRICPSF) has been developed and tested for robust object

recognition and localization. It is based on an innovative combination of ICP,

a feature based RANSAC algorithm for database matching and a framework

for sequentially evolving hypotheses over the course of exploration. The

BRICPSF methodology provides an efficient and robust solution to the com-

plete practical problem of haptic object recognition from a large database of

pre-known objects and its localization in 6-dof space. It is able to handle a

database of complex 3D objects.

• An autonomous database creation methodology has been developed. It is

based on the autonomous scanning of object CAD models in simulation and

thus facilitates quick database creation and expansion.

• The BRICPSF methodology has been proven to be independent of the ground

truth data collected from tactile sensors which is especially relevant to the

practical problems in under water and deep sea exploration, where it is hard

to collect ground truth tactile data. This is an important criteria that dif-

ferentiates the BRICPSF method from other state of the art methodologies.

• The BRICPSF methodology has been shown to work well with corroded and

broken objects, which is essential for practical applications in underwater and

deep sea environments.

• The BRICPSF methodology has been validated via real hardware tests in

under water and ground based environments. This makes it one of the very

few methodologies to be validated by actual hardware tests.

• A biologically inspired framework for object recognition and localization has

been developed which is based on the current understanding of the human

haptic and vision systems. This framework is an extension of the BRICPSF

methodology and utilizes all the benefits of the latter.

• For optimal performance, the exploration and recognition modules are closely

tied within the biological framework, and the existing state of recognition is

able to guide the object exploration module. While the exploration module

explores an object, and the recognition module tries to match the object

with the database, the latter provides a feedback to the explorer about the
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status of the object recognition. Thus, it is ensured that an object region is

explored continuously, and only until it is satisfactorily recognized. Also, the

exploration module is directed to explore only the relevant regions that lead

to the endorsement of the existing object identity and pose belief. These two

feedback mechanisms ensure that only the most informative regions of the

object’s surface are explored, thus leading to a minimal wastage of tactile

data.

• In order to illustrate that tactile sensors are able to augment the existing

robot capability, the object recognition methodologies have been proven to

be able to incorporate multi-modal sensor information for accelerated object

recognition. This has been demonstrated by using free space information

within the BRICPSF methodology. The BRICPSF provides the function-

ality to readily include inputs from vision sensors, laser scanners as well as

from other tactile sensing modalities like temperature, texture and hardness

sensing.

• The experiments reported in this thesis have successfully validated the ca-

pability of the SeeGrip hardware, including the gripper and the fiber optic

tactile sensing systems. It has been validated that this is the first high res-

olution tactile sensing system that is capable of under water and deep sea

exploration. The tactile sensors are capable of ascertaining the exact point

of contact with the object surfaces which can be used to create a point cloud

representation of the compete object by data fusion using the kinematics and

angular encoder information on the gripper. The capability of the sensors

in estimating the local surface features has also been validated via extensive

experimentation.

12.3 Outlook for Future Work

This research effort presents a robust system based methodology for tactile sensor

based object exploration, recognition and localization in underwater and ground

based environments. The results presented in this thesis can be considered as a

step towards achieving autonomy in under water and deep sea environments. The

BRICPSF methodology provides a strong platform on which practical environment

perception applications can be developed which can be used in structured and

unstructured underwater and ground based environments.

The BRICPSF methodology is based on the point cloud representation of tactile

data which is facilitated by modern day tactile sensors that have high spatial and

force resolutions. The developments in tactile sensing technology point towards a

future where robots will be equipped with dense arrays of tactile sensors on their
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appendages. Tactile sensors will also constitute the external skin of future robot

systems. The haptic sensing modality of such robot systems will be required to

play a substancial role in environment perception and tactile sensors will be used

to assist and augment the capabilities of the vision and laser sensor systems. The

BRICPSF methodology is perfectly suited to such a scenario since high tactile

sensor densities facilitate dense point cloud representation of the tactile data. The

BRICPSF methodology is independent of the tactile sensor type and can be used

in any situation where contact data can be represented as point clouds. Further,

the Widest Unexplored Cone exploration strategy and BRICPSF can be directly

used with any morpohology and geometry of the robot and gripper systems, and

can effectively utilize tactile data from sensors existing at any part of the robot

system.

The BRICPSF methodology allows the incorporation of multi-modal sensor infor-

mation, including the information from vision and laser sensors. This functionality

has already been proven in this thesis, by utilizing the free space information to

accelerate object recognition. In future, it would be desirable to utilize the infor-

mation from vision and laser sensors within the BRICPSF framework. This would

truly demonstrate the place of tactile sensors on a robot system equipped with a

diverse range of sensing systems. The utility of the BRICPSF methodology can

then be demonstrated to solve unstructured applications like recognizing occluded

objects or augmenting the vision sensors in bad lighting conditions.

The Widest Unexplored Cone exploration strategy presented in this thesis diverts

attention towards most unexplored regions and is based on the assumption that

gathering new information is always advantageous. However, for more efficient

exploration while using BRICPSF for object recognition, the exploration strategy

should be tied to the current object recognition state. The task driven exploration

strategy presented in (Hsiao et al., 2010) and information gain strategy (Hebert

et al., 2013) are possible ways of providing an efficient link between exploration

and recognition. However, these approaches will have to be adapted to tackle

object recognition and 6-dof pose estimation.

The experiments conducted in this thesis concentrate on object exploration, recog-

nition and localization in structured underwater and ground based environments.

The BRICPSF methodology can be diectly applied for several other applications

which are simplifications or direct extensions of the applications already discussed

in this thesis. Some possible applications are as follows.

Firstly, BRICPSF can be used for in-hand localization of a grasped object. Gen-

erally, it is hard to estimate the exact pose of an object using vision and laser

sensors, after it has been grasped by a gripper. This is because the surface of

a grasped object is occluded from the vision or laser sensors. Also, the slightest

displacement of the object relative to the gripper during the process of grasping is
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hard to estimate. BRICPSF can be used to estimate the exact pose of the grasped

object if the gripper is equipped with adequate tactile sensors. This is in fact a

simplification of the application discussed in this thesis, since the object identity

is already known.

Secondly, BRICPSF can be used for self localization of a robot equipped with

tactile sensors. For instance, in case of bad lighting conditions, a robot can explore

a known, fixed object like a table using tactile sensors and determine its own pose

with respect to this fixed object using the BRICPSF approach.

Thirdly, BRICPSF can be used to create complete environment maps by exploring,

recognizing and localizing pre-known objects using tactile sensors.

A fourth possible application could be the hand-eye calibration of robots or the

calibration of the geometry and kinematics of serial chain robotic systems. The

pose of an object determined from a vision system can be compared with the

pose estimated by exploring the object using tactile sensors. This can be used

for hand-eye calibration, or if the tactile sensors are present at the end of a serial

chain robot, it can be used for calibrating the kinematics of the serial chain. These

four applications, amongst others, can be explored in the future.

The Widest Unexplored Cone exploration strategy presented in this thesis has

been tested only in simulation. It is an efficient technique for autonomous object

exploration and it is desirable to validate it with real hardware tests in the fu-

ture. Similarly, the performance of BRICPSF approach for deep sea environments

was validated by artificially corrupting the tactile data collected from underwater

exploration experiments. In future, more tactile data can be collected from pres-

sure chamber experiments and it can be used for validating BRICPSF for deep

sea object recognition. The achieved performance is expected to be better than

the results presented in this thesis, since the tactile noise is expected to be better

than the Gaussian Noise with 50% standard deviation that was used in the ex-

periments. The manipulator positioning errors would remain the same since the

Orion7P manipulator is a deep sea capable robot system.

In the experiments presented for underwater object exploration in this thesis, only

one tactile sensor was used for object exploration. The recognition performance is

expected to accelerate drastically with the use of the remaining five tactile sensors

on the SeeGrip gripper. It is expected that robust recognition can be achieved

within 5-10 grasps of such a system. This has already been tested and proven in

simulation.

The object recognition approach within the biologically inspired framework only

utilizes the tactile data collected from the edges or the regions surrounding the

edges on the object’s surface. The data collected from other regions on the ob-

ject surface provides additional shape information and should also be utilized for
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accelerated object recognition. This can be achieved in future by augmenting the

part-fitting method for object recognition with the BRICPSF methodology. This

would lead to an extension of the utility of this framework even for robot systems

comprising of multiple tactile sensors.

Finally, the biologically inspired approach presented in this thesis has only been

validated via simulation experiments. Its practical implementation requires the

existence of high quality controllers capable of edge following operations. It is

desirable to validate this approach using actual hardware in the future when such

controllers would be available.



Appendix A

Absolute Object Position and

Orientation Errors for

Underwater and Deep Sea

Experiments

Position and Orientation Errors: The position and orientation errors for each

exploration step are also averaged over multiple exploration runs. The position

estimation error is computed by evaluating the Euclidean distance between the

actual and estimated point of origin of the object database point clouds. The

orientation error is evaluated by estimating the absolute angle of rotation in 3D

space between the actual object pose and the estimated object pose, using an

axis-angle representation (Paul, 2008). Given a rotation matrix R between the

two object poses, the angle of rotation θ can be determined using Equation A.1.

θ = arccos(
Trace(R)− 1

2
), 0 ≤ θ ≤ π (A.1)

The position and orientation errors are computed only if the correct object is

recognized at an exploration step. At every step, the position error is bound by a

maximum value of 4 cm, and the orientation error by 1 Radian, in case no correct

object could be detected at this step for even a single exploration run.
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Figure A.1: Average Cartesian position errors with 95% confidence intervals
using BRICPSF with underwater exploration data (Section 6.1.5) for objects
Pitcher, Cuboid, Nut and Sphere. The database consists of 45 objects. Results

are averaged over 20 exploration runs.

Figure A.2: Average orientation errors with 95% confidence intervals using
BRICPSF with underwater exploration data (Section 6.1.5) for objects Pitcher,
Cuboid, Nut and Sphere. The database consists of 45 objects. Results are

averaged over 20 exploration runs.
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Figure A.3: Average Cartesian position errors with 95% confidence intervals
using BRICPSF with underwater exploration data (Section 6.1.7) for objects
Pitcher, Cuboid, Nut and Sphere. The database consists of 5 objects. Results

are averaged over 20 exploration runs.

Figure A.4: Average orientation errors with 95% confidence intervals using
BRICPSF with underwater exploration data (Section 6.1.7) for objects Pitcher,
Cuboid, Nut and Sphere. The database consists of 5 objects. Results are

averaged over 20 exploration runs.
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Figure A.5: Average Cartesian position errors with 95% confidence inter-
vals using BRICPSF with deep sea exploration data (Section 6.2.2) for objects
Pitcher, Cuboid, Nut and Sphere. The database consists of 5 objects. Results

are averaged over 20 exploration runs.

Figure A.6: Average orientation errors with 95% confidence intervals using
BRICPSF with deep sea exploration data (Section 6.2.2) for objects Pitcher,
Cuboid, Nut and Sphere. The database consists of 5 objects. Results are

averaged over 20 exploration runs.



Appendix B

Evolution of Object Match

Hypotheses in the Part-Fitting

Algorithm

For a graphic visualization of the results of the part-fitting based object recognition

methodology presented in Section 10.3 , the evolution of the recognition results

with increasing amount of exploration are presented below. Sections B.1, B.2,

and B.3 present the results for the Teapot, Pitcher and Martini Glass objects

respectively.

Each of the figures shows the evolution of the object matches with increasing

amount of exploration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the

corresponding object. The top row sequentially shows the evolving input point

clouds collected by the edge-following based exploration strategy. The state of the

point clouds at eight intermediate exploration steps are displayed. For each dis-

played point cloud, the corresponding column shows the top ranked object match

hypotheses carried by the object recognition module at this particular exploration

step.
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B.1 Exploration runs for the Teapot object

Figure B.1: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of explo-
ration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Teapot object.
The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight intermediate ex-
ploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object match hypotheses

are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration step.
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Figure B.2: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of explo-
ration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Teapot object.
The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight intermediate ex-
ploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object match hypotheses

are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration step.
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Figure B.3: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of explo-
ration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Teapot object.
The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight intermediate ex-
ploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object match hypotheses

are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration step.
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Figure B.4: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of explo-
ration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Teapot object.
The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight intermediate ex-
ploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object match hypotheses

are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration step.
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B.2 Exploration runs for the Pitcher object

Figure B.5: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of explo-
ration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Pitcher object.
The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight intermediate ex-
ploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object match hypotheses

are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration step.
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Figure B.6: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of explo-
ration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Pitcher object.
The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight intermediate ex-
ploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object match hypotheses

are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration step.
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Figure B.7: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of explo-
ration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Pitcher object.
The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight intermediate ex-
ploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object match hypotheses

are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration step.
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Figure B.8: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of explo-
ration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Pitcher object.
The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight intermediate ex-
ploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object match hypotheses

are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration step.
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B.3 Exploration runs for the Martini Glass ob-

ject

Figure B.9: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of explo-
ration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Martini Glass
object. The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight inter-
mediate exploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object match
hypotheses are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration step.
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Figure B.10: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of ex-
ploration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Martini
Glass object. The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight
intermediate exploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object
match hypotheses are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration

step.
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Figure B.11: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of ex-
ploration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Martini
Glass object. The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight
intermediate exploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object
match hypotheses are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration

step.
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Figure B.12: Evolution of the object matches with increasing amount of ex-
ploration for one particular exploration and recognition run for the Martini
Glass object. The top row shows the state of the input point clouds at eight
intermediate exploration steps for this exploration run. The top seven object
match hypotheses are shown in the columns corresponding to each exploration

step.
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